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"What are we ?" he asked. "Why, we are the miracle of force
and matter making itself over into imagination and will.
Incredible.The Life Force experimenting with forms.
You for one. Me for another.The Universe has shouted itself alive.
We are one of the shouts. Creation turns in its abyss.
We have bothered it, dreaming ourselves to shapes.
The void is filled with slumbers; ten billion on a billion
bombardments of light and material that know not themselves.
Among so much that is flight and ignorance, we are the
blind force that grope like Lazarus from a billion-light-year tomb.
We say, 0 Lazarus Life Force, truly come ye forth. So the Universe,
a motion of deaths, fumbles to reach across Time to feel its own flesh
and know it to be ours.We touch both ways and find each other
miraculous because we are One ..."
- Ray Bradbury, Long After Midnight ( G.B.S.- Mark V) [1]
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Abstract
This dissertation presents a theoretical study of rotational configurations in nuclei away from
the line of ,8-stability : i) systematics of highly-deformed nuclear systems with moderate proton
excess in the A"'130 mass region, with the lightest of them closely approaching the proton drip
line, ii) neutron-rich 30 • 32• 34• 36•38 Ne and 32• 34 • 36• 38 •40 Mg nuclei, farthest away from the stability
valley, with more than twice as many neutrons as protons. It uses successfully the mean-field
approach for describing deformed nuclear states at high angular momenta, affirming that the
self-consistent mean-field theories are well justified for use with a variety of different rotating
nuclear systems, for which they offer significant predictive power.
We present the first fully self-consistent global set of high-spin calculations in the A"'130
superdeformed region, using two conceptually different mean field theories : the non-relativistic
cranked Skyrme Hartree-Fock method with SLy4 effective interaction ( CSHF ), and the cranked
Relativistic Mean Field approach ( CRMF ). The results for 183 bands in CSHF and 105 bands
in CRMF are used as a platform for the verification of the validity of the additivity approach
in the A�130 superdeformed region, providing computational infrastructure for extracting sets
of effective single-particle quadrupole moments and angular momentum alignments, which can
be used directly in experimental analyses. The high precision of the additivity approach, and
the accumulated statistics in this systematics allows us to perform a comparative study among
the two self-consistent models. Its success implies that the extreme shell model concept is well
justified at high angular momenta. The provided effective single-particle values and relative
total Routhians for the bands in the same nucleus allows experimentalists to calculate easily
the expected deformations and alignments in superdeformed bands, and serve as guidelines
for spectroscopical analyses. This dissertation includes for the first time also the quantitative
impact of the effective values of q22 as corrections to the main effective quadrupole components
q20 for the evaluation of the transition quadrupole moments Qt, allowing us to separate out the
deformation components in this region known for its relatively well pronounced -y-softness. The
results indicate that the single-particle alignments are robust quantities, not varying significantly
among self-consistent models. The effective alignments in CSHF are overall different from the
corresponding values of the single-particle alignments, indicating the importance of the shape
polarization effects in the self-consistent mean field studies. The high precision of the additivity
results gives reasons to believe that there is a conceptual universality in the self-consistent
models for rotating superdeformed nuclei in the wider mass range A=128-160.
Our investigation of the properties of the very neutron-rich Ne and Mg nuclei leads for the
first time to a quantitative understanding of their possible rotational behavior. The results
show that there are sound physical reasons preventing the weakly bound intruder neutrons
from "breaking away" under the influence of Coriolis and centrifugal forces at high cranking
frequencies, thus offering a possibility for observation of rotational bands. The expected effect
of the variation of the neutron shell structure with neutron number, mainly influencing the
position of the high-j unique-parity shell, is balanced by the fact that the Coriolis force mainly
acts on the high-j orbitals, which are strongly localized within the nuclear volume. As a result,
no strong isovector effects ( due to neutron halo or skin ) are to be expected at high spins; the
proton and neutron deformations are very similar even at extremely high rotational frequencies.
The results show that for these nuclei the root-mean-square radii for protons and neutrons
remain constant or within a narrow interval throughout the cranking frequency range. This
work also makes predictions for the extent of the neutron drip line in the even-even Ne-Mg
region, presents the very first cranking calculations for rotational bands in halo/ skin nuclei, and
discusses the structure of their yrast bands.
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Chapter 1

Introduction
"Mind is the law-giver to Nature. "

- I. Kant, Critique of Pure Reason ( 1781 )
The atomic nucleus is one of the most interesting quanta! many-body systems. Over the
decades, nuclear science has allowed us to amass an impressive amount of structure information
about the interacting constituents of the nucleus and their behavior, both theoretically and
experimentally. The fact that the nucleus is a very tightly packed object, incorporating most
of the mass of the atom, the early indications that it consists of particles held together by
forces of enormous strength, the quantum laws unseen before, acting on a very small distance
scale, and many other aspects of this new type of object, promised a wealth of insight into
the ways multiparticle systems are formed and behave. Interest in the physical qualities and
quantities of many-body systems, combined with the novel concepts of classical and quantum
physics, providing possibilities to model mathematically the behavior of such objects, along
with the opportunity to measure some of their physical features directly, became the moving
force for discovering entirely new physics - the set of conceptual paradigms we often associate
with the modern views of physical Nature. It would be fair to say that nuclear structure
perhaps is the field of physics facing the many-body problem in its full complexity, leading to
the development of ad hoc mathematical methods and models, which are also useful in other
fields and applications. Our understanding of nuclear phenomena, in theory and experiment,
made it possible to continue the study of the structure of matter at deeper levels of complexity,
analytically and synthetically, towards more complete systematics of nucleon and sub-nucleon
properties. We owe it to the vast variety of nuclear isotopes, "natural" and synthetic, to the
experimental physics information collected about them, and to the multiple manifestations of
the intrinsic properties of these systems, that we are able to to make conclusions about their
mechanisms of behavior, microscopic and macroscopic, and with a degree of certainty comparable
or better than that for some of the more classical objects around us.
The existing nuclear models necessarily involve the interpretation of properties of a multitude
of isotopes at once - in the present work a couple of dozens of them. It is one of the purposes of
this work to illustrate that the nuclear theoretical models we have at hand, although relatively
simple, give us enough predictive power to describe properties of nuclei in different mass ranges,
1

stable and far from stability, having a variety of shapes , and with different (dis)balance of their
proton-neutron composition. The fact that we can use these theoretical tools today is due, to a
great extent, to the enormous progress in computational methods, along with their technological
implementations achieved during the last century. It is my duty therefore to start with a brief
outline of the historical developments of these ideas before I continue with the presentation of
this dissertation. The sequence of these concepts, some of which were introduced many decades
ago, comes to illuminate the marvelous unity of the physical world around us, the humble study
of which is the main motivation for my work.

1.1

Historical Remarks

The atomic nucleus can take a wide variety of shapes, and the occurrence of highly-deformed
configurations in nuclei has been known for decades. Within several years of the radioactivity
studies of Henri Becquerel, and the team Maria Sklodowska-Curie-Pierre Curie ( with Gustave
Bemont ), the a-scattering experiments of Ernest Rutherford shifted the attention to the nucleus
at atom's core. With the intention to verify the charge distribution hypothesis of J.J. Thomp
son, Rutherford discovered [ 3, 4), that the atomic nucleus is a very dense and compact object
( less than 100fm in diameter ), located in the center of the atom and concentrating more than
99% of its mass. The interpretation of nuclear properties and their impact on atomic physics,
spectroscopy, and chemistry went along with the development of the concepts of quantum me
chanics and the understanding that the nucleus is an essentially quantum-physical object. The
aspects of nuclear physics that established links between the classical and quantum theories have
been inseparable since the beginning of the nuclear era. The first suggestion that the nucleus
can have a variety of different shapes, in ground or excited configurations, was made by W. Pauli
in 19 2 4 [ 5], who hypothesized that the hyperfine structure of electron levels in atoms and nu
clei may be due to their Coulomb interaction with a non-spherically symmetric nuclear charge.
His prediction was proven experimentally a decade later [ ]6. The discovery of the neutron by
J. Chadwick [ 7, )8, and the induced nuclear transformations and radioactivity ( (a, 1r)-reactions,
in modern parlance ) by I. Curie and F. Joliot [9), along with that of the positron by C. An
derson, made possible the use of nuclear reactions for obtaining structural information. The
experimental confirmation of Pauli's hypothesis became the basis for the 19 3 5 comprehensive
study of total nuclear energy by Weizsacker [10), and for Niels Bohr's introduction of the liquid
drop model ( LDM ), in which nuclear surface shape vibrations around an equilibrium shape
were considered for the first time [11]. Soon thereafter, a practical way of studying nuclear
shapes and configurations by producing excited nuclear states in nuclear reactions and observ
ing the emitted -y-spectra was proposed by N. Bohr and his student F . Kalckar [12, 13), who
also estimated the energies of the lowest-energy rotational modes, and introduced the nuclear
moment of inertia ( also to be explored the next year [14] ). At that time nobody could predict
how fruitful this event in experimental methodology would turn out to be - it marked the
beginning of spectroscopic methods for nuclear structure analysis. Their implementation led
to the development of -y-ray spectroscopy, which is now the main work-horse methodology for
gathering nuclear structure data. It is interesting to mention that the nuclear shape, although
not directly observable, already was at the center of attention of the nuclear physics community
immediately before World War II, due to its importance for the understanding of the nuclear
fission process. The effects of shape and stability of a charged liquid drop were studied by
Feenberg [15], and then by Meitner and Frisch [16], and Bohr and Wheeler [17). The antebellum
and war periods are also characterized by a significant ( even by modern criteria ) accumula2

tion of nuclear structural and reaction data, particularly in relation to the analysis and study
of the fission process in actinides, which was subject to most extensive scrutiny at the time,
and required systematic theoretical explanation. It became clear that rotational states, being
abundantly produced by nuclear reactions, could provide very valuable information about the
nuclear single-particle and collective modes.
The experimental data quickly piling up, their interpretation required novel concepts and
quantitative approaches. The basic assumption, from which most of the low-energy theoretical
models started, was that the atomic nucleus can be viewed as a set of non-relativistic nucleons in
teracting with each other via a two-body interaction, or an approximation thereof. A significant
breakthrough in the early attempts to find such approximation was achieved by Goppert-Mayer
and Jensen, who developed the nuclear shell model [18, 19] 1 . The stunning success of the shell
model and its implications, suggesting analogies with the atomic shell structure and orbital
classification schemes, led to feverish activity to interpret the existing nuclear data throughout
the isotope table. Although we are still very far from fully understanding the form of the inter
action in the nuclear medium, the important parts of it, crucial for nuclear structure studies,
could be inferred from pion exchange and other few-meson exchange contributions. One of the
most significant achievements of the Goppert-Mayer and Jensen's approach was their setting
the stage for the establishment of the concept of nuclear mean field theories - the notion that
the nucleons move "almost independently" from each other in an average, or mean field gen
erated by their interactions with all other nucleons, at least at low excitation energies. The
mean field paradigm is based on the assumption that the average nuclear interaction acting
on the individual nucleons is roughly the same for every one of them ( separately for protons
and neutrons }, and that it can be approximated with a scalar potential function in the Hamil
ton's equations, with its explicit form to be inferred from the density distribution of nuclear
matter. From general phenomenological observations it was deduced that one-pion exchange
terms would have the highest contributions to the average, their significance increasing with the
density of real/virtual mesons in the nuclear medium with which the nucleon can "come into
contact" . The fact that the bare nucleon-nucleon interaction ( i. e., outside the medium ) has
both strong attractive ( at long distances ) and repulsive components ( at short distances ) is
not a serious challenge to this picture, because the Pauli-blocking in the antisymmetrized wave
function guarantees the mean-free path of the nucleons to be nearly the size of the nucleus
itself. This justifies the concept of the nucleons moving quasi-independently in a "soup" of
exchange pions, or other mesons, interacting with them through lowest-order interaction terms.
The mean-field approach plays a significant role in our modern understanding of the nuclear
mechanisms, and will be central to the ideas and interpretations discussed in this dissertation.
It became clear early in the development of nuclear structure physics that the majority of the
known atomic nuclei are deformed in their ground states, and are capable of showing collective
behavior even at very low excitation energies. The observations suggested that even though the
nucleonic motion may seem "independent" in the static models, the average nuclear mean field,
for the existence of which there is ample evidence, can give rise to highly-correlated modes, giving
rise to vibrational-, or rotational-like spectral sequences. This necessitated further extensions
of the theoretical models for the nuclear many-body problem to include collective behavior,
especially in the context of the coupling between single-particle and collective nuclear degrees
of freedom and different forms of their mixing in the full Hamiltonian. They culminated in
the introduction of the nuclear collective model by A. Bohr, B. Mottelson, and J. Rainwater
[20, 21] 2, which, together with the deformed ( "Nilsson" ) shell model [23], developed at the
1 They received the Nobel Prize in Physics for it in 1963.
2 They were awarded the Nobel Prize in Physics for it in 1975, [22].
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same time, became the paradigm for the interpretation of nuclear structure for decades to
come. The first step in this direction was made by FHigge [ 24],who discussed nuclear surface
vibrations and rotations, and suggested that nuclear rotations could be seen experimentally as
rotational spectra. The observation of large quadrupole moments in atomic nuclei led Rainwater
to conjecture as early as 195 0 ( 2 0], that a single odd nucleon could polarize the nuclear shape.
Bohr and Mottelson's approach recognized the fact that the static shape and orientation of
the nuclear surface and the collective deformation parameters are closely related. It confirmed
triumphantly the hypothesis of W.Pauli,that stable or quasi-stable deformed nuclear shapes
are prevalent in the world of nuclear physics,and are fundamental for the understanding of
nuclear properties at all levels. It also became a program for many discoveries of features of
nuclear behavior which occurred in the field.
The beginning of the 1960's led to the experimental observation of fission isomers by Po
likanov, et al. ( 25] in the actinide region,their existence being attributed to the possible
formation of deformed minima in the potential energy surface ( PES ) ( 2 ,6 2 7], and the studies
of the "double-humped" fission barrier and more complicated fission landscape structures. This
significant breakthrough led to further possibilities for exploring the conditions for the existence
of highly-deformed and exotic nuclear shapes,together with the development of macroscopic
microscopic theoretical models for their interpretation. The observation of transitions from
spherical to deformed and highly-deformed nuclear shapes, the breaking of reflection symmetry,
etc., are attributed to "phase transitions" caused by the interplay of the cumulative effects of
nuclear interaction terms to the mean field. Many regions of the nuclear chart have become
known as consisting of nuclei with stable shape deformation in ground or low excited states,
and some nuclei exhibited excited states with deformation decidedly different from that of their
ground states ( "shape coexistence" ). Prolate shapes approaching and exceeding 2:1axis ratio of
their principal axes,which are of considerable interest to our work,were first considered and pa
rameterized for the understanding of the observed fission isomers in the Plutonium-Americium
region. The concept of the "double-humped" ,"triple-humped" energy profiles, the quantitative
understanding of fission barriers,the systematic studies of the nuclear potential energy surface
( PES ), etc. paved the way to a much more consistent picture of the interplay between shell
structure and bulk nuclear properties. It also created a framework for the quantitative analysis
of the nuclear forces,which shed light on the mechanisms of stabilization of complex nuclear
shapes, and the microscopic reasons for the establishment of nuclear deformation. The exper
imental approaches of this period were characterized by significant progress in lithium-drifted
germanium detectors to study short-lived states,including spectroscopy in the "second poten
tial well" ( 2 )8. The spectroscopy of fission fragments provided a wealth of information about
neutron-rich nuclei, which, combined with neutron and fragment detectors, shed light onto the
mechanisms of compound nuclear formation, and the time scale of nuclear processes and phe
nomena,and created the necessary infrastructure for the study of reactions with accelerated
light and heavier ions.The use of paired Ge-Li detectors in the 1970's became the basis for the
spectroscopic study of high-spin states in nuclei.

1.2

Rotational Properties and Nuclear Shapes

In the context of this work,it is important to mention some of the basic concepts of the high-spin
nuclear structure, which will be unfolded further in the next Chapters. The rapid improvement
of spectroscopic detectors and the exploration of high-spin states in nuclei led to the observations
that rotation may have significant effect on nuclear shape ( ( 2 9, 3 0],and references therein ).
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These effects were first studied in the framework of the rotating liquid drop model ( RLDM )
by Cohen,Plasil and Swiatecki,in which a rigidly-deformed nuclear drop was cranked around
a chosen axis (3 1 .] At low rotational frequency,the initially spherical liquid drop develops a
slightly oblate ellipsoidal deformation,which increases with angular momentum until a critical
frequency is reached,beyond which triaxial shapes are energetically favored. This behavior
became the basis for extensive study of potential energy surfaces of fissile heavy nuclei, for
which the development of triaxiality precedes the formation of the fission fragments. The value
of the maximal limiting angular momentum was studied and found to have a broad maximum
for mass number around A �1 30 .
For the nuclear systems of interest in this work,the global rotational behavior based on the
Cohen-Plasil-Swiatecki's picture does not tell the full story,because the single-particle degrees
of freedom ( i.e. the quantum effects ) are known to impact nuclear behavior significantly.
However,the generic dependence of the nuclear shape on rotational frequency exhibits features
similar to those of the liquid drop,showing a tendency to stretch due to the centrifugal effects.
When the nucleus has a stable prolate-deformed ground-state shape,it can gradually evolve
to noncollective oblate shapes at high frequencies by showing transitions via different stages of
triaxiality and regimes of rotation (3 2 ].
The discovery of the so-called backbending phenomenon,- i. e., the sudden smooth change
of the nuclear moment of inertia with rotation (3 3 ,34 ] - was thought at first to be related to
a phase transition of nuclear matter from superfluid to non-superfluid state. However,further
studies provided evidence that this interesting behavior was associated with rotational alignment
of pairs of nucleons in rotating mean field - a remarkable discovery,made by Stephens,et al.
[3 5,3 6 ],which led to tremendous progress in extracting nuclear structure information about the
formation of total angular momentum and the relation between single-particle structure and
collectivity. The spectroscopic data provided a wealth of information about the spin of valence
nucleons,the energies of single-nucleon orbitals,shell gap widths,angular momenta and com
position of rotational bands,and their deformation. Through the long series of discoveries [
37 ]
it b ecame clear that the change of deformation of nuclear shape between and within rotational
bands plays a paramount role in high-spin nuclear structure. The conjectured relation between
the locations of shell gaps and the possibilities for stabilization of deformed nuclear shapes,
particularly at higher angular momenta,fueled the interest into the search for nuclear shape
isomerism and the investigation of mechanisms for its occurrence.

1.2.1

Superdeformation at High Angular Momenta

The experimental observation of fission isomers [25] in 19 62 in the A,...._,24
0 actinide region led
to the hypothesis of the existence of deformed minima in the potential energy surface [
2 6 ,2 7]
and the introduction of the "double-humped" fission barrier,and more complicated deformation
structures. The first experimentally-observed prolate shape corresponding to the 2 : 1 ratio of
principal axes ( "superdeformed shape" ) was seen in the fission isomer of 242 Am [2 ,
5 40 ] .
Deformed shell model calculations were first to indicate,that the highly-deformed nuclear mean
field favors the appearance of energy gaps for certain ratios of ellipsoid axes.As one can see from
Fig. 1 . 1,illustrating the single-particle spectrum of the deformed harmonic oscillator, energy
gaps can indeed be expected for ellipsoidal shapes with axis ratios around 2 : 1 ,3 : 1 ,etc.
In the framework of macroscopic-microscopic methods [
4 1],shell gaps are displaced from
their expected locations,and their sizes change significantly. In the early 19 80 's,theoretical
calculations suggested that not only can the superdeformed configurations be observable for
heavy nuclei at low angular momenta,but that for lighter nuclei they can be energetically
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favored at higher spins and become lowest in energy ( "yrast" ), and therefore become visible
experimentally [27, 42, 43, 44]. They conjectured that superdeformed shapes could be found at
high angular momenta in the rare-€arth nuclei (45, 38, 46]. It became evident, for example, that
the 3:2 ratio gaps could be more distinctly observed and expected to play a role for the light
rare-earth nuclei and A-80 proton-rich nuclei. The 2: 1 shapes are favored in fission isomers
and A':::!.150 rare-€arth systems.
The interest in systematizing rotational bands of nuclei with a perspective for studying states
with higher deformation led to the development of very advanced 1-spectroscopic systems and
facilities, and was fueled by the need for structure information. From the point of view of ex
perimental methodology, it was the era of small arrays of 1-ray detectors, such as TESSA at
the Daresbury Laboratory, UK. The calculations indicated that such highly-deformed shapes
are likely to be seen in systems with considerable deviation of the neutron-to-proton number
ratio from that for the valley of stability. The need to produce higher quantities of such "exotic"
compound nuclear systems at high angular momenta made it necessary to use heavy-ion accel
erators. The first experimental evidence for high-spin superdeformation was seen in the A':::!.150
region by B. Nyak6, et al. , in "Y--'Y correlations ( quasicontinuum spectroscopy ) of 152Dy
[47) ( related to an earlier correlation study [48] ). The authors deduced that the quadrupole
deformation for the observed structures reached values as high as f3 � 0.60, corresponding to
elongated shapes with axis ratios of 2:1:1, and soon thereafter the entire discrete superdeformed
band was found (49}. This was a marvelous confirmation of calculations and a triumph for the
predictive power of the existing models. It was followed by a feverish activity in the spectroscopy
of rotating nuclei away from the /3-stability area, which confirmed the shell-model expectations
that highly-deformed shapes could be stabilized by shell effects, even far from the stability line.
In 1986 a highly-deformed band in 132 Ce was discovered (50}, and this put the A':::!.130 superde
formed mass region on the map for exploration. The quantitative and qualitative description
of some of the systematized structure information from the observed highly-deformed bands in
this region is one of the central themes in this dissertation.

1.2.2

Deformed High Spin Systems Far From Stability

Intense experimental studies of deformed structures across the chart of the nuclides has resulted
to date in the discovery of several "islands" of high deformation, in the mass regions near A':::!.
60, 80, 130, 150, 190, and 240, as well as in the neutron-rich Lu-Hf ( N =92-96 ) region. They
are shown in Fig. 1.2 (a) [51, 52, 53].
As one can see clearly from the Figure the observed bands with high deformation lie on the
proton-rich side of the valley of ,B-stability, many of them several isospin units away from the
nearest abundant isobar. Measurement of discrete rotational transitions from unstable com
pound nuclei, produced at very small cross-sections, necessitate the use of Compton-suppressed
germanium detector systems in 41r-geometry, like GAMMASPHERE, EuRoGAM, GASP. These de
velopments also made it possible to carry out high-precision lifetime measurements, and directly
determine deformation parameters of rotating nuclei.

1.2.3

Rotating Mean Field

A direct interpretation of the properties of highly-deformed nuclei with high excess of protons
or neutrons demands the use of sophisticated theoretical models suitable for solving the nuclear
many-body problem at high spin for configurations far from stability. The 1990's were a period
of remarkable progress in the refinement of the existing microscopic models based on the shell7
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model paradigm, as well as self-consistent models based on parameterizations of the effective
nucleon-nucleon interaction. These successes went hand-in-hand with re---€valuations of the
validity of the mean-field paradigm and attempts to find the limits of its applicability. Argu
ments can be found in the literature [54] suggesting that mean-field models may be generally
inadequate because the mean-field approximation may be invalid at ordinary nuclear densities,
or that essential parts of the correlations are, one way or another, not included. These argu
ments seem to be misleading, because they perceive implicitly the mean-field calculations as
Hartree or Hartree-Fock procedures, performed on the underlying nucleon interaction. However,
in reality the procedure involves full Hartree plus exchange correlation functionals, described
better by the Kohn-Sham density functional theory ( DFT ) [55, 56, 57]. We would like to
emphasize that the mean-field theories are thus characterized by a universal energy functional
of the density, which is then iteratively minimized through the variational procedure for each
nucleus separately while including auxiliary single (quasi-)particle states. The emphasis is on
the universality of this approach, because it allows shifting the difficulties of obtaining the many
solutions for different nuclei to that of finding the energy functional once. If it can be found
in a feasible and affordable way, then the calculations can be scaled to obtain the structural
information for large numbers of nuclei.
The commonly used mean-field models can roughly be divided into two major classes, accord
ing to the type of energy functionals they employ - non-relativistic and relativistic ( covariant )
energy functionals. The non-relativistic ( Skyrme ) models ( [58], and references therein ) are
based on a particular family of non-relativistic forms of zero-range density-dependent forces
used for generating non-relativistic energy functionals consisting of powers and gradients of the
isoscalar and isovector densities, the corresponding kinetic energy densities, and spin currents.
As such they can be considered Kohn-Sham functionals [59, 60, 61].
The relativistic mean-field models are derived from Lagrangians containing couplings be
tween nucleons and heavy mesons [62, 63, 64, 65]. The name relativistic ( or, rather, covariant )
implies that they describe the kinematic relativistic effects ( high velocities, respectively large
p/M ratios ), which are associated with small corrections in the non-relativistic models.
The success of the extension of self-consistent models to high-spin configurations and nuclei
approaching the particle drip lines has led to the thorough understanding of the mean-field
approach and the different components of the effective interaction. In this work we utilize two
of the most versatile implementations of the self-consistent approximation to the nuclear mean
field, the Skyrme Hartree-Fock ( HF ) method, and the relativistic mean-field ( RMF ) approach.

1.3

Brief Outline of the Following Chapters

We begin ( Chapter 2 ) with an introduction to the concept of nuclear mean field, as it is applied
to high-spin nuclear rotation. The shell model approach to this paradigm is first explained
briefly, and then used as a guide into the realm of self-consistent models.
In Chapter 3 we apply the Skyrme HF and the relativistic mean-field models to carry out a
systematic study of deformations and angular momenta of superdeformed bands in the A�130
mass region. The resulting systematics is used for a comprehensive analysis of single-particle
structures of the bands, and multivariate statistics ( "additivity analysis" ) is applied to extract
the effective quadrupole moments and relative alignments for single-particle orbitals in the
vicinity of the superdeformed shell gaps.
The appearance of highly-deformed configurations in nuclei is associated with microscopic
( shell ) effects, and shape polarization effects caused by the presence of anisotropic orbitals
9

( e.g., high-j "intruders" ). Studies of superdeformed bands show that the interaction of the
collectively-rotating mean field and the single-particle nucleonic motion can lead to decoupling
of pair(s) of nucleons with opposite spins, and the alignment of their angular momenta along the
rotation axis. This mechanism, first introduced by Stephens, et al. [3 5, 3 ]6, suggests that the
single-particle contributions to the properties of the rotating nuclear system can be obtained by
analyzing the individual contributions from the decoupled nucleons. This has been a standard
procedure for studying the microscopic structure of rotational bands ever since, its success even
more important in view of the fact that the self-consistent many-body theories predict the
alignment of nucleons also to have a notable effect on the mean field.
The deformation effect due to the unpaired nucleons is known also to have very strong
dependence on the position of the chemical potential .X within the shell with high-j intruders
[6 6, 67], and is a consequence of the fact that the short range of nuclear interactions favors states
with wave functions having maximal overlap ( this mechanism is often referred to as MONA
[6 ]8 ).The change of deformation is associated with the Jahn-Teller effect [69]; it is discussed
in Chapter 2 and commented on in extenso in the context of the superdeformed A�13 0region
( Chapter 3 ).
For example, the first backbending ( the crossing of the ground-state band, g-band ) by
the first excited band ( also referred to as Stockholm, or s-band ), in the A�13 0 nuclei is
associated with the rotational alignment of the i 1 3 ;2 neutrons from the N=6 shell. In the s
band, one nucleonic pair is broken. The breaking of the pair(s) also leads to significant overall
reduction in the pairing correlations in the system [70], which is seen as a decrease of the pairing
gap � with frequency [71]. One can think of this effect as of a disappearance of the static
pairing, evidence for which can be found in the study of crossings of rotational bands ( [72], and
references therein ).However, since the nucleus is a finite system, we have no good reasons to
disregard the dynamic pairing correlations, often referred to as pairing vibrations, which may
be non-negligible even at high frequencies.We can minimize this effect by choosing to evaluate
rotational bands at frequencies high enough for the pairing interactions to become insignificant,
and then considering relative changes with respect to a chosen reference core configuration.The
dynamic pairing effects are expected to cancel to a large extent.
In our study, one of the microscopic mechanisms for causing shape deformation is of special
importance - the nuclear Jahn-Teller ( JT ) effect [ 69] originating from coupling between the
collective excitations of the system and the single-particle motion [ 73] . A recent comprehensive
work showed ( 74] that the JT effect on its own can cause the occurrence of odd-even stagger
ing in the binding energy, otherwise solely attributed to pairing. The influence of the. JT effect
decreases in superconducting nuclei. This is a consequence of the fact that when residual interac
tions are introduced ( pairing being one of them ), they tend to effectively reduce the magnitude
of the JT coupling [ 75, 76]. Although pairing correlations in atomic nuclei can give rise to a
large residual energy which, in general, weakens the deformation effects, the polarization effect
of the odd nucleon is still present. The bottom line of this discussion is that pairing can be
excluded safely from the self-consistent mean-field calculations at this stage, with a significant
gain in computational performance, and without sacrificing the quality of the results, at least
when considering rotational SD shapes at a high-enough frequency. Of course, the more gen
eral question about the relative role of the JT effect and pairing is very much worth exploring
further, but it is outside of the scope of this work. We shall return briefly to this discussion in
Chapter 2, where dynamic and static polarization is considered in the context of time-reversal
invariance in the self-consistent models.
Combined with the results of a systematic measurement of deformation in the A�13 0region,
our results show a remarkable agreement between the relative transition quadrupole moments
10
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Figure 1.3: Experimental ( Ref. [2], closed symbols with error bars ) versus theoretical ( this
work, open symbols ) differential transition quadrupole moments Q t as a function of the number
of neutrons. The calculations were carried out using the SD band of 131 Ce as a reference. From
[2), see the comments in the text and in Chapter 3 for further interpretation and analysis.
for more than a dozen SD bands [2). Our results have been checked for consistency by comparing
them with the experiment for the two known SD bands of 142 Sm - a connecting link to the
extensively-studied superdeformed A-150 mass region, for which this kind of calculation was
first carried out [77). We can see in Fig. 1. 3 that our multivariate analysis for a total of nearly
200 bands in the cranked Skyrme HF reproduces the experimental values quite nicely. The
results for the single-particle contributions, summarized in a set of tables for both Skyrme HF
and RMF, allow for simple, back-of-the-envelope calculations for deformations and angular
momenta, given a particle-hole configuration with respect to the known core.
Our analysis proves successful in confirming the interpretation of highly-deformed nuclear
shapes in the entire A-130 SD region, from light La nuclei to 137 Sm. The extracted single
particle contributions to the shape-polarization effect, as well as to the angular momenta, are in
good agreement with the experiment (67). The successful application of our Skyrme calculations
to the lowest SD bands confirms the assumption that single-particle motion of the nucleons
around the Fermi energy is, to a considerable extent, undisturbed by the residual interactions.
We carry on along the lines of this hypothesis in Chapter 5, where the cranked Skyrme
Hartree-Fock model is applied to the study of yet-unobserved rotational configurations of light
neutron-rich drip-line nuclei. We concentrate our attention on ten even-even nuclei in the
Ne-Mg region, with neutron numbers between the N=20 and N=28. These nuclei, being very
unstable, are difficult to synthesize and study - only the isotopes closer to N =20 have been
11

observed, with spectroscopic evidence suggesting a latitude of shapes. The calculations in this
region ( sometimes referred to as the "island of inversion" ) suggest that the excess of neutrons
leads to softening of the nuclear shape , with very interesting shape effects expected to arise with
rotation. This region is of special interest in view of the recent progress in spectroscopic studies
with radioactive ion beams. Our calculations are the very first studies of neutron-drip-line
systems at high spin.
I close this dissertation with a general Conclusion, and a brief summary.
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Chapter 2

Mean-Field Theory of Nuclear
Rotation
"Everything existing in the Universe is
the fruit of chance and of necessity"

- Democritus of Abdera, 460-370 B.C.

In this Chapter, we introduce briefly the notion of mean field in atomic nuclei, viewed as
many-body systems of nucleons ( neutrons and protons ) interacting via nuclear forces, and
then concentrate on the procedures for finding the appropriate energy functionals used in the
quantitative analysis. We start with a schematic introduction to effective interactions applied
in the mean-field approaches, and then continue with a summary of definitions pertaining to
deformed rotating nuclei. This naturally leads us to the description of self-consistent mean field
methods.
Since the subject of my study is high-spin physics, I concentrate on the inclusion of rota
tional degrees of freedom into the mean-field Hamiltonian. I start with the phenomenological
Hamiltonians and then describe the two self-consistent cranked models used in this disserta
tion : (i) the non-relativistic Hartree-Fock method with Skyrme effective interactions, and (ii)
the relativistic mean-field theory. Their implementations are outlined along with the necessary
information on the particular form of the nuclear interactions and computational procedures
used.

2.1

Rotating Deformed Mean Field

There have been many attempts to describe the nuclear many-body system in terms of the
interaction field acting on all nucleons [78]. The belief that such many-body interaction can be
constructed in the form of a potential function(al) dependent on nucleonic coordinates, momenta,
spins, and isospins usually starts with the assumption that the interaction can be expressed as
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a series of terms involving two-body, three-body, etc., terms :

l . . . ,A) =v<2> + y( 3 )
Veff ( ,

+ . . . � L V (i,j) +
i< j

L

i< j <k

V (i ,j,k),

(2.1)

where i, j, k = 1 , . . . , A label the interacting nucleons. The motivation for such decomposition
stems from the ambition to derive the functional forms of these terms from general symmetries,
using extensive knowledge of the bare nucleon-nucleon interaction. In practice, one is using
effective interactions, described by relatively few parameters adjusted to experimental data.
As we shall see in the next Section, it is often possible to decompose the effective interaction
in such a way as to extract the mean interaction potential V (i ) acting on each of the nucleons
separately. While this potential is a result of the interactions of all the other nucleons averaged
over the entire nuclear volume, it depends on the coordinates of individual nucleons. We refer
to this potential as a single-particle mean field, or simply mean field. The fact that the mean
field has a one-body character allows for significant simplifications.
The first successful implementation of the mean-field approach in nuclear physics was intro
duced by Goppert-Meyer and Jensen (18, 19) . The remarkable accuracy and flexibility of the
shell-model picture fueled the discussions on the existence of nuclear mean field for decades.
The idea of the existence of a nucleon mean field has proven to be very insightful in nuclear
structure theory with its inherent benefits of computational feasibility and intuitiveness.
Without going into the details of the spherical nuclear shell model, we shall mention that
the sphericity of the potential leads to sphericity of the density distribution and vice versa, with
the quality of the approximation improving rapidly with the nuclear mass. The fact that the
spherical nuclei are very conveniently scattered in different regions of the isotope table made it
possible to fine-tune the full set of shell-model parameters and get a good understanding of the
nuclear many-body problem for nuclei ranging all the way from oxygen to lead.
The parts of the nuclear interaction (2.1) which remain outside of the mean-field picture are
usually referred to as residual interactions (78) . Over the decades, considerable success has been
achieved in including various parts of the residual interactions into the independent-particle
picture.
2.1.1

Deformation Parameters

In this section we shall define briefly the parameterization of the two most-commonly used
versions of the deformed shell model approach - the Nilsson ( modified harmonic oscillator )
model (23, 79) , and the deformed Woods-Saxon model [80, 81, 82) . For the sake of clarity we
follow the description given in Ref. (78] .
Nuclear Shape Parameters

The nuclear shape is usually described as the shape of a properly-defined nuclear surface in a
body-fixed coordinate system of a nucleus. Thanks to the incompressibility of nuclear matter,
one can assume that the volume of the nuclear shape is preserved for a relatively wide range
of deviations from sphericity. If the radius of the spherical shape is denoted as Ii{) , we can
parameterize the radius of the deformed nucleus in spherical coordinates by expanding it in
multipoles :
(2.2)
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where C ({ o}) guarantees that the volume inside the surface defined by R( (}, cp; { o}) is conserved.
The coefficients O>.µ with ,.\ = 0 ,1 ,2 ,3 ,
4,
. . . are referred to as monopole,dipole,quadrupole,
octupole,hexadecapole, etc., deformation terms. By the proper choice of the origin one can
eliminate the terms with ooo and o 1 µ and set these coefficients to zero. Under these assumptions
it becomes evident that the leading non-trivial terms in the expansion are the quadrupole terms,
i. e., the ones proportional to 02 µ, µ = -2, -1, 0, 1, 2. Three of these five parameters determine
the nuclear orientation and are equivalent to the set of three Euler angles. By rotating the
body-fixed frame,we can choose 02 1 = 02 , - 1 = 0 and 022 = 02, - 2 , thus reducing the set of
five coefficients 02µ to only two independent ones : 020 and 022 . This allows making a very
convenient transformation to a different set of shape variables,the Hill-Wheeler coordinates f32
and 'Y :

(2.3)

/32 COS "(,

/32 .
= - /'j,
Slll "f.

(2.4)

L 1 02µ 1 2 = o�o + 20�2 = /3i •

(2.5)

µ

The first of these parameters,(32 , is associated with the elongation of the quadrupole shape,and
is commonly referred to as quadrupole deformation. The parameter 'Y given in degrees is often
called triaxiality, and it measures the deviation of the nuclear surface from an axially symmetric
shape. The expansion (2. 2 ) in the Hill-Wheeler parameterization becomes [
7 8]

R(/J, ip)

= CR.a

[1 + /j, � (cos ")'(3 cos2 /J - 1) -

v'a sin ")' Sin

2

/J cos 2 ip) ] .

(2 . 6 )

In this formula we have neglected the terms of order ,.\ > 2. The symmetries of equation (2.2)
allow us to limit the intervals for the deformation parameters to (32 � 0 and 0° � 'Y � 60 °.
The prolate ( elongated ) shapes correspond to 'Y = 0°, and the oblate ( flattened ) to 'Y =
60°. In the context of rotation,we follow the Lund convention [
8 3 ],in which the rotation is
parameterized around the shortest (0° � 'Y � 60° ), intermediate (-60° � 'Y � 0° ), and longest
(-120° � 'Y � -60° ) semi-axis of the deformed ellipsoid. In a quantum-mechanical treatment
of rotation there cannot be collective rotation of a nuclear shape around its symmetry axis;
hence rotational modes occurring in the vicinity of 'Y = 60 ° and 'Y = -120 ° are referred to as
noncollective rotations.
o'Ao ),the values of the quadrupole moment Q20 are
For axially-deformed nuclei ( f3'A
related to the deformation parameters of the nuclear shape in the /3 expansion [84 ]

=

(2.7)
The shape parameters (32 and (34 are called the quadrupole and hexadecapole deformation pa
rameters. To second order,the value of /32 also can be obtained from Q 20 by means of the
relation
49,r 7 1rQ20
(2.8)
+ 6Ze.Rf
/32 = -7 {tr'" +
80

V so

In the context of this work,we roughly classify rotational states by their deformations. We
divide them into the following four families of shapes ( see Fig. 1. 1 and [
85 ] ) :
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• normal-deformed prolate, /32
• normal-deformed oblate, /32

�

�

0. 2 ± 0.1, major-to-minor semi-axis ratio

-0.15 ± 0. 05, axis ratio

• enhanced-deformed prolate ( ED ), /32
• superdeformed prolate ( SD ) , /32

2.1.2

�

r,,J

4: 5,

0. 3 5 ± 0. 05, axis ratio

0. 60± 0. 2 0, axis ratio

�

r,,J

r,,J

3: 2.

r,,J

4: 3,

7:5,

Deformed Shell Model

The inclusion of shape deformations into the average potential picture led Nilsson to the intro
duction of the modified harmonic oscillator model in the middle of the 195 0's [ 2 3, 79]. Soon
thereafter it became the main tool for describing deformed nuclei, for both small deformations
( ground states of the majority of nuclei ) and high deformations, including super- and hyper
deformations. It is hard to overestimate the importance of the Nilsson model and it should come
as no surprise that its terminology, quantum number classifications and notations are widely
used in nuclear spectroscopy. This dissertation is not an exception.
In the axial case, the Nilsson single-particle Hamiltonian is given by a deformed harmonic
oscillator potential :
( 2. )9

=

where w1. Wz = w11 is the oscillator frequency in the transverse plane, and Wz is the one along
the symmetry axis z. The terms proportional to f. s and P are included to provide the correct
order of single-particle states.
The oscillator frequencies are directly related to the oscillator radii in the x-y and z direc
tions, which are necessarily linked to the nuclear radius in the spherical case. If the spherical
oscillator frequency is calculated from the nuclear size using the expression
1iwo

=

w1.

= wo(
= wo (

41.A -1 !3 MeV,

we can introduce deformation by means of the Nilsson deformation parameter c2
Wz

l + ½c2),
l - jc2).

With this definition of w0 and c2 , the Nilsson model Hamiltonian can be rewritten as

( 2 .10)

( 2.11
)
( 2.12)
( 2. 13)

where r2

= x2 + y2 + z2 , and the constants C and D are usually expressed as
C = 21iwoK,

and

D

= hwoKµ,

( 2.14)

where K and µ are adjusted to the data. The oscillator deformation then can be quantified using
the parameter
_ 3(( - 1
)
( 2
)
( 2.15)
€ 2( + 1
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Shapes with ( approaching positive integer numbers are also characterized with large gaps in the
single-particle spectrum,as seen in Fig. 1. 1 . Cases with ( � 2 are referred to as superdeformed,
and those with ( � 3 - as hyperdeformed.
The diagonalization of the Nilsson Hamiltonian can be done analytically in the simplest
cases to obtain the single-particle eigenenergies fi as a function of the deformation parameter
c2. The plot of fi versus c2 demonstrates the effect of quadrupole deformation on the splitting
of single-particle orbitals,and is commonly referred to as a Nilsson diagram even in cases when
the mean-field Hamiltonian is not in the Nilsson form. The parameter c2 is closely related to
/32 and can be used for comparison with other shape parameterizations (84).
The deformed Woods-Saxon model (80 ,8 1,82) is a significant improvement over the Nilsson
model. Since the harmonic oscillator potential is infinite, it can not properly describe the
weakly-bound and unbound states. Moreover,its quadratic dependence at small distances is
unrealistic. For these and many other reasons [
7 8] it is important to have a phenomenological
mean-field model with a potential profile more closely resembling that of the nucleon density
distribution. This approach leads to the introduction of a potential which stays flat inside
the nuclear volume and smoothly drops to zero close to the nuclear surface. By introducing a
more realistic potential,one of course sacrifices the simplicity and the ease of calculations. The
deformed Woods-Saxon potential can be defined as

Vw. - s.

:= V(r, /3) + ½. + Ve ,

(2. 1 6 )

where the first term i s the analytical form of the mean-field potential profile

rs

V (f', /1) =

r - rs I /a )
1 + exp( ±�"..
➔

(2. 17 )

r,

In this expression
is the point on the surface nearest to and a is the diffuseness parameter.
The minus ( plus ) sign is taken for r inside ( outside ) the nuclear surface. The spin-orbit term
½. is usually defined as
(2. 18)
and Ve is the Coulomb energy term calculated for (Z - 1) protons using uniform charge distri
bution integrated classically over the volume inside the nuclear surface.

2.1.3

Quantum Numbers of Deformed Orbitals

The single-particle orbitals of the axially-deformed mean field are labeled by the set of quantum
numbers. For spherical shapes,one uses the spherical quantum numbers nr ,l,j,and iz • Using
the standard convention,nr is the radial quantum number,l - the orbital quantum number,
j - that of the total angular momentum,and iz = m . The labeling convention for spherical
orbitals is,following the spectroscopic conventions,given in the form nr l; ,where the values of
l = 0 ,1,2 ,3 ,4 ,
. . . are denoted in letter form : s,p,d,f,g,h,
. . . ,and each of the states is (2 j + l) -fold
degenerate.
When the shape of the potential becomes axially deformed ( Fig. 2. 1 ) ,the spherical symme
try is violated,but the Hamiltonian remains cylindrically symmetric around the z-axis,so the
separation of variables in cylindrical coordinates (z, p, cp) defines the three quantum numbers
(nz ,np ,..X). The main ( principal oscillator ) quantum number N from the spherical model,
representing the total number of oscillator quanta,is now given by
N = nz

+ 2 n p + A = n.1 + nz ,
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(2. 19 )
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Figure 2.1: Single-particle energy levels of an axially-symmetric deformed Nilsson Hamiltonian
as a function of the deformation parameter £2 . Each state is two-fold degenerated. Marked are
the regions, gaps, and orbitals of particular interest for this dissertation.
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and is not a good quantum number anymore, and n.1 and nz are the quantum numbers of the
axially-symmetric Hamiltonian. One can compare at this point Fig. 2.1 with the one for the
deformed harmonic oscillator ( Fig. 1.1 ), where the energies of the states are shown as functions
of the deformation parameter 6osc related directly to c:2 • The slope of a level is proportional to
2nz - n.1 = 3n z - N, and the orbital with the highest value of nz within the shell carries the
highest quadrupole deformation.
Due to the non-sphericity of the potential, the angular momentum quantum number j is
broken, but the remaining cylindrical symmetry of axial shapes conserves
lz , and n iz •
Since A is broken by the spin-orbit interaction term, the only good quantum numbers of the
Nilsson model are n and the parity 1r = ±1. At very large deformations, the f. sand fl terms in
the Hamiltonian become small, so that the quantum numbers, .N, nz , A, appearing in Eq. {2.19)
become approximate constants of motion. This set of quantum numbers, appropriate for very
elongated shapes ( asymptotic quantum numbers ) , usually is given in the notation [N, nz , A].
For a particular Nilsson state, its spectroscopic label is written as follows ( Fig. 2.1 )

A=

[N, nz , A) !l"

or

!l" [N, n z , A] .

=

(2.20)

Comparing with Fig. 1.1, one can notice the occurrence of shell gaps for highly-deformed prolate
shapes for particle numbers 58 and 72. They will be subjects of Chapter 3.

2.2

Nuclear Shapes at High Angular Momenta

In the context of this work, it is important to mention some of the basic concepts of nuclear
high-spin physics. As mentioned in the Introduction, the rapid improvement of spectroscopic
detectors led to the discovery of nuclear states with high angular momentum, and of different
shapes (29, 30). These effects were first studied in the framework of the rotating liquid drop
model ( RLDM ) by Cohen, Plasil, and Swiatecki, in which a structureless deformed drop of
nuclear matter was cranked around a chosen axis (31) .
At low rotational frequencies, the nuclear liquid drop develops a slightly-oblate ellipsoidal
deformation ( Maclaurin shape ) , which increases with angular momentum until a critical fre
quency WJ is reached ( bifurcation point, Jacobi instability ) , beyond which triaxial ( Jacobi )
shapes become energetically favored. Beyond the bifurcation point, the Maclaurin shapes are
still stationary, but they no longer have energy minimal in all deformation degrees of freedom
( secularly unstable shapes ) (86). This kind of behavior was studied extensively in the potential
energy surfaces of fissile heavy nuclei, for which the triaxiality eventually channels the nuclear
system into a highly-deformed prolate shape. In realistic cases, the transition ( also referred
to as superbackbending ) may pass through a series of quasi-stable triaxial shapes, which have
their origins in the shell effects. For uniformly-rotating gyrostatic frictionless nuclear systems,
the secularly-unstable configurations can be viewed as representing stable motion ( ordinary
stability ) (87]. In the case of the rotating structureless liquid drop, the transition is character
ized by the value of the maximal limiting angular momentum le for the fission channel. Its value
increases roughly proportional to the mass number A reaching a wide maximum of le � 951i at
around A � 130, asymptotically approaching zero around A � 320.
For the nuclear systems of our interest, the rotational behavior depends to a great extent on
the shell structure (42), so the macroscopic liquid drop results can be taken only as qualitative
guidance. The single-particle degrees of freedom and the quantum effects change the rotating
drop picture, while revealing structural information on the properties of individual nucleons in
the vicinity of the Fermi energy. The generic dependence of the nuclear shape on rotational
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frequency exhibits features similar to that of the liquid drop, showing a tendency to stretch due
to the centrifugal force. Nuclei with prolate ground state shapes generally make their transition
towards noncollective oblate shapes at high frequencies via different stages of triaxiality (32]
( see Refs. (29, 88, 30] for details ).
Examples of quantum phenomena associated with interplay between shape degrees of free
dom and rotation include shape coexistence, band termination, superdeformation, and wobbling
motion. In the following, we briefly classify the variety of rotational structures one can expect
to see at high spins in terms of their (/32 , 'Y) deformations :
• Non-collective oblate shapes in the vicinity of 'Y = 60° , resulting from a partial or full
alignment of nucleonic angular momenta. Examples of such shapes are the predicted
terminating bands in the neutron-rich Ne-Mg region ( see Chapter 4 ).

• Prolate collective rotors in the vicinity of 'Y = 0° , which constitute the vast majority of
collective rotating configurations. These are exemplified by the highly-deformed ( HD )
and superdeformed ( SD ) shapes studied in Chapter 3.
• Oblate collective rotors, as exemplified by a few cases at relatively low spin (89, 90, 91]
with typical axis ratios of 3:2. At higher spins, these configurations can compete with
prolate ones only if very strong shell effects are present.
• Non-collective prolate shapes in the vicinity of 7=-120° , resulting from the complete
alignment of (quasi)particle spins. These states, having the smallest possible moment of
inertia, owe their existence to significant shell effects. They do not appear low enough in
energy to be considered in the calculations in this work.

2.2. 1

Cranking Method and the Particle-plus-Rotor Model

In order to establish the connection between rotation as a collective property of the nuclear
system and its microscopic structure, we employ the so-called cranking model [92, 93]. Com
prehensive review of the model can be found in Refs. [94, 94, 88].
If we assume that the nuclear symmetry axis is the third axis, Oz, the collective rotation is
possible only around any axis perpendicular to it - here we chose the x-axis. The transfor
mation from the laboratory reference frame (x , y, z ) to that (x' , y' , z') rotating with a constant
rotational frequency w takes the form
X

1

y'
z'

=
=
=

X

y cos wt + z sin wt

-y sin wt + z cos wt.

(2.21)

The operator that generates this rotation can be written as
(2.22)
The time-dependent Schrodinger equation in the laboratory ( non-rotating ) frame

8

in Bt 1'11} = H 1 '11}

(2.23)

can be expressed alternatively in the rotating reference frame :
(2.24)
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where

iI' = 'R- 1 iI'R = iI - nwl:c

(2.25)

is the Hamiltonian in the rotating system ( Routhian ) ,and

1'11 ' ) = ft-l 1'11)

(2 .2 6)

is the intrinsic wave function.
By performing this "cranking" transformation,we have essentially separated the collective
rotation from other modes of the system. The Routhian H' is commonly referred to as the
cranking Hamiltonian of the system (88]. This transformation of the Hamiltonian is mathe
matically equivalent to its classical mechanics analogon. In the latter case,the rotation with a
constant angular velocity = (w, 0 ,
0 ) gives rise to the Coriolis force, and the centrifugal force
in the rotating reference frame

w

/�oriolis

=

hentrifug

=

-2mw

-mw

:..J

X T ,

X

(w X f') = m (0, w

2

(2.27)

y' , w z') .
2

(2 .28)

The centrifugal force can be formally obtained from a centrifugal "potential"
V,centrifug

= - 21 7TIW2 (Y ,2 + Z,2 )

(2.29)

mw

The Coriolis force can be generated by a vector potential A =
x r',similar in form to the
Lorentz force acting on a charged moving particle. The corresponding transformed Hamiltonian
can be written as
Hclassic
·

1
- f ,;f - mw X r') 2 - !mw2 (y'2 + z'2 ) = -- rt/2
= -1m
\P
mr
2

2

2

-

W

(r'

X

p-4 ) z' ,

(2.30)

in which the last term is proportional to the x-component of the angular momentum

l' = ,t X p.

(2.31)

Therefore,the effect of cranking on the classical Hamiltonian is the appearance of a cranking
( Lagrange ) term in the form
L'. The resulting function

-w ·

Hclassic

=

1 ... 2

... L...,

2m pl - W •

(2 .32)

is also called cranking Hamiltonian or classical Routhian.
The nuclear mean-field models appearing in this rotating picture are called cranked mean
field models. In particular,the cases of the phenomenological models introduced so far are
referred to as cranked Nilsson model, cranked Woods-Saxon model, etc. In the next section we
shall see how rotation can be introduced into the self-consistent mean-field theories, which are
the main framework for carrying out the rotational calculations in this dissertation. However,
we still need to introduce some definitions and concepts,which will give us a better conceptual
understanding of the underlying physics.
In the particle-plus-rotor model, nuclear rotation is analyzed in terms of a rotating "core"
subsystem with a nucleon moving around it and interacting with the core via a particle-core
interaction term. When the core is deformed,there are two basic mechanisms of formation of
its total spin : single-particle rotation and collective rotation. The total angular momentum f
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Figure 2.2: Coupling of the collective (
particle-plus-rotor picture.

X

R ) and single-particle angular momenta ( J ) in the

of the system can be expressed as a sum of that of the core R and the single-particle angular
..,
momentum J :
(2.33)
If we choose again the x-axis as the rotation axis, and z as the symmetry axis, the z-projections
of the collective angular momentum R and J, dubbed K and n respectively, are equal ( Fig.
2.2; see also the detailed discussion in [30) ). The rotational energy of the core is obtained by
evaluating the expectation value of the rotational part of the Hamiltonian
( 2.34)

where :1 is the collective moment of inertia, and I± = Iz ± i111 , and I±
energy can then be written as

= l ± il

11 •

z

The rotational

( �2
Jz + J�2y )
_ h2
1
2
Erot ( I, K) - :1 [I (I + 1) - K ] +
- :1 ( lz Jz + l11J11 .
2
2:1
A

�

A

�

)

(2.35)

The last term in (2.35) is the Coriolis coupling energy. Like the classical Coriolis interaction
( obtained from (2.27) ) , this term tries to align the axis of a rotating gyroscope ( or a nucleon )
with the rotation axis of the system. The Coriolis term plays a significant role in the analysis
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of rotational spectra because it directly affects the nucleonic motion in the rotating field. When
the angular momentum of the core is small, the Coriolis term can be treated perturbatively.
This situation is shown in Fig. 2.2, left, and often is referred to as deformation alignment [30] .
For even-even nuclei and low-lying bands we can have the simplest case, in which ( Jz ) , ( ]11 )
are zero and E(I, K) takes the form
E(I, K)

r,,2

[I(I + 1) - K2] .
2.J
For odd-A nuclei, in the lowest order, the rotational energy becomes

E,0, (l, K)

= :;

=

[1(1 + 1) + j (j + 1)

-1

where a is the decoupling parameter present only for n
a=

+ a(- l ) I + ½ (1 +

=½

(2.36)

D] ,

orbitals :

( n = 1;21 Jz 1 n = -1/2) = <v! J+ Iv ) = ( vl J - I v ) ,

(2.37)
(2.38)

where ii is the time-reversed state corresponding to the state of the odd particle v ( degenerate
and with opposite sign of n ) .
In the case of deformation alignment of an orbital with "pure" j and n = the decoupling
parameter becomes

½,

(2.39)

For example, for the i13 ; 2 intruder states jjn)
( Chapter 3 ).

2.2.2

= 1 13/2 , 1/2) the decoupling parameter is a = -7

Parity and Signature Quantum Numbers

The nuclear Routhian H' is often invariant with respect to the space reflections, hence the parity
quantum number 1r is conserved. The symmetries of the finite-symmetry group V2 defined by
-i
the 180° rotations around
principal
axes,
"
" three
"
" "represented
" 1
"by 1le, = e -de for { = x' , y' , z', are
1
broken because of 'Ry Jz , n; = -Jz ' and nz, Jz , n;, = -Jz ' • However, the C2 -invariance with
respect to the axis x' perpendicular to the symmetry axis implies that H' is invariant under the
rotation operator ( called signature operator )
When

'R-z

is applied twice to a wave function of A fermions, it produces a phase (88]

The eigenvalues of

R; = ( - l)A .

'R-z ( signature quantum numbers

) can be written as

(2.40)
(2.41)

(2.42)

where a, called the signature exponent quantum number, takes the values a=0,1 for even-A
systems and a = ±½ for odd-A nuclei. Since the eigenvalue r is also related to the total spin I
( in units of 1i ) of the system via (95]
the possible values of r are

r = ( -1) 1 ,
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(2.43)

• even A :
r = +1, ( a=O ), for l=0,2,4, . . .
r = - 1 , ( o=l ) , for l=l , 3, 5, . . .
• odd A :
r = -i, ( a = + ½ ), for I = ½ ,
r = +i, ( a = - ½ ) , for I =

! , �, . . .
J, ½, 1l , . . . .

The signature exponent a is an additive quantity, which can be used for classification of rota
tional bands. The above relations can be summarized using the equivalent expression
I=a

( 2. 4 )4

mod 2.

For product states, as is usually the case in mean-field theories, the total signature o is obtained
by summing up the signatures of the individual states. Alternatively, one can use the r-value,
keeping in mind that it has a multiplicative property.

2.2.3

Cranked-Model Analysis of Rotational Bands

As the rotational frequency w in the cranking model becomes non-zero, the term w · )i leads
to the splitting of the pairs of degenerate time-reversed single-particle states.In the deformed
shell-model picture, the slope of a given single-particle Routhian f.f versus w is directly related
to
= - �� ,
(2.45)

(3z)

i.e., it represents the contribution of a single-particle state so-called angular-momentum align
ment. It can be shown ( 3 0] that for prolate nuclear shapes at low cranking frequencies w, the
alignment of states with n = +½ is given by z = + ! , where a is the decoupling parameter.
The separation between Routhians with opposite signature quantum numbers r is referred to as
the signature splitting. For states with IO I > ½ there is no decoupling in the sense defined above;
however, with the increase of w, all orbitals eventually acquire non-zero values of z due to the
Coriolis mixing, their alignments gradually increase with w, and the signature splitting appears.
Although this conceptual picture seems intuitively clear, one has to keep in mind that these
changes cannot be understood properly without considering possible variations of the nuclear
shape with cranking frequency, and the effects caused by the aligned particles. For most of the
rotational states, the accumulation of aligned particles in the equatorial area around the rotating
core leads to gradual change of the nuclear shape to an oblate ellipsoid with a symmetry axis
coincident with the rotation axis. In such a case, the expectation value of z is now conserved

(3 )

(3 )

(3 )

((3z ) = n) , therefore

i=particles

i=holes

( 2. 4 )6

Consequently, the excitation energy can be given by
i=particles
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i=holes

( 2. 4 7)

This cranking regime is referred to as non-collective rotation. Here the valence nucleons are
considered weakly coupled to deformation,or decoupled, and they are rotationally aligned ( see
Fig. 2 . 2 ,right ) . In the previously-considered example of the lowest i13 ; 2 state from the N = 6
shell with n = ½,the value of the alignment changes from l (iz ) I = lal = 3 .5 in the deformation
aligned end of the rotational configuration ( small w ) to (jz ) = 12 = 6 5. in the rotation-aligned
( high w ) end of the band.
At high spin the Nilsson labels lose their validity. Therefore,the eigenvalues (1r, r) are used as
quantum numbers for labeling the single-particle states. The possible values of these numbers
are ± 1 for 1r, and ±i for r, which makes it possible to separate the space of single-particle
states into four parity-signature blocks according to the combinations of (1r, r) ,namely (+, +i) ,
( +, -i) , (- , +i), and (- ,-i) .
Even though Nilsson quantum labels are broken in the cranked-model framework,we shall
still refer to them on a regular basis,keeping in mind that they are only valid at w = 0 .

J

2.3

Self-Consistent Mean Field

In this Section we introduce the notion of self-consistent nuclear mean field, on which the results
of this dissertation are based [
7 8]. We start with a sketchy introduction to the Hartree-Fock
method and effective forces.
The notion of an effective nucleon-nucleon interaction has its roots in Bruckner's theory
[
7 8] ( alternatively referred to as the G-matrix theory ) ; its "effective" character implies that
it refers to an infinite-order expansion of the bare interaction. The direct implementation
of Bruckner's procedure is technically difficult due to numerical limitations. Although in its
simplest form the G-matrix theory has been successful in describing properties of closed-shell
nuclei,like their binding energies and radii,it has been useful mostly as a conceptual step towards
the introduction of more practical approaches. Phenomenological attempts at constructing
nucleon-nucleon interactions resulted in a multitude of effective forces varying significantly in
their parameterizations and areas of applicability.
Closest to the intellectual spirit of Bruckner's expansion are the Gogny [
9 6 ], and the Skyrme
families of forces 9[7 ,9 8],formulated for their use with the Hartree-Fock and Hartree-Fock
Bogolyubov method. The relation of these interactions to the G-matrix expansion can be seen
by making the so-called local density approximation [
99 ,100 , 1 0 1) . The Skyrme interactions in
particular have been fitted to a variety of structural data,including bulk nuclear properties,like
binding energies,charge distributions,etc.

2.3.1

Hartree-Fock Method and Equations

The Hartree-Fock method has enjoyed a tremendous success in nuclear structure physics,nowa
days becoming the standard microscopic approach for interpreting properties of heavy nuclei
[
10 2 ,7 8,10 3 ,104,105 ). It is derived from the many-body Schrodinger equation for a Hamilto
nian,usually involving 2 -body effective interaction
(2.4 8)
where vklmn = vk lmn - vklnm is the antisymmetrized 2 -body matrix element [
7 8]. The main
assumption of the method is that the many-body state can be well approximated by a single
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Slater determinant I �) , so that the Hartree-Fock energy is evaluated as
EuF (P) = (�I fI I�)

=

=

L

(�I vklmnalaI anam I �) .
� tkl (� I ala, I�) + �
kl
klmn

( 2 . 49 )

Lkl tklPlk + � klmn
L Pmk vklmnPnl

= Tr(tp) + � Tr 1 Tr1 (pVp)
where Tr 1 Tr 1 is a shorthand notation for the partial traces in the sense of the above equation,
and Pkl = (�I al ak I�) is the one-body density matrix.
The Hartree-Fock energy in a single-particle basis <Pk in which p is diagonal ( the so-called
canonical basis ) has the form
A

EuF

l

= L tii + 2
i=l

L ¼i,ii •
i,j=l
A

_

(25
. 0)

As a result of applying the variational principle,
'5EuF

= 0'

<Sp

(25
. 1)

the matrix elements between occupied ( i; hole ) and unoccupied ( m; particle ) states vanish,
i. e. ,
him = tim + L °¼j,mj = 0,
A

j=l

(25
. 2)

and the single-particle Hamiltonian is diagonal and defines the single-particle energies

+ L vki,k' i = fkt5kk, .
A

hkk' = tu,

i= l

(2 5
. 3)

Equations ( 2 52
. ) and ( 2 5
. 3) constitute the so-called Hartree-Fock equations. The total HF
energy can be written as
.E&F = L Ci - 2
A

l

i=l

L ¼j,ij .
i,j=l
A

_

( 2.54 )

In order to carry out self-consistent calculations one needs to choose the effective interac
tion. In the early implementations of the HF procedure, various nuclear force parameterizations
were used. However, especially since the mid- 1 97 0's, a consistent approach based on density
dependent interactions, such as the zero-range Skyrme force, was introduced and carried out
with immense success in nuclear structure physics.
The purpose of the next section is to define the general form of the Skyrme interaction,
as it is used in the Skyrme Hartree-Fock calculations and in the code HFODD, employed for
calculating most of the results obtained in this dissertation. Introduced as early as 1956 by
Skyrme 9
[ 7 , 1 0 6, 1 70 ] , this family of interactions follows the general form for nuclear interactions
( 2 . 1 ) , consisting of two-body and three-body terms. Based on some analogies with fluid dynamics
and flow properties of continuous nuclear matter, Skyrme introduced a parameterization for
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the interacting nuclear matter in the form of densities of its physical characteristics, which
made the implementation of the HF computation program numerically feasible and easy to
carry out, along with providing good physical insight [108]. We define the general form of
the Hamiltonian density of the Skyrme HF in its modern form, as described in the paper by
Vautherin and Brink in 1972 [98]. The Skyrme force has been subject to extensive studies over
the past 20 years, leading to dozens of different families of Skyrme-type interactions fitted to
extensive sets of nuclear data. In our case we use the recently-derived Skyrme force SLy4 [109] ,
which has been successful in interpreting a very wide variety of nuclear phenomena, including
properties of infinite nuclear matter. We proceed with the definition of the SLy4 force and
the physical requirements under which it was fitted. We also discuss the procedure necessary
for obtaining cranking solutions in HF. This is followed by a discussion of the basic principles
of the relativistically-invariant approach to the self-consistent field problem - the relativistic
mean-field method. This concept looks more deeply into the mechanisms of the nucleon-nucleon
interaction and employs an effective Lagrangian.
We end this Chapter with an example of a highly-deformed rotational band in 131 Ce il
lustrating the definition of parity-signature blocks in HFODD, the appearance of level and band
crossings and how to treat them, the concept of diabolic points, and other technical definitions
necessary for the understanding of our results presented in the dissertation.

2.3.2

Skyrme HF and RMF - An Overview

In order to find HF solutions one can use the following strategies (110] :

A Skyrme Hartree-Fock method in spatial coordinates, with approximate forms for the dif
ferential operators using i) Finite difference methods [111], ii) Fourier methods (112], and
iii) Spline-collocation. (113, 114, 115] The solution is then obtained by using an imaginary
time-evolution operator (116]. Some of the advantages of the spatial coordinates methods
are that :
- a wide variety of shapes can be treated on the same footing.
- the same cubic lattice of points in 3-dimensional spatial coordinates is suitable to
accomodate wave functions with arbitrary deformations, restricted in principle only
by a specific symmetrization of the lattice.
- it allows studies of situations in which the asymptotic behavior of the wave functions
at large distances is essential. This is very important for weakly bound nuclei (117].
- for the Skyrme zero-range interaction, the mean fields ( if we exclude the velocity
dependence ) are local, and can be easily programmed in spatial coordinates.
- it is easy to carry out on parallel/vector computer architectures.

B. This approach uses a truncated harmonic oscillator ( HO ) basis, and solves the HF problem
by the iterative diagonalization of the mean-field Hamiltonian, by the gradient method
[118], or by the conjugate-gradient method (119]. It is particularly useful for the Gogny
interaction (120, 121], and is important in the context of this dissertation. Some of the
advantages of the HO basis representations are that
- the basis provides a natural cut-off for many operators that are otherwise unbound
and would require special treatment in spatial coordinates, e.g., the multipole mo
ment and the angular momentum operators, which are used often as constraints.
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- iterative diagonalization of the mean-field Hamiltonian can be used to find the self
consistent solutions.
- the memory required is relatively small, so scalar or super-scalar computer architec
tures can be used.

As one can easily see, both approaches presented above complement each other to a great
extent. In the Skyrme code HFODD used here the two techniques are very well combined with
the Cartesian HO basis, applied for the appreciable benefit of providing fast, stable, and simple
solution of the cranked Hartree-Fock problem. The RMF calculations have been carried out
using the basis expansion method.

2.3.3

The Skyrme Hartree-Fock Method

A commonly-used family of nuclear interactions designed for use with the Hartree-Fock method
are Skyrme interactions [7 ,8 107, 98). Their parameterization follows the general form of the
nuclear interaction ( 2.1) consisting of two-body and three-body terms :
¼ff � v<2> + y(3 )

=

E V (i, j) + L
i<j

i<j<k

V(i, j, k).

{ 2. 5 5)

Skyr me Force Parameterizations

In its modern form, the Skyrme forces contain the zero-range two-body term { for any i, j particle
doublet labeled 1, 2 ) of the form

V{l, 2) = to{l + xoI'(T )8(r1 - ri)
+ � t 1 [8(r1 - ri )k2 + k'2 8(r1 - r2 ) ]
+ t2k' . 8(r1 - r2 )k

with fn

= ½ ( 1+ a\ - 8

2)

+

iWo (o\

+ if2 ) . (k' X 8(r1 - fi)k) '

being the spin-exchange operator, k = jJ/h =

t (V

{ 2. 5 6)
1 -

V 2 ) the relative

momentum operator acting to the right, and k' - the complex conjugate of k acting to the left.
The leading term ( with strength to ) is associated with a pure 8-force with spin exchange. The
last term is a two-body spin-orbit interaction. The terms with t 1 , t2 mock up the effective range
[7 )8. In old Skyrme forces the three-body interaction was approximated ( for any i, j, k triplet
labeled 1, 2, 3 ) by the form :
{ 2. 57)

The actual values of to, t 1 , t2 , t3 , xo, and W0 can be fitted to different sets of data generating
families of interactions labeled Ski, Skll, etc.
The mathematical form of the interaction outlined in the above formulas is simple enough
to be implemented in Hartree-Fock codes and has enjoyed an enormous success in nuclear
structure modeling, especially since the mid-1980's. In practical implementations of the Skyrme
HF approach it is necessary to assume that the nuclear interactions are dependent on nuclear
matter density ( to account better for the in-medium effects ). Their appearance of density
dependent terms in the HF Hamiltonian can be explained in the framework of the LDA, where
2 8

the total energy becomes a functional of one-body densities and currents, e.g., the nucleon
density p (r) ,kinetic density,current densities,etc. [12 2 ). In this Section we provide the set
of such energy density functionals [108) used for the parameterizations of the modern Skyrme
force,like SkM*,SkP,SLy4 ,used extensively with the HFODD code.In particular,the Skyrme
parameterization can take a simpler form when the three-body term y (3) is approximated by a
two-body density-dependent zero-range force :
(2 .
5 8)
The studies of Waroquier et al. [12 3 ) demonstrated that the terms V(l,2 ,3 ) and V0 (1 ,2 )
contribute the same way to binding energies of even-even nuclei. As a result, the Skyrme
interaction depends on only two radius-vectors,r1 and r2 ,which we shall denote henceforth as

(r, r').

The total HF energy is the expectation value (2 .48) in the space of the Slater determinants
lcJ>) built from the single-particle wave functions l<M ,i = 1 ,...,A. EHF can be expressed in the
density-dependent Skyrme approach as a local integral functional.The basic quantity in such
an approach is the local energy density, 1-l(r) ( see Appendices A and B of Ref. [124) )
EHF � / 1-l(r'Jd3 r.
r

(2 .
5 9)

Following the model's conjecture,that the interaction depends only on the coordinates (r, r'),
it is reasonable to reduce the basic quantities from which the model is derived to the non-local
densities, p0 (r,r') and 10 (r,r') ( the particle density and the spin density, respectively,for
nucleons of type a ). Under the assumption that the total energy depends only on local densities,
we can define them as the values of the non-local functionals evaluated at = r'

r

• the total particle density,
p(r)
• the spin density,

f

�

i(r)

p (r,r)

f

�

= Pn (rJ + Pp (r) =

L l</>i,
i,O',

i(r,r) = ln (rJ + lp(r) =

o:

(2 .60 )

2

o: (r, o- ) 1 '

L i (r,r),

{2 .6 1 )

o:

0

• kinetic energy density,
T (r)

= Tn (rJ + Tp (r) = [(V • V')p (r, r)] ,_.=r' =

• vector kinetic energy density, T(r)

L l v<t>i,o: (r,

i,o-,o

u ) I\

(2. 6 2 )

= T0 (r) + 'I'p (r) ,where
(2. 6 3 )

• momentum density, ](r)

= Jn (rJ + ]p (r)
Jo: (rJ =

1
.
2i

:

[(v - v')Po: (r, t)] r_=r' ,
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(2 . 64 )

• the spin-current tensor, J1w (r) , with proton and neutron components
(2. 65)

where S v,a (r, r') is the v-th component of io: (r, r').
In the above expressions all summations are over the set of occupied single-particle states. The
spin density involves the spin projection u for the nucleon at point r.
The accepted "standard" format for the energy density 11.( r) is (109)
11.

:= IC + 11.o + 1/.3 + 11.etr + 11.fm + 11.s.-o. + 11.sg + 11.coulomb

(2.66)

which consists of the following terms
• kinetic energy density,

1i2
K, = -T
2m

• zero-range term,
11.o
• density-dependent term,

(2.67)

= 41 to [(2 + xo ) p2 - (2xo + l ) (p2P + P2n ) ] ,

(2.68)

(2 .69 )

• effective-mass term,
11.etr

1

= 8 (t1 (2 + xi ) + t2 (2 + x2 )] r (r)p(r)
1

+ 8 [t2 (2x2 + 1) - t1 (2x1 + 1)] (Tppp + TnPn) ,
• "finite-range" term,
11.fin

=
-

[3t 1 (2 + X1 ) - t 2 (2 + x2 )] (V p)
1
[3 t1 (2x1
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• spin-orbit interaction term,
11.s.-o.

2

+ 1) + t2 (2x2 + 1 )) [ ( Vpp ) 2 + ( V Pn ) 2 ] ,

➔➔

➔ �

➔ �

= 2 Wo [J · v'P + Jp · V Pp + Jn · V Pn]
1

(2.70)

• spin-gradient term
(2 .71 )
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The Coulomb energy density

exchange parts :

1-lcoulomb ,

in Eq. (2.66) can be decomposed into direct and

£Coulomb
di r

(2. 72)

t;Coulomb
exch

(2.73)

Usually one approximates the charge density by the proton density only, thus ignoring the
corrections from proton and neutron charge form-factors [125], and other electromagnetic effects
(126], which are very small. The exchange Coulomb energy (2. 73) is usually treated in the Slater
approximation (127, 128]
t;Coulomb
exch

2

= - � ( �)
4

7r

1 /3

/ p4f3
p (r'd3
' J r•

(2.74)

In particular, for the case of N=Z, i. e. , when the proton and neutron particle densities are
equal, the energy functional 1£( r) takes a simple form :

The SLy4 Interaction

The Skyrme SLy4 interaction has been improved over previous Skyrme parameterizations by
being capable of reproducing properties of nuclear matter in regimes ranging all the way from
subnuclear densities to those typical of neutron stars. As discussed in (109], the fitting protocol
had the following features :
1. SLy4 reproduced some of the essential properties of the symmetric nuclear matter. In
particular, it reproduced the saturation point of the symmetric infinite nuclear matter,
229.9
p0 :::'. 0.16 fm- 3 • Furthermore, it yields the incompressibility parameter, K00
MeV, and the symmetry energy as :::'. 32 MeV.
:::'.

2. The interaction reproduces the nuclear matter equation of state [129] rather well.

3. The interaction reproduces the properties of finite nuclei, e.g., the binding energies for a
chosen set of doubly-magic nuclei.
The resulting values for the standard Skyrme force parameters are [109]
to = -2488.91 MeV fm3 , t 1 = 486.82 MeV fm5 ,
t2 = - 546.39 MeV fm5 , t3 = 13777.0 MeV fm3 ( l +o- ) ,
Xo = 0.834, X 1 = -0.344, X2 = -1.000, X3 = 1.354,
u = 1/6, W0 = 123.0 MeV fm5 •

Code HFODD : Definitions

The code HFODD used in this work, published in Refs. [110, 130], is expected to give results
comparable with the relativistic mean-field approximation on the same footing. The advantages
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of the Skyrme HF procedure in Cartesian spatial coordinates employed in this work include
the possibility of accommodating wave functions with arbitrary deformations. This fact is of
importance in light of the expectations that the proton and neutron deformations may differ,
as suggested by previous theoretical studies [131, 13 2). Its capability of dealing with situations
in which the asymptotic behavior of the wave functions at large distances is essential is very
important for our treatment of very neutron-rich nuclei ( Chapter 4 ) , which are expected to be
weakly bound [117).
In HFODD, intrinsic configurations are denoted by means of total occupation numbers in each
of the four parity-signature blocks Nrr , r [1 10), denoted by
( 2. 75)

In the Hartree-Fock approach, the total energy of the many-body system of nucleons is
assumed to be, in the general case, a functional of the 1-body non-local density

( 2. 76)

where I \JI) stands for a many-body wave function and at0 and a;:a o: are the creation and
annihilation operators respectively for neutrons or protons located at point r with spin projection
u ( +½ or - ½ ). The non-local density can be written as
1
1
... r..,, ) rUaa' + 280
... ( r,
... '
... r'°"') . Uaa'
Po (r...u, r_,, (1' ) = 2Pa: ( r,

where

Po: (r, r' ) = L Po (ru, r'u' )
(T

So (r, r' )

= L Po: (ru, r' u') (u' I (1 lu) .
(T

( 2. 77)
( 2. 78
)
( 2. 79
)

The isoscalar ( t = 0 ) and isovector ( t = l ) components can be obtained easily from
neutron and proton densities. For instance,
Pt=o,1 (r)

= Pn (r) ± Pp (r) .

With these definitions at hand, the total HF energy can be expressed as
E = £kinetic + £Skyrme + £Coulo mb .

The first term is the total kinetic energy of the protons and neutrons combined,
£kinetic

= !!:_
2m

(1 _ A.!.) / r,t-o
_ (r'd
' ' 3 r'

( 2. 80)

( 2. 81
)
( 2.82 )

in which the factor in brackets approximately takes into account the center-of-mass correction.
The second term is the Skyrme energy
£S kyrme =

L I [1-1.:v

en

t=0, 1
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(r) + 1-lfdd (r) ] d3 r,

( 2 . 83)

where
ve

-,r, " ( r)

=

1-lfrld (r) =

Cf pf + Cf ' p,Ll p, + C[ PtTt + Cf ( �

J!,,,) + CfJ PtV . J,

c:u; + Cf'stD,,.St + C[st . 'I't + c{i; + c';'ist . (V X lt)

with the vector part of the tensor density
J')..,t

ft defined as

==

L
µ 11

(2.84)
(2.85)
(2.86)

f.).µ11 Jµ11,t •

The coupling constants introduced in the expressions above ( with t = 0, 1 ) can be subdivided
into 10 time-even ( Cf , Cf P, C[ , Cf, C"'f'J ) , and 10 time-odd ( Ct , Cf' , C[, C/ , c;'i ).
They can be evaluated via their relationships with the standard parameterizations of the Skyrme
interaction, as described in [133, 134].
The Coulomb energy £Coulomb in the Skyrme energy expression can be decomposed into
direct and exchange parts, as defined before (2.72-2.73). In the calculations, the direct Coulomb
potential can be obtained from the proton density :
ucoulomb ( r)

= e2

f lrpp-(r'f'I) d3r'

(2.87)

Constraints

The total HF energy is obtained by minimization under a specified set of constraining relations,
which serve the purpose of making the HF solution satisfy a set of a priori given conditions. The
minimal set of such constraints can involve, but is not limited to, restrictions on deformation,
total angular momentum, etc. In order to impose the constraining conditions the method of
Lagrange multipliers is used, in which the energy is redefined to include additional terms. In
the particular form used in the code HFODD, the modified energy is
where

E'

£mult

= E+£

= L C')..
')..µ

µ

mult

( (Q

+ £crank
')..µ

(2.88)

) _ Q ').. ) 2
µ

(2.89)

is a quadratic form for the mass multipole-moment constraint. The coefficients C')..µ , when
different from zero, play the role of stiffness constants for the constraints.
The cranking constraint ecrank would attach the converging solution to the ( non-zero )
cranking frequency w1 seeking out such with a specified value for the angular momentum l:r • In
the code HFODD, the rotation axis has been chosen for convenience to be the Oy axis instead of
Ox. The cranking constraining term can have a combined linear and quadratic form
£crank

= -w1 ( 111 ) + C1 ( ( 111 ) - 111 )

2

•

The physical angular frequency w11 is obtained by

(2.90)
(2. 91)

Remarkably, the constraining term with only a linear part ( i. e. for C1
more stable convergence properties, in that case w11 = w1.
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= 0 ) turns out to give

2.3.4

Relativistic Mean Field Theory

In this subsection we describe the relativistic mean field approach used in the present work. The
RMF calculations were carried out for superdeformed states in the A'::!. 1 3 0 mass region.
Brief Overview

The relativistic mean-field approach ( see (1 3 5, 1 3 ]6 ) is a version of the self-consistent mean
field method based, as in the nonrelativistic case, on the representation of the nuclear ground
state 1 '11) as a product of independent single-particle states, which are eigenvectors of a single
particle Hamiltonian. With very few parameters ( coupling constants and masses ), adjusted to
a small set of data for spherical nuclei, RMF has provided very good results for static properties
of nuclei, e.g. , binding energies and radii, density distributions, deformation parameters, and
moments of inertia over wide areas of the nuclear chart [1 3 7].
In most of the relativistic mean-field calculations the Fock ( or exchange ) term is neglected,
although in general it does not have to be small. For example, the relativistic Hartree-Fock
calculations for spherical nuclei (1 3 ,8 1 3 9] have indicated that the inclusion of the Fock terms
may require significant readjustments of the meson-nucleon coupling constants. Nevertheless,
the fact that the parameters of the effective theory are fitted to experimental data implies that
even the Hartree approximation to the mean field alone takes some part of the Fock term into
account. Furthermore, from general considerations based on boson-expansion approaches, it
is evident that the Fock terms can be of the same order of magnitude as the random-phase
approximation ( RPA ) corrections.
For zero-range interaction, the exchange term has a form which ( to a statistical factor ) is
identical to that of the direct term. However, this justification could not be used alone, because
the pion exchange contribution is not predominantly short range. The pion field is included
phenomenologically in the Hartree approximation in the form of the two-pion exchange ( the
u-field ).
Basic Concepts and Definitions

The relativistic mean-field approach ( 63, 1 4 0, 64, 62] has been a powerful tool in nuclear structure
physics. Its advantages seem to be due, to an extent, to its good description of isotope shifts ,
related to an improved treatment of shell effects and deformations.
The comparison of RMF with the Skyrme theory has revealed some interesting insights. The
spin-orbit potential in RMF has an implicit density dependence due to its origins in the Dirac
Lorentz structure of the interaction (1 4 1 , 1 4 2]. The RMF theory has been extended successfully
to deformed nuclei [1 31, 1 3 2, 1 4 3], where it has been able to reproduce the data fairly well,
partcularly in an extensive study of the Sr region (1 4 4] .
The relativistic mean-field approach is based on the description of nucleons as Dirac spinors
interacting via exchange of mesons of different types. The model is formulated through a La
grangian density ( for this Section only, we use 1i = c = 1, and bold letters denote isovectors )
( 2. 92)

3 4

where we used the notations , := i-y'-'8µ , Rµ v · R'-' := Rt 11 R0'-' 11 , £ := 1'-'f.µ for the vector fields
f. = {w, p, A}, the scalar product in the isospin space Pµ • p" : = ptp" 0 , r - the isospin vector,
and a - an isospin running index. The Lagrangian includes the baryon ( nucleonic ) fields with
mass M, as well as the meson fields :
11

• neutral isoscalar scalar a-meson with mass mu ,

• neutral isoscalar vector w-meson with mass mw ,

• charged isovector vector 1rmeson with mass mp ,

as well as an electrostatic field for the protons. The p meson, being isovector, provides the
necessary isospin asymmetry. The interaction term U(u) includes non-linear self-interaction
couplings

(2.93)

which are necessary for the adequate description of the surface properties [136] ( for other non
linear forms involving u and p see [145] ) . The other parameters in the Lagrangian density are
the nucleon mass M, the u-, w-, and p-meson masses defined above, and their coupling constants
9u , 9w , gp , along with the photon coupling constant a = e2 /(41r) = 1/137. The field tensors
used in C are defined as follows :
0"" = 8'-' w" - 811 w"
11
R'-' 11 = 8" p" - 8 pl' - 9p (p x p)""
F'-'11 = 8" A" - 811 A" .

(2.94)
(2.95)
(2.96)

[-iii . V + V(r) + /3(M + S (r) )] 'Pi ( rJ = fi'Pi (r) ,

(2.97)

The equations of motion are derived following the standard procedure by applying the varia
tional principle. When cranking is involved, the time-reversal symmetry is broken, and one has
to consider the time-even and time-odd mean fields separately. The resulting Dirac equation
for the fermion fields has the form
where V( r) stands for the vector potential

1 + r3
V(r) = 9w w0 ( r) + gp r3 P°( rJ + e--A 0 (r') ,
2

and S ( r) is the scalar potential

(2.98)

(2.99)
S ( r) = ou u(r),
which also contributes to the effective nucleon mass M• (r) = M + S (r) .
In the mean-field approximation, the meson and photon fields are described by static fields,
obtained from the Klein-Gordon equations :
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( - v 2 + m! ) o-2
( - V 2 + m!)w�
(-V 2 + m! ) P�
- v'... 2 Ao (r)

=
=
=
=

2
3
-YuPa ( r) - Y2 0' (r) - g3 0- (r)
-YwPv ( r)
- gp p3 (r)
epp ( r) ,

with the following definitions for the source terms :
Ps ( r)

=

E

Pv (r)

=

E 1/Jl (r)1/Ji (r>

p3 (r)

A

1/Ji (rJ1MrJ

i=l
A
i=l

z

N

p= l

n=l

Z

A

p= l

i= l

L 1/J! (r>1/Jp(r) - L 1/Jl (r> 1/Jn (r) = L 1/J] (r)T3 1/Ji (r)

=

A

i=l

L 1/J! (r)1/Jp (r) = L 1/J] (r) 1 �T 1/Ji (r) .

Pp (r) =

3

The coupled Dirac and Klein-Gordon equations have to be solved iteratively. The total energy
is calculated in a way similar to the Skyrme HF, but with the following Hamiltonian density :
11.(r')

=

L 1/J] ( -iv . a + ,BM* (r> + V (r') )1/Ji

+

2 (V o-)

1

(2.100)

2 + (u )
U

o 2
o 2
on 2
o2
µ° 2
� ( (Vw ) + m! (w ) + (V ) + m! (P ) + (V A ) ) .
The approach outlined above is referred to as "no-sea" approximation because it ignores the
contributions from negative-energy states, i. e. , it assumes that the vacuum is not polarized.
RMF Parameterization

The RMF parameterization NLl used in this work is as follows [146] :

M

= 938.0 MeV,

mu

= 492.25 MeV, mw = 795.359 MeV, mp = 763.0 MeV,

Yu

= 10.138, Yw =

g3

= -12. 172 fm- 1 , g4 = -36.265, and M * /M = 0.57.

13.285, gp

= 4.975,
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2.4

Rotational Bands in HFODD

This Section provides some details about the cranked Skyrme code HFODD, and the way the
rotational bands are computed.

2.4. 1

Self-Consistent Symmetries

The self-consistent approaches to the nuclear many-body problem start with a priori assump
tions about the nucleon-nucleon interaction and the self-consistent solutions are obtained in an
iterative way. The mean field preserves symmetries of the nucleonic density (78]. It is therefore
important that we start the iteration process with solutions spanned on a set of basis functions
with as many broken symmetries as possible ( or computationally feasible ), and proceed with
the self-consistent iteration process while guaranteeing that the solution(s) have the desired
symmetries of the physical problem.
In the Skyrme code HFODD this is achieved by using a 3--dimensional harmonic oscillator basis
in Cartesian coordinates (110, 130, 133, 134]. Since cranking takes place around the y-axis, the
x-z plane is the symmetry plane for the HF states. This minimal symmetry limitation provides
an ample enough basis range in which to carry out the HF procedure, while striking a good
compromise for the sake of computational feasibility. The result is that the operators of parity
P and signature Tly e -.-td., can now be used to construct the so-called y-simplex operator in
the form
(2.101)
Pe- ..td., .
11 := f:,ft11

=

s

=

Consequentially, the HF wave function I \JI ) obtained as a solution of the HF equations is also
an eigenstate of the y-simplex operator
(2.102}

and its eigenvalue is the product of the parities and signatures of the occupied nucleon states.
The choice of the y-simplex ( we simply call it simplex ) as the conserved symmetry for HFODD
has some technical advantages. For example, the average values of the multipole moments in
simplex-preserving states are real
(2.103}
because the phase factor in the condition

(2.104}

is cancelled by that from the y-simplex symmetry operation

(2.105}

thus allowing us to work only with the components of the multipole moments with µ � 0.
In addition, all of the components of Q >.µ can be simultaneously and independently non-zero,
which gives the code a significant flexibility in dealing with a wider variety of nuclear shapes.
The single-particle wave functions can be labeled with the simplex quantum number for the
corresponding simplex block
(2.106)
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Figure 2.3: Diagram of the single-particle Routhians for the lowest 131 Ce superdeformed band
as functions of the cranking frequency. See the text for explanation of the configuration labels.
where k is an index enumerating the single-particle wave function "Pk,a (r, a) . The corresponding
signature quantum numbers r1c can be obtained from the relation s1c = 1r1cr1c .
In the case of simultaneous conservation of both parity and signature, the multipole moments
Q )..µ are zero for odd values of ,.\ due to the transformation property
{ 2 .10 7 )

2.4.2

Routhian Diagrams : The A� 130 Region

We are now ready to give an example of a rotational band calculated using the Skyrme Hartree
Fock method. A prime candidate is the observed SD band in 131 Ce ( Z=58, N=73 ) (147, 148] .
This band is significant from the point of view of the interpretation of the results presented in
the next Chapter.
Figure 2.3 shows the single-particle Routhian diagram for the HFODD-calculated configuration
[18,19,18,18] n (14,14,15,15] p, where the numbers in the square brackets are the total occupation
numbers in the four parity-signature blocks [ (1r, r) = ( +1,+i), ( + 1 ,--i), {-1,+i), (-1,-i ) ] , and
their sum is equal to the total particle number ( N and Z for neutrons and protons, respectively ) .
The line-style of the plotted single-particle states is used to denote various parity-signature
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combinations : we use dotted, solid, dot-dashed, and dashed lines to indicate states from the
simplex blocks in the order chosen above. Thick or thin lines represent occupied or unoccupied
states, respectively. For convenience, the states are also labeled with their Nilsson labels at w=0.
We shall use these labels to relate particular single-particle Routhians to deformed shell model
states. The Nilsson labels provide a wealth of information about the interaction of valence
orbitals in the particle-plus-rotor picture, which we use to interpret the interplay between
collective rotation and single-particle motion. In addition to the Nilsson labels, we use the
notation Nm to denote states that originate from shells with main quantum number N. The
index m in the sequence 6 1 , 62 , • . . is used to label the lowest, second lowest, etc. state from the
N=6 shell. It is now accepted terminology to designate down-sloping states with high values
of N as intruders, and the up-sloping states with lower N values as extruders.
An important feature of Fig. 2.3 is the occurrence of significant energy gaps in the single
particle spectrum, notably around the last occupied states for both neutrons and protons. One
can notice that the intruder state 6 1 traverses the neutron gap at N=73, staying below the gap
for all rotational frequencies exceeding nw �0.5 Me V. The gap above the last occupied state,
including the intruder, becomes as large as 1 MeV around that frequency, and then becomes
narrower as the state 62 approaches the Fermi level. The two intruders originate at nw=0
MeV from the Nilsson state (i13;2 ) [660]1/2, which, with its n = ½, has a significant signature
splitting. The small value of n implies that a significant part of the 123 =6.5 units of angular
momentum is oriented nearly parallel to the y-axis around which the cranking takes place. As
discussed in Section 2.2, the particle-plus-rotor model predicts that at low frequencies ( i.e.,
in the deformation-aligned limit ) the slope of the single-particle Routhian for n = 1 /2 particle
in the field of rotating prolate nuclear shapes is J. The slopes read from the Routhian diagram
agree very well with this prediction. The opposite signs of the slopes show that the orientations
of the spins for the pair of [660] 1/2 neutrons are opposite to one another. As the rotational
frequency increases, the 62 Routhian gradually changes its slope to negative and enters the N=73
gap from above with a slope nearly equal to that of its signature partner. In the rotationalalignment limit, which the band approaches at high frequencies, the value of
11 approaches
that of j = 13/2, so that the occupied 61 contributes about 6.5 units of angular momentum
to that of the nucleus. As we can see from Fig. 2.3, the high-j low-fl intruder states carry
large intrinsic angular momenta, and their Routhians steeply decrease as functions of nw. This
means that the intruder states are usually responsible for the increase of total spin due to their
alignment.
One can see that, besides the intruders, there are two more of the n = ½ neutron Nilsson
states that exhibit signature splitting, although of much smaller magnitude : the [411] 1/2 and
[541]1/2. In the proton part of the diagram, such orbitals are the [550] 1/2, and the (301] 1/2,
although they will be of lesser significance for our study.
In the cases when the values of n are large, the single-particle orbitals are deformation
aligned. The example is the proton g9 ; 2 [404)9/2 state, located immediately above the wide gap
at Z=58. The large value of n implies that the single-particle angular momentum tends to be
parallel to the symmetry axis. This leads to a very small signature splitting.
We shall return later to this way of reasoning based on the Nilsson model in order to un
derstand the effects of occupation of individual nucleon orbitals. It is important to highlight
the fact that the intruder and extruder orbitals play a significant role in the establishment of
nuclear deformation, and that they are building blocks of nuclear angular momentum.

(3 )
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2.4.3

Level Crossings, Diabolic Points and Diabaticity

Some of the most important mechanisms for obtaining structural information involve the study
of the locations and physical character of the single-particle level crossings, which are directly
related to the interaction of bands built on configurations carrying the same quantum numbers.
The set of general parameters, e.g., deformation parameters, cranking frequency, etc., at
which different configurations cross, are referred to as diabolic points. In a Nilsson diagram a
crossing of two or more states will appear every time the trajectory passes through a diabolic
point. When the external parameter is the cranking frequency, the crossing appears in the
Routhian diagram as near-degeneracy of corresponding single-particle Routhians at a certain
narrow range in cranking frequency.
In the cranking approximation, the self-consistent solution is obtained by minimizing the
expectation value of the Routhian ( 2. 2 5). The set(s) of density matrices, for which such solu
tion(s) exist, provide approximate solution(s) of the cranked self-consistent problem, with the
expectation value of /71 constrained to the specified good angular momentum, and the rotational
frequency w playing the role of a Lagrange multiplier. The studies of the validity and solvability
of the cranking approximation indicate [14 9, 15 0, 151] that the minimization procedure fails to
converge when the vacuum, i. e., the stationary solution, becomes degenerate with respect to
particle-hole excitations. This situation can occur at frequencies, referred to here as crossing
frequencies w < c) , for which crossings of occupied and unoccupied single-particle states occur in
the Routhian diagram. The degeneracy of the vacuum implies that it becomes a mixture of
wave packets with different angular-momentum distributions, so the identity of the band in the
vicinity of w < c) is lost. The mixing of levels depends on the interaction between them - the
separation of these wave packets can be achieved in principle by setting the interaction to zero
[15 0]. The technique for dealing with this problem is rather procedural [15 2, 15 3] - it involves
keeping track of the position of individual states recognizable by some of their characteristics
and occupying the same level(s) before and after the crossing(s). The approach is often referred
to as the diabatic, or configuration-constrained cranking model ( CCCM ).
In the case of the code HFODD , the levels at high spins are traced by either their angular
momentum alignment, or intrinsic spin alignment, used as independent diabatic criteria. An
example of an avoided level crossing in HFODD is shown in Fig. 2. 4, where we compare the
positive-parity configuration in 1 31 Ce with the one in which, instead of the lowest N=6neutron
intruder r=-i state, the state [4 02] 5/ 2 with the same parity-signature quantum numbers is
occupied. Note that the corresponding bands, although having the same occupation numbers
v[18,19,18,18], have different states as the 19-th occupied state in the (1r,r)= {+,-i) block. The
code is instructed to perform the iterative convergence process while keeping occupied that level,
for which the occupation criterium value is chosen to be higher or lower.
In this and other examples involving intruder states ( the occupation of which is likely
also to cause a considerable shape-deformation effect ) , the intruder levels have high angular
momentum alignment, and they are kept diabatically occupied by selecting higher alignment as
a diabaticity criterium. In the "diabatic blocking" case of the 61 intruder crossing the ( 4 02] 5/ 2
state in the ( +,-i) parity-signature block, the code is instructed to occupy the orbital with the
larger momentum alignment, if the intruder is to be occupied. In the actual HFODD calculation
the minimization procedure leads to a change of the deformation around the level crossing,
leading to a "jump" in the single-particle Routhians. When the points of the band's deformation
path are combined together for the entire frequency interval, the points around the level crossing
displaying irregular behavior are excluded and the diabatic levels show a discontinuity, as marked
with the shaded area in Fig. 2. 4. Note that such a deformation jump occurs only when the
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Figure 2.4: Single-neutron Routhians for 13 1 Ce calculated for the 11 [18,19,18,18] configurations
with ( left ) and without ( right ) the 61 intruder orbital. The shaded area marks the crossing of
the 19-th and 20-th single-particle Routhians in the ( +,-i) parity-signature block. The intruder
configuration is more deformed ( by about 0.6 eb ), which causes the rearrangement of levels.
See the text for interpretation and discussion.
crossing is between occupied and unoccupied states, when there is the possibility for the nucleon
to occupy any one of the two or more states interacting and nearly degenerating at the crossing
point. It does not happen when the crossing is between two or more states which are all either
occupied or unoccupied simultaneously.
It is important to emphasize at this point, that the crossings between single-particle levels
play a very significant role in models of large-amplitude nuclear motion, e.g., shape coexistence,
fission, fusion, and so forth, for which the time evolution of the collective coordinates can be
treated via a physically well-defined collective velocity. In the cranking model, the diabatic
traversing of the crossing point is done somewhat artificially, by means of a numeric proce
dure. For the sake of convenience in bookkeeping and analysis of the rotating configurations,
all crossings have to be considered perfectly diabatic, the diabaticity being an artefact of the
configuration-constrained model.
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2.5

Jahn-Teller Mechanism of Core Polarization

The microscopic mechanism responsible for shape deformations is the Jahn-Teller effect. It
is particularly relevant here because we are interested in the treatment of degrees of freedom
on different time scales - the "fast" degrees of freedom of single-particle motion of individual
nucleons, and the slower ones related to collective motion of the nucleus as a whole, characterized
by rotational degrees of freedom.
The JT coupling Hamiltonian is a basic element in the analysis of nuclear collective modes
and deformations [95). As we mentioned before, depending on the geometrical properties of the
individual valence nucleon ( for example, the anisotropy of its wave function ), the particle
vibration coupling can result in core polarization that can change its original deformation. In
Bohr's picture, the vibronic coupling was represented by the interaction between the single
particle motion of valence nucleons and the collective excitations ( multipole vibrations ) of the
core, known as the particle-vibration ( PV ) coupling :
Hpv

= - L K>.µ O:>.µ L f (ri ) Y>.µ ( !li ),
>.µ

(2.108)

where O:>.µ is the amplitude of the nuclear deformation of the core, /(ri ) Y>.11 (0,) is the multipole
moment of the i-th valence nucleon, and K>.µ denotes the particle-vibration coupling strength.
The core polarization induced by the decoupled nucleons in highly-deformed shapes may be
sufficiently large to mask or suppress the appearance of any pairing related odd-even energy stag
gering ( OES ). The "static" part of the shape-deformation polarization is assumed to originate
from the mass multipole moments of the nucleon's density distribution. Besides that effect, the
odd nucleon(s) can break rotational and especially time-reversal intrinsic invariance by adding
non-negligible time-odd current and spin contributions to the rest of the system, leading to its
current and spin polarization ( "dynamical" polarization ) [154, 155). Their proper treatment
requires deformed calculations with time-odd terms in the single-particle Hamiltonian, as it is
elaborated in [133, 134, 154). The change in energy caused by core polarization is dependent
essentially on the time-odd spin and spin-isospin parts of the effective interaction, which have
not been properly fitted yet ( see [156, 157) and references therein ). The role of the dynamic po
larization effects in mean-field theories ( of the kind used in this dissertation ) has been subject
to a notable attention in the last several years, with test case systematics carried out using both
non-relativistic Skyrme Hartree-Fock [133, 158), and relativistic mean-field [154, 155) models.
For a comprehensive discussion of the Jahn-Teller mechanism in nuclear deformation and
the stability condition refer to [75, 76).

2.6

Microscopic Origin of HD Rotational States

In order to illustrate the role played by the high-j intruder states, we refer to the example
of a neighbor isotope to the 131 Ce core configuration shown in Fig. 2.3. The total Routhian
surfaces for the lowest ( 1r, r)=(+,l) ( a=O ) configuration of 132Ce, calculated in the framework
of the cranked Nilsson-Strutinsky model [159) is shown in Fig. 2.5 for two rotational frequencies
differing by only 0.12 MeV. The results of a wide variety of similar models [41, 152) indicate
that a second minimum in the total Routhian appears at /32
0.4 for spins I exceeding 40 n.
For lower spins, the yrast deformation is /32 0.2. The larger deformation is explained in terms
of the 74-th neutron occupying the second i 13 ;2 intruder level at frequencies above 0.5 MeV
( see the location of the 62 neutron Routhian in Fig. 2.3 ). Note the "softness" of the minima
"'.J

"'.J
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Figure 2.5: Total Routhian surfaces for 132 Ce configuration (1r, r)= ( +,1) in the (/3, "Y) plane at
fixed values of the cranking frequency, for which the v i 13 1 2 gets occupied. The spacing of the
energy contours is 100 MeV, the shaded areas indicate the local minima, with the global minima
marked by dots.
Source : R. Wyss, et al., Phys. Lett. B 215, 211 (1 988) .
with respect to 1--deformation of the nuclear shape, which allows for the occurrence of various
degrees of triaxiality with rotation.
The first backbending in the A�130 region is directly related to the alignment of the i 13 1 2
neutrons. The associated breaking of the pair(s) also reduces the pairing interaction in the
system, which is observed as a decrease of the pairing gap with frequency. The rotational
alignment of high-j states also modifies the quadrupole-like deformation of the nuclear surface,
by having the aligned particle density distribution contribute to shape triaxiality [3 2] - this
ability is strongly correlated with the chemical potential .X [67]. Indeed, the occupation of one of
the lowest ( highest ) levels of a single-j ( j » 1 ) leads to positive ( negative ) 1--deformation.
For such a shell, states occupying the bottom of the shell tend to push the shape of the system
towards "Y = 60° , while those towards its top favor "Y = 12 0° [160] . For the proton-rich A� 130
nuclei, the nuclear triaxiality is driven by the balance of the effects of decoupling of the neutron
i 131 2 states at the bottom of the shell ( favoring positive values of "Y ) , and that of the proton
h1 1 12 states ( driving towards negative "Y ) .
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2.7

Phenomenology of Rotational Bands

The rotational effects of the Coriolis and centrifugal terms can be significant in the energy spectra
of the nuclear system, so we need quantitative ways of extracting rotational characteristics from
experimental data. In the cranking approach, the Routhian operator (2.2 5) acquires an extra
term, proportional to Jz , in which w enters as a Lagrange multiplier 1 . The eigenenergies of the
Routhian (2.2 5) are given by
(2.109)
E'(I) = E(I) - liw Iz (I) ,
which define the rotational frequency as

1 E( l)
w = d
: h dlz (l) "

(2.110)

When the energy levels E( l) are measured experimentally as a sequence of discrete values
from ')'-transitions forming a band, the angular momentum l changes in steps of l li or 21i ( Fig.
2. 6) . In the latter case, which also is most common for the type of shapes we study, we can
use the classification scheme provided by the signature symmetry. The expression for w (2.110)
offers a way to evaluate the frequency w(I) ascribed to each of the transitions by using a discrete
approximation for the derivative :
aE
wexp ( l) .·- .!_
1i a-VI1 ( 1 + 1)

/+1 ,/-1

_ 1 E( l + 1) - E(I - 1) _ E-r (I)
- 1i l (l + 1) - l (I - 1) - li(al ) .
z
z
z

(2.111)

The values of Iz can be calculated from the semiclassical geometric relation
lz (I)

= Jl( l + 1)2 - K2 � J(I

+

1/2)2 - K2 ,

(2. 112)

where K is the· projection of the total angular momentum on the symmetry axis z ( Fig. 2.2 ).
The total Routhian at angular momentum l is given by

E'( l) = � [E(I + 1)

+ E ( l - 1)] - liw(l) lz ( l) .

(2.113)

The further analysis requires a procedure for evaluating the moment of inertia for the band
from the experimental ,-transition energies. Starting from the analogy with classical mechanics,
we can define
l:z: ( l )
(2.114)
v,r(l) (l) �f 1i

w( l) '
commonly referred to as the kinematic moment of inertia. However, if we are interested in the
dynamic changes of the moment of inertia along the band it is more informative to define the
differential parameter
l
l
.7( 2 ) �f 1i dlz = d,w.J ( ) = .7( 1 ) + W d.J ( ) ,

dw

dw

dw

(2.115)

called the dynamic moment of inertia. Figure 2.7 illustrates these relations and shows their
behavior at a band-crossing point. Using the discretization of the measured energy spectrum,
.7 (2> can be expressed as :
a1
.7 c 2 > (l) = = r,, :z; I

aw

l+l,/ - 1

= r,,

+ 1) - lz (l - 1)
,
w (I + 1) - w (l - 1)

lz ( l

(2.116)

1 Let us recall that in the code HFODD the rotation is carried out around the y-axis instead of the x-, meaning
that for the Skyrme calculations all cranking-related quantities use the index y instead of x.
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Figure 2.6: Schematic representation of a potential energy curve for 13 2 Ce illustrating the inter
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we show the corresponding total Routhian surface ( from [159] ) at 0.59 MeV, in which the SD
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Figure 2.7: Schematic representation of the definitions of the phenomenological parameters of
rotational bands and their behavior at a band crossing.
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where w(I ± 1) = ½ (w(J) + w(I ± 2)).
In addition to these quantities, which provide the basic characterization of a rotational band,
we can extract the valence-particle contributions i' of the total angular momentum
f

i'(w) � lz {w) - I!ef(w) ,

{2. 1 1 7 )

where I!ef (w) is a reference configuration given by
Irer (w)

= "i,1 :T.r(e1)r w.

{2. 1 18)

:T.r�V is usually parameterized in the form
'7' ( 1) ·-

'7'.

vref ·- vO

+ w2v,.,l ,

{2.1 19 )

where the coefficients :lo and :11 are fitted to the reference-core configuration and are called
Harris' parameters [1 64 ].
At high spins { J » 1 ) asymptotic expansions can be made :
hwexp {J - 1 )
:,(1)

:,(2 )

where E.., (J )

2.7.1

=

=
=

E.., (I + 2)
2
,_ 21:,;
l.!_
r,,
1iw - E.., '
4 r,,2

E.., (I + 2) - E.., (J ) '

{2. 120 )
(2.121)
{2.122)

E(J) - E (I - 2).

End of Collective Rotation : Band Termination

As discussed in the previous Sections, a rotational band is characterized by its single-particle
configuration, corresponding to a particular nucleonic arrangement.Although the deformation
parameters and other bulk characteristics of the nuclear system may change continuously without
major readjustments, the alignment of unpaired nucleons and their spatial redistribution closer
to the equatorial plane of rotation makes possible more radical rearrangements, which underline
band crossings and mixings with other bands.
The limit to extreme angular momentum from valence nucleons was first explored by Bohr
and Mottelson (9 5 ] for the case of the s-d nucleus 20 Ne, where the closed shells, corresponding to
1 60, form a distinct core configuration. The maximal angular momentum is formed consequently
by the spins of the valence l d5 12 nucleons outside the core - two neutrons (5 /2 + 3 /2 )Ii and
two protons (5 /2 + 3 /2 )Ii for a total of 8 units of angular momentum ( experimentally confirmed
in Ref.[1 65 ] ). This limitation to rotational alignment is known as band termination. Ref.[
95 ]
also makes an estimate for the maximal available angular momentum ( "spin content" ) as a
function of mass, which, for our SD mass range of interest ( A,- 1 30 - 150 ), approaches 100 Ii. The
terminating configurations have been observed in some nuclei in the A,_ 1 10 mass range with just
a few nucleons outside the 1 00 Sn core; any excess of valence particles would disrupt the delicate
balance of nucleon degrees of freedom by destroying the core, which would, in principle, remove
any limitations on the total spin. The progress towards the termination point can be smooth
or more abrupt, depending on the structural changes taking place.From a microscopic point of
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view, the total angular momentum is a one-body operator, i. e., it is a sum of contributions from
all nucleons. At the initial stages of collective rotation, I� consists of many small contributions
from all of the nucleons. With the increase of cranking frequency some of the single-particle
contributions rise in magnitude, eventually approaching and becoming comparable with the
intrinsic angular momenta of the occupied orbitals. For a system with a well defined core, the
angular momenta of the core nucleons would tend to compensate pair-wise, leaving only the
contributions from the valence nucleons.
The total rotational alignment depends strongly on the number of valence nucleons. For a
terminating band, the angular momentum reaches a saturation value, which can not be exceeded
unless a significant single-particle structural rearrangement occurs. Such saturation can be
reached for some bands at the highest-frequency end of the given cranked structure, and it
usually corresponds to a rotationally-aligned, non-collectively rotating configuration. The total
momentum of the band configuration at and beyond the termination point can therefore be
predicted as the sum of the aligned spins of valence nucleons. Examples of band termination
have been observed in a number of nuclei across the periodic table [16 )6.
A general characteristic of terminating bands is their decreasing static, and respectively
their dynamic moments of inertia, at the approach to termination. This is directly related to
the increased energy cost to the softened nuclear system for generating the next two units of
angular momentum required for an extra quadrupole -y-transition. It is worth mentioning in this
context that the higher energy cost is not always clearly seen in the spectrum - for example, in
the simplest case of 20 Ne, the -y-transition ( from 6to 8units ) is higher, in fact, in its energy
expense than the previous in the sequence ( from 4 to 6). The situation in every case depends
on the relative energetic preference for the system populating a state 21i in angular momentum
vs undergoing a configuration/shape change, with the behavior of the energy cost in some cases
imitating that of the more "rigid" shape.
The effects of rotational alignment in the regime closest to termination imply the transition
from prolate (1'= 0° ) via most triaxial (1'= 3 0° ) to oblate shapes with -y � 60° , which results in
the decrease in the moments of inertia. This is combined with a significant drop in transition
matrix elements B(E 2), due to the decrease in rotational collectivity.
Let us consider, for example, the calculated yrast band of 30 Ne ( Fig. 2. 8). The (/3,-y) diagram
in the top right corner shows the trajectory of the nuclear shape with the increase of cranking
frequency nw to 2 MeV. Starting with a well-deformed prolate shape ( /32 � 0.32 ) and rotating
around an axis perpendicular to the symmetry axis, the nuclear system proceeds smoothly
towards a weakly-deformed oblate shape ( -y = 60° ). As this happens, the paired nucleons make
the transition from a strongly-coupled ( deformation-aligned ) to a weakly-coupled ( rotation
aligned ) scheme under the influence of the Coriolis terms in the Hamiltonian. From a collective
rotation regime at low frequencies, the system gradually switches to a non-collective rotation
with an oblate shape with the rotational axis coincident with the symmetry axis. The full
alignment of the valence nucleons is observed beyond the termination frequency of 1iw R:: 1. 3 5
MeV, where the total spin reaches its maximal value of 121i, composed as a sum of the neutron
( 81i ) and proton ( 41i ) angular momenta. As seen from the single-particle Routhian diagram,
the terminating state is made of the aligned v( l f7 12 ) 2 ( 5/ 2 + 7/ 2 )1i, v( l d3 1 2 ) 2 ( 3/ 2 + 1/ 2 ) 1i
neutrons and the aligned 1r ( dl 6 12 ) 2 ( 3/ 2 + 5/ 2 )1i protons.The change i n shape h as the well
recognizable effect on the values of the moments of inertia ( cf. Fig. 2. 7). The static moment
of inertia decreases linearly, and the dynamic moment of inertia drops down to zero.
More
examples of terminating bands are shown in Chapter 4.
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Figure 2.8: Calculated rotational band in 30 Ne, an example of band termination. See text for
details and discussion in Chapter 4.
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2.7.2

Deformation of High-Spin Bands

The components of the quadrupole moment Q2µ are the lowest-order electrostatic quantities
which measure the displacement of electric charge inside the nucleus and, therefore, can provide
information about the proton distribution. The operator of the electric quadrupole moment
Q20 = 2z2 - x2 - y2

(2.12 )3

= Q2 = (iJ20)l

(2.12 )4

can be used to calculate its observable value when we introduce the corresponding equivalent
for the electric charge density :
Qo

0

charges

The microscopic quadrupole moment can be calculated by summing-up the single-proton con
tributions :
Q

micro

=e

L (ii (2z
i=l

2

- p2 ) Ii) .

(2.12 5)

The neutrons, having zero charge, do not appear in the sum, but their presence and deformation
changes, hence they also impact, albeit indirectly, the quadrupole moment.

2. 7.3

Definitions

In the limit of high angular momentum (167] the electric quadrupole operators Q a1 of E2
transitions between yrast line levels can be expressed through the components of the quadrupole
deformation of the rotating core in its intrinsic system, Q2o = q sin "Y and ( - v'2)Q22 = q cos -y
as follows :
(2.12 )6

and

Q ±2 = - ( Jl"Q20 + � Q22 )) =

-1

cos (-y + 3 0° )

(2.127)

where q = Q0 = � Zellg.82 = JQ�0 + 2Q�2 . The transition quadrupole moment Q t ( related to
experimental lifetime ) is given by
Qt

_ cos ("Y + 30°) _
- I Q20 I _ f3.Q 22 •
- q cos 3 0°

Va

(2.12 )8

It is important to remember here that in the Skyrme code HFODD the rotation axis is y instead
of x, therefore the sign of Q22 is inverted, and cos(-y + 3 0°) becomes cos("Y - 3 0°). We have to
keep in mind that the value of Q 22 is redefined to absorb the factor of v'2, which leads us to the
following relation, specific to HFODD
(2.12 9
)
A non-zero value for Q22 does not necessarily imply that the core is -y-deformed ( non-axial ) ,
because small anharmonic shape vibrations around the axially-symmetric shape can also lead
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to effective non-zero values of "Y· From the components of the quadrupole moment, Qi�> and
Qi;> , and the root-mean�quared proton and neutron radii (r2 ) r , one can extract the Bohr
quadrupole deformation parameters /32 and "Y (110], in cases in which they are different ( as is
the case in drip-line and halo nuclei )

(

(Qi�> / + Qi;> /
Nr (r2 ) r

(r)
Q22

(2. 130)
(2. 131)

(T) '
Q20

where Nr=l :::N and Nr =- 1 :::Z.

2.8

Additivity in Superdeformed Bands

One of the many reasons for our interest in superdeformed bands is that there is compelling
evidence for the reduction of pairing. This makes it possible to apply theoretical methods based
on the analysis of one-body operators and single-particle expectation values.
In this Section we present some of the theoretical reasoning behind the concept of additivity,
as it is applied to the superdeformed regions on the proton-rich side of the chart of the nuclides
( Fig. 1.2 ).

2.8.1

The Case for Additivity

The statistical analysis of G. De France, et al. (168] in the A-130, 150, 190 mass regions
clearly demonstrated that the so-called phenomenon of band twinning ( or identical bands,
IB's ) is more likely to occur in superdeformed than in normally-deformed bands. Following
the reasoning of the authors, if the distributions of the moments of inertia are recognizably
different among ND and HD/SD configurations, then this difference should be traceable down
to structural differences in their nucleonic mean field, and be associated with causes like shell
effects or reduced residual interactions. This hypothesis led to startling observations in the
distributions of fractional changes of the dynamic moments of inertia 3<2> (168] ; these results
indeed confirmed that a necessary condition for the occurrence of IB's higher deformation was
the presence of the same number of high-N orbitals. The analysis in the A- 190 region yielded
further evidence that the presence of larger residual interactions would reduce the quality of the
fit by effectively smoothing out the effect of the intruders. The results of Ref. (168) give strong
support for the notion that in high�pin SD configurations the shell structure and the presence
of intruders are arguably much more important than the pairing effects.
The first quantitative discussion of shape polarization in SD bands was given in the HF study
of Ref. (77) . Later on, this was followed by less microscopic studies of (169, 170, 171).
The mean-field description of the quadrupole moments of the SD nuclei around 152Dy shows
[77] that the variations of the nuclear shape from band to band and from nucleus to nucleus are
consistent with the measured values. The SD configuration in 152Dy is the logical choice for a
doubly-magic SD core; consequently, effective single-particle quadrupole moments q�ff can be
introduced for the single-particle states around the Fermi level.
Q

=Q

core

+

L

o=particles
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q �ff _

L

o=h oles

q�ff,

(2. 132)

In this equation a is a running index enumerating the particle and hole states for both protons
and neutrons. The values of q�ff can be calculated by proceeding step by step from the core
configuration to the neighbouring ones ( i.e. configurations differing from the core by one
particle/hole ), then to configurations farther away, and so forth, until a large enough data set
is built, which could provide sufficient statistics for each one of the q�ff to be determined with
appreciable precision.

2.8.2

Additivity Assumptions and Procedure

The systematics of the remarkable results in the A�15 0SD mass region has led to the intro
duction of the concept of additivity [77] for the 1-body quantities characterizing the rotational
states. The authors were able to demonstrate that the strong shell effects in this superdeformed
region ( with 1 52 Dy as a doubly-magic deformed core ) encompass a wide interval of defor
mations and are explained with the individual contributions from orbitals close to the Fermi
level. One of the results from this study was the evaluation of a chosen set of relative intrinsic
multipole moments Q>.µ ( for A= 2, 4 ) as an additive function of the effective values for these
moments for the orbitals involved ( see Eq. ( 2.13 2) ). This allowed for the estimates for the
effective moments for 2 0orbitals including the intruder vN=7 and 1r N= 6states.
Following the accepted shell-model understanding of the one-body effective moments q!! ,
their values deviate from their corresponding bare values qtS.,:e by certain amounts qP01 con
tributed by the polarization of the core
q�ff = q�are + q�ol .

( 2.13 3 )

In particular, for neutrons qbare = 0, therefore the non-zero values of qeff originate entirely from
the core polarization effect introduced through the self-consistency of the mean field. The results
of Ref. [77] showed a remarkable agreement with experiment and have lent credibility to the
mean field mechanisms for the explanation of superdeformation in this region.
In our study, presented in Chapter 3, we performed a systematic analysis of the single
particle quadrupole moments and alignments for the configurations around 131 Ce. According to
[77], intrinsic quadrupole moments are robust enough to be used as fingerprints for configuration
assignments. Unlike the moments of inertia, quadrupole moments do not get disturbed easily
by small changes of single-particle energies, hand crossings etc.
As mentioned above, the quantities of interest in this study were the components of the total
intrinsic charge quadrupole moment, Q�0 and Q�2 , ( the superscript 1r stands for protons ) as
well as the total angular momentum J. Once the core configuration had been chosen - in our
case it was the SD-1hand in 13 1 Ce (Z= 5 8, N=7 3), the relative variations cSQ�0 and c5Q�2 with
respect to those for the core were calculated and fitted using an additivity scheme to determine
the q�ff for the single-particle/hole states. Assuming that the SD configurations are characterized
by undisturbed single-particle motion without pairing, the relative multipole moments c5Q�0 and
c5Q�2 , obtained in the self-consistent mean-field calculations, can be expressed as sums of the
individual corresponding moments �ff according to Eq. ( 2.13 2)
Q2o(k) - Q;�

core

) = cSQ2o (k)

co e

Q22 (k) - Q;J r )

=

= c5Q22 (k) =
52

L C (k)q;g,o ,
L C (k)q;:, ,
a

Q

a

Q

a

( 2.13 4 )
( 2. 13 5)

/ (k) - [(core)

L Ca (k)i�tr,

= <Si (k) =

(2.136)

a

where the coefficients Ca reflect the single-particle/hole content of the configuration k with
respect to the core configuration. Namely, ca (k) = 0 if the state a is not present in either of
these two configurations, Ca ( k) = 1 if state a is a particle in addition to the core, and Ca ( k) = -1
if state a is a hole with respect to the core. Therefore, we can label our configuration k with
the set of coefficients C (k) = {ca (k), a = 1, . . . , m}. The assumptions of eqs. (2.134)-(2.136)
are commonly referred to as "additivity model" [77].
Once the configurations C(k ) are determined for the calculated theoretical configurations,
the problem of finding the components of the effective quadrupole moments the least-square
fitting procedure, discussed in the following.
The solution for the additive decomposition of the eigenvalues <SF = (<SF(k), k = I, . . . , Ne ),
Ne being the total number of configurations/bands included, of the I-body operator quantity
F - F(core) as a sum of m single-state quantities f = Ua , a = 1, . . . , m}
<SF (k) = F( k) - F (core) (k) =

La Ca (k)fa

(2.137)

is obtained as a multivariate least-square fit by minimizing the function
2

L (tp (k)) =
k

L (<SF(k) - L f
o:

k

a c0 (k))

2

(2.138)

where we introduced tp(k) by the relation <SF(k) = E a c0 (k)fO + tp (k). The problem is only
meaningful for Ne > m. Following the general concept of the least-square method ( see [172],
[173],pp. 67-73 ), the partial differentiation with respect to the minimization variables yields
0 =
=

!�
{A(t5F) 2 )
28
f0

L L C (k)
o:'

o:

k

ca 1

(k) f0:

1

L <SF(k)
k

(2.139)
c0

(k)

(2.140)
(2.141)

= (B f - a) 0 ,

where ao: = E k <SF(k)c0 (k) = c <SF, and B = IIBo:o:' 11 = 11 (E k ca (k)co:1 (k)) I I = c c. Solving
this equation by inverting the non-singular matrix B gives the solution to the multivariate
regression problem as
(2.142)
T

T

The fact that B is positive-definite guarantees that the solution f corresponds to a minimum
of E k (tp(k))2 • If in order to estimate the variances in this problem we assume that the first
statistical moment of tp(k) is zero for all k = I, . . . , Ne , then f can be considered an unbiased
estimate of f. Furthermore, under the assumptions that
var(tp(k))

for all k = I , . . . , Ne , and

= u2

cau (tp (k), tp (k'))
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=0

(2.143)

(2.144)

for all {k,k' = 1,. . . ,Ne I k -::/- k'},one can define the variance-covariance matrix as u 2 B - 1 =
u2 (cTc) - 1 ,for which the unbiased estimate for u2 is given by
Ne

l
� fF(k)2 •
a2 = -N - m LJ
C

k=l

(2.145)

Finally,the unbiased estimate for the variance-covariance matrix for j is given by B - 1 u 2 •
In our study,the calculated single-state quantities fo: are the quantities { ( Q20, o:,Q20, o:,i 0),a =
1,m} which were obtained by applying the fitting procedure described above independently for
F = {F(k) , k = l, . . . ,m} = { (Q;o {k) - Q;o {co re),{Q;2 {k) - Q;2 {co re),{ J {k) - / {core)),k =
1,. . . ,m}.
Having presented the theoretical framework for our study in the superdeformed A�13 0mass
region (17 4],we are now ready to proceed with the comparative analysis of the two self-consistent
models for high-spin superdeformation.
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Chapter 3

Superdeformation in the A� 130
Nuclear Mass Region
"All things come into being by conflict of opposites,
and the sum of things flows like a stream."
- Heraclitus the lliddler ( c.535-c.475 B.C. )
Diogenes Laertius Book IX, Sec. 8,9 [175]

In the previous Chapter we introduced the basic concepts of the nuclear mean-field approach
and described how the underlying single-particle structures can be calculated and extracted from
the data. The primary purpose of this Chapter is (i) to point at the existence of theoretical
evidence for undisturbed single-particle motion in the nuclear mean field, (ii) to illustrate that
a wealth of structural information can be extracted from the superdeformed spectra and lifetime
measurements, and (iii) to make a comprehensive analysis and comparison of the results of the
two different self-consistent mean field models.
The published results, part of which are shown in Fig. 1.3, offer compelling evidence for the
soundness of the additivity approach in superdeformed high-spin rotational bands, as it was
previously applied in the A"' 150 mass region [77]. Our ambition of extending this analysis to
the neighboring A-130-140 mass range has been the main direction for my work through this
Chapter, with practical results in the improvement of the computational methods ( software,
written in IDL and Fortran 77 /90 for additivity analysis, interpretation of experimental band
data, databases of SD bands, and many others ), extra instrumentation for the interpretation
of band numerics and structural insight ( software packages in IDL and Fortran 77/90 for
creating Routhian and Nilsson diagrams, nucleon density, generation of input and output file
interpretation for HFODD, etc. ), as well as the new possibility of comparing the results of
different self-consistent approaches with experimental data. As an analytical way of illustrating
that the nucleons move in an averaged mean field with small residual interaction effects, we show
that it is possible to extract effective additive quantities for the individual nucleon orbitals with
remarkable accuracy, and then demonstrate that the resulting band assignments can serve as
a guideline for spectroscopic measurements and interpretation, including deformations, angular
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momenta, parity-signature labeling, etc.

3.1

Overview of Superdeformed A"' 130 Region

Historically, rotational sequences suggesting prolate shapes ( f32 ,..., 0. 3 0- 0. 4 0) in the proton-rich
AR:113 5 nuclei of the rar�arth La-Sm region have been known since the early 1970's (176]. Such
observations were consistent with nuclear shapes considerably better deformed than those of the
ground states, for which the typical {32 does not exceed 0. 2. Early on, calculations unambiguously
confirmed, using different theoretical approaches ( 4 3, 41, 177], that secondary minima are to be
expected at large deformations. Experimental measurements of the collective 3< 2 > moments of
inertia in the region were soon to confirm these expectations at high frequencies (178).

3.1.1

Typical Features of the Superdeformed Bands

A rotational SD band is characterized by a "picket-fence like" sequence of equally-spaced in
energy 1-rays, with the spacing for our mass region being around 70keV ( 5 0 keV for A,...,15 0).
In most of the practical cases, experimental 3< 1 > is unknown, because the spins of the SD states
involved in the transition sequence at best are known only vaguely from the data set. Further
more, the SD states, being highly collective, are characterized by their very strong enhancement
of the E2 transition probabilities - more than 2 000- 3 000Weisskopf units ( W.u. ). Measure
ments of lifetimes give us information on transition quadrupole moments. Another property
of enhanced or superdeformed bands is their low population, which makes detecting them a
technical challenge. The cross-section is normally of the order of a few percent of that of the
producing reaction, but in the A,..., 13 0 region, it is somewhat higher, 5-10 %, with the most
favorable cases in 133 Nd reaching as high as 2 0%. The populated bands decay by rapidly losing
intensity over only a few transitions, making the transitions, linking the SD to ND configura
tions, very difficult to observe. In most of the cases, the SD bands are fed at the high end of
the frequency range through very narrow spin "windows" , and generally at lower energies than
the ND sequences.

3.1.2

SD Bands in the Arvl30 Mass Region

The discovery of the first SD band in 152 Dy in 1984, while validating the concepts and confirming
the expectations, led to a feverish search for highly-elongated configurations in neighboring
nuclei. This also followed the extensive studies in the transitional region of proton-rich nuclei
ranging all the way from La ( Z=5 7) to Gd ( Z=64 ) and beyond. In 1987, the presence of the
deformed secondary minima in the A,...,13 0 region was confirmed by lifetime measurements in
132 Ce [ 5 0], thus firmly establishing the experimental existence of what we now commonly refer
to as the A:d30 superdeformed region. The experimental value for the quadrupole moment
Qo=8. 8eh, corresponding to f3 ,..., 0. 5 0, was fully consistent with theoretical expectations, and is
typical for these nuclei. Immediately after that, SD bands were discovered in several Nd isotopes
[179, 180, 181), and in 137Sm [182].
The role played by high-j intruder orbitals has always been considered of critical importance
for the occurrence of shapes with high prolate deformation. In order to demonstrate the expected
effects of the occupation of these states we refer to the Nilsson diagrams of the kind shown in
Fig. 2.1.
Figure 3.1presents the Nilsson diagram for the A,...,13 0region, calculated in the framework of
our Skyrme HF model with SLy 4 interaction. Their fast variations with the proton quadrupole
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Figure 3.1: Nilsson diagram for the superdeformed rotating configurations in the Skyrme CHF
calculations, showing the deformed region of interest, and the locations of the intruder and
extruder orbitals.
moment is an indication of their high sensitivity to change in quadrupole deformation. A neutron
placed in the [660) 1 /2 orbit ( v 6 1 in our notation ) has a strong prolate-driving effect. In a
similar fashion, the proton extruder state [404)9/2 is steeply up-sloping, thereby, when occupied,
favoring less elongated shapes.
The low-0 Nilsson orbitals originating from the n in g9 ; 2 , h1 1 ;2 , and i 13 ; 2 , j 1 5 ; 2 major shells
"carry" large quadrupole moments. It is therefore understood that it is of primary importance
for the investigation of deformed bands to study these single-particle/hole states.
In the early theoretical studies in the A�130 region, it was generally assumed that the
involvement of at least one occupied intruder orbital was mandatory for the development of
highly-deformed configurations [159) . Their importance is especially significant when the level
density for the valence nucleons is low, that is, in the proximity of deformed single-particle
shell gaps. The strongest polarization effects are caused by the v (ii 3; 2 ) [660) 1/2 intruder from
the N=6 shell, the N=4 extruder 1r (g91 2 ) [404)9/2, and the mixed v ( h9 12 EB f11 2 ) [541) 1/2
orbital.
In the proton part of the Nilsson diagram, the particularly strongly favored region is Z=5862, with the lower bound marking the best candidate for a core nucleus for our analysis - 13° Ce.
The SD band was observed in 131 Ce in 1987 [183), and has led to the expansion of SD studies
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to the neighboring nuclei since then.
A wide variety of superdeformed states in the region
have been observed experimentally so far. Their systematics [ 51, 5 2, 5 3) provide solid evidence
for the presence of highly-deformed orbitals and microscopic shell effects.
Experimental studies in the middle of the 1990's demonstrated that partial de-occupation of
the extruder g9 /2 proton orbital [ 4 0 4) 9/ 2 in rotational bands for Z=5 9( Pr ) [184, 185, 186), and
Z=61( Pm ) [187) isotopes can appear also in the range of deformation characteristic for SD
bands. [188) It turned out also ( see the single-particle diagrams in [15 9, 188)) that for nuclear
systems lighter than N=7 3 with the vi 1 312 orbitals unoccupied ( they are shifted upwards ),
the more highly-prolated deformations can be observed when the bands involve the occupation
of the [ 5 41)1/ 2 orbital ( Fig. 3. 1) from the f1 12 EB h9 12 shell [189, 190, 191).
Recently, a large-scale lifetime measurement was carried out by a collaboration at G AM
MASPHERE, which has resulted in a preliminary analysis of shape polarization effects in A,...,, 13 0
nuclei [ 2). The idea of doing "differential" lifetime measurements has been exploited in the A=80
[192), and A=13 0-13 5 [193, 14 )8, A=15 0 [194) , and A=190 [195) superdeformed regions.
The bands with highest deformation in the G AMMASPHERE study were observed in the N=7 3
Neodymium and Samarium isotones, with 1 33 Nd reaching Q0=6. 5( 2) eh [196) and 1 35Sm 6. 4( 5) eb. For the N=7 5 Nd, Pm, Sm isotones, the deformation gradually decreases with Z from
5. 8( 2) eb in 135 Nd bands [196), down to 4 . 8( )4 eb in 1 37Sm. The trend lines also were found to be
in agreement with total Routhian surface and cranked calculations - with pairing [197, 198), or
without [188). These results illustrate an other important trend, for the highly-deformed bands
built upon the proton g9/2 [ 4 0 4) 9/ 2+ orbital in 130•131 Pr and 1 33 Pm [184, 187, 199). The values
Q0 are comparable to the N=7 5 isotones with non-zero vi13 12 content, but they are somewhat
lower than those for the N=7 3 isotones, which confirms the expected significant role of the
partial or full de-occupation of the [ 4 0 4) 9/ 2 for the occurrence of highly-deformed structures
in the region. This correlates well with the fact that the deformations are highest for the Ce
isotopes with Z=5 8, where the gap is just above the Fermi surface [188).
As the Nilsson diagram illustrates, it is of considerable interest to extract the deformation
effect of the neutron ( 5 41)1/ 2 downsloping orbitals from the mixed f7 12 EB h9 12 shells, which
are included in several bands observed in 130Pr (186, 190, 2 00), the N=7 3 isotones of 132 Pr
( 2 01, 2 02) , 133 Nd [ 2 0 3, 2 0 4) , and 134 Pm [ 2 05). Their Q0 values, which are intermediate between
the highly-deformed intruder/extruder configurations and the ND bands, also seem to indicate
somewhat decreasing values with Z. Since the neutron structure of nuclei with N�73 does not
favor the occupation of the i1312 intruder, the down-sloping [ 5 41)1/ 2 orbital may lead also to
polarization of the core. [189, 190) The experimental playground for studying the f7 12 EB h9 1 2
orbitals includes several bands in 130Pr [ 2 00, 186, 190) and the N=7 3 isotones of 132 Pr [ 2 02, 2 01),
133
Nd [ 2 0 6, 2 0 3, 2 04) , and 134 Pm [ 2 05).
For the nuclei in the A�13 0 region, the yrast line at low spin is dominated by normally
deformed configurations. However, when the total spin increases above 10- 2 0Ii these structures
are predicted to be very -y--soft. This implies that the additivity concept is likely to meet its
limits for ND shapes. This caution is particularly relevant when we observe the general trend of
the ND-HD separation in Q0 to decrease with Z or N from the lightest to the heaviest nuclei in
the region - a behavior that can be associated with the softening of the core. One would expect
such a tendency to be present until another neutron/proton particle number corresponding to
a deformed gap is reached. In our case, such change seemingly occurs around the Z=5 8, N=7 4
gaps ( 132 Ce ), and the trend is followed until around Z=62, N=80 ( 142Sm ). Beyond these
nucleon numbers, the values of Q0 appear to take a jump, which can be associated with the
occupation of the next intruder orbitals, namely N=1 neutrons and ( later ) N=6protons.
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3.2

HFODD Calculations - Convergence and Accuracy

The issues of accuracy, robustness, and reliability of the Skyrme Hartree-Fock method have been
addressed by a considerable body of research. Several deformed Hartree-Fock codes allowing
for triaxial nuclear deformations have been in use since the mid-1980's [121, 1 1 1 , 1 13, 1 14, 1 15] .
The code HFODD, being the first one of this kind available in the public domain, has been subject
to relatively more extensive testing, and the accuracy of the Skyrme Hartree-Fock equations in
the Cartesian harmonic oscillator ( HO ) basis has undergone studies by the authors of the code
HFODD [1 10], who have applied it in different regions of the periodic chart [130] .
3.2.1

Convergence of HFODD versus the HO Basis Deformation

The accuracy of the harmonic oscillator expansion depends on the three parameters of the
oscillator wave functions, the frequencies ( nwz , nw11 , and nwz ) and the number of HO states
included in the basis set ( M ) . The basis set is defined to include the lowest M states with
energies given by
(3. 1)
with n.r: ,n 11 ,nz < No , where No is the maximum number of harmonic oscillator quanta. Both M
and No have to be chosen in advance for the basis to be determined. When No is chosen to be
sufficiently large, the accuracy of the Hartree-Fock calculations depends only on the choice of
M.
In the present study, the results have been obtained with an axially-deformed basis, i. e.
one with w1. = W.r: = w11 , where the frequencies are defined as in {2. 1 1) . The deformation of the
basis is given using the standard parameterization {2.15) ,
q = w1./wz

=(

and

wo = (wiwz ) 1 l3 •

(3.2)

The dependence of the results on the size of the basis has been tested systematically from
small bases ( No � 10 in the early implementations of the method [207] ) to No "'26 and higher.
The conclusions from calculations with small values of No suggest that the deformation of the
basis ( w0 and q
in our case ) can be tuned for the specified values of M and No by minimiz
ing the total Hartree-Fock energy. It remains questionable whether such an optimization would
guarantee the optimal regime of the variational calculations for other quantities of interest. In
the middle of the 1970's, when the values of No "'10 were pushing the limits of the available
computational facilities, such optimization was worthwhile, even at the cost of expensive prelim
inary calculations in search for a trustable physical solution. It is instructive to see the Skyrme
HF method in this early work applied to the test cases of 1 26 • 1 34 Ce, which are very close to
our A.....,130 core configuration. The results with N � 10, ( particularly Figs. 6,9,1 1 , and 12 of
[207] ), give strong indications that the variation of q
has non-negligible effects on the total
energy, deformation profile, and the positions of the minima in the energy landscape.
Since these early attempts, it has been possible to perform calculations with basis sizes
sufficiently large to allow the elimination of the basis deformation parameters. When the value
of No becomes large, the uncertainties of the HF solution can be made sufficiently small, and
kept under control. The studies of (130] show convincingly that, under these conditions, the
optimization of basis deformation parameters does not yield any significant improvement of the
precision.
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Figure 3. 2: Convergence of the 1 3 1 Ce core configuration as a function of the deformation of the
basis q. The value used in the calculations is indicated by a dashed line.
In all of our calculations the value of M was set to 2 96 (130). The Hartree-Fock solution
was tested by expanding in a basis of HO wave functions of the lowest superdeformed band in
1 31 Ce ( Fig 2. 3 ). The value of the frequency w0 is obtained from ( 2.1
0),
1iw0 = 4 1.(MeV) x A- 1/3 = 9. 6 874 MeV .

( 3. )3

For the superdeformed region,a typical value for q is around 0. 6,corresponding to nwJ.. =11. 76 88
MeV and 1iwz = 6. 5 63 8MeV . The value of q was then varied in the interval from 1.0 to 1. 92,
and the resulting values of several physical quantities relevant to our work are shown in Fig.
3. 2. It is evident that the variations over the entire interval are significantly smaller than the
experimental uncertainties. The data points for q=l.0 ( spherical basis ) were excluded - the
deformed solution,being anisotropic,is not meaningful when expanded in a spherical basis. As
soon as the basis gets slightly deformed,the quantities for the Hartree-Fock solution stay within
fractions of the percent around the accepted value ( q �1. 9). It is interesting to compare these
results with Figs. 3,4 of Ref. (130]. Refer to the latter reference for a more detailed discussion
of the convergence accuracy of the Skyrme Hartree-Fock method used in our work.
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3.2.2

Accuracy and Precision of the Additivity Analysis

In this work we calculated rotational bands based on a number of single-particle configura
tions corresponding to the known highly-deformed rotating structures, including some expected
structures, which have not been observed yet. The Skyrme Hartree-Fock calculations with the
code HFODD (vl . 75) [110, 130] with interaction SLy4 [109] used in the particle-hole channel,
was carried out by the author, for a set of more than 200 single-particle configurations, which,
after removing some of the ambiguous cases ( due to crossings, convergence difficulties, etc. )
was reduced to 183 to form a base set used in the additivity analysis.
In a similar fashion, a set of 105 configurations was calculated by our collaborators, G. A.
Lalazissis and A. Afanasjev from Technische Universitat in Munich, using their version of the
Relativistic Mean Field cranking code with a basis of an anisotropic three-dimensional harmonic
oscillator with {30 = 0.4 in Cartesian coordinates, as described in Chapter 2 [208, 209, 210, 211]).
All fermionic states below the energy cutoff �ut-ofl' � l l.51iw[ and all bosonic states below the
energy cutoff _EC,rft-ofl' � 16.5nwf were used in the diagonalization and the matrix inversion.
The results for the values of the quantities of interest, the proton quadrupole moments Q 20,
and Q22 in units of eh, the total angular momenta I, the total energies, and the total Routhian
energies, along with additional bookkeeping information were stored in files to be used for the
additivity analysis. Every configuration was labeled using the standard notation in terms of
parity-signature blocks [N+ , +i , N+ ,- i, N- , + i , N- ,- i ], but, since these labels are not unique due
to diabatic crossings, each configuration could only be identified by specifying its Nilsson orbital
"content" , that is, the Nilsson labels of the orbitals at zero frequency. The assignment of the
Nilsson content to a given band is relatively easy to do when the Nilsson orbitals do not get
mixed in the vicinity of level crossings. However, when such crossings occur, we chose the
component with the highest probability in the decomposition. In a few cases such assignment
was difficult to do because there were several orbitals with similar weights; those cases were
excluded from the set.
Clearly, the likelihood of the occurrence of such ambiguous cases is reduced when the level
density is smaller, for example in the vicinity of shell gaps. For the additivity analysis we needed
to choose as a core configuration the one with the least ambiguous assignment of occupied Nilsson
orbitals. The optimal conditions were found in the SD-1 configuration of 131 Ce.
We decided to conduct the additivity analysis at an angular frequency of nw=0.65 Me V
because it is high enough for the pairing effects in a highly-deformed band to be quenched, and
because in a relatively wider interval ( as compared with the vicinities of other frequency values )
there are practically no level crossings. At liw=0.65 MeV, the lowest i1 3; 2 intruder orbital already
appears just below the N=73 neutron gap ( Fig. 2.3 ). Therefore, at this frequency it is better to
choose an odd-even core, a preference without negative consequences for the additivity scheme,
which is insensitive to the selection of the core.
In some cases, we needed to calculate the entire band, down to very small frequencies, to be
able to trace a given orbital down to its Nilsson scheme original. The Nilsson orbital content of
a band is given in terms of particle and hole excitations with respect to the core configuration
through the action of particle/hole operators with quantum labels corresponding to the occupied
or emptied Nilsson orbitals. The core configuration ( [18,19,18,18] n, [14,14,15,15] p ) plays the
role of a shell-model "vacuum"; it is given by
lcore) = lcore) v @ lcore) 1r
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=

( 1r ( lg9;2 ) [404]9 /2 ±i ) 2
(1r ( l h 1 1 ; 2 ) [541]3/2 ±i ) 2
( 1r (lg1; 2 ) [420] 1/2±i ) 2
( 1r (2d5 ; 2 ) [422]3/2±i ) 2 ,
(1r ( l hu;2 ) [550] 1/2±i ) 2
( ,r(301) 1/2 ±i ) 2

( . . . ) IO )

(3.4)

1r

where I0) 11 and I O) ,.. are the neutron and proton particle vacua, respectively. In (3.4) we have
limited ourselves to writing out explicitly only the orbitals shown in Fig. 2.3.
As an example let us consider the neutron configurations of Fig. 2.4. Although having
the same parity-signature configurations, v [18,19,18,18], they have different numbers of i 13 ; 2
intruders occupied - the 6 1 i Routhian, occupied in the left diagram, has been emptied in the
right diagram. The former neutron diagram corresponds to the core configuration, and the
latter part can be obtained from it by the operators creating a hole in v 6 1 and a particle in
[402]5/2 - i , which can be written as
(116 1 -) - 1 (11(402]5/2-) lcore) 11 ® !core) ,..

=

(116 1 -)- 1 (11(402]5/2-) !core)

(3.5)

Note that the signs appearing after the state's Nilsson label are the signature quantum numbers
"-" represents r=-i ( a=+l/2 ), and "+" signifies r=i ( a=-1/2 ).
Upon reading the input file with band configurations, the additivity analysis program gen
erates the matrix {c0 ( k )}, filling it with the values +1, -1, or 0, depending, respectively, on
whether state a is a particle, a hole, or not-present in configuration k. One of the main results
of the analysis is the set of effective single-particle values for Q20, o , Q22 , o , and i 0 • The quality
of the additivity model then can be estimated from the values of the deviations from the fitted
values, namely the quantities
L Ca (k) q20,o - t5Qio (k)

= L ca (k)q20,o - ( Qio (k) - Q;Jcore) )
Q

Q

L C (k)q , - 8Q; (k)
L Ca (k)i '5i (k)
22 o

o

2

Q

0

Q

-

= L Co ( k ) q22 ,o - ( Q;2 ( k ) - Q;J
Q

=

L c (k)i
0

Q

o

core
)) .
- ( l (k) - [(

core

))

(3.6)
(3.7 )
(3.8)

In the following Figs. 3.3, and 3.4 we show the distribution of the values of these deviations
around zero.
Let us look first at the quality of the additivity assumption for the fitted values of Q20 and
I for both self-consistent models in our study ( Fig. 3.3, top ) . The majority of the deviations
( more than 97.8% of the total number ) fit comfortably within an interval of ±0.1 eh. Having in
mind, that the total value of Q 20 for the core configuration is 7. 754 eh, the deviation is around
1.3%. The distribution is even narrower for the relativistic mean-field calculations, with more
than 90% of the deviations fitting within a ±0.05 eh interval, or less than 0. 7% of the total
value. We interpret these results as good indications that the additivity assumption works.
Our results for the total angular momenta ( Fig. 3.3, bottom ) appear further to confirm
this observation. The deviations from the additivity ansatz in the RMF is very narrow, with
only 10% of the cases differing by more than ±'h/2. A majority of cases lies within half of this
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Figure 3.3: Side-by-side comparisons of the deviation distributions of the additive-fitted values
for the quadrupole moment Q 20 , and the total angular momentum / from their calculated values.
The data is represented on the same scale for both models.
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width, and is sharply centered around O h. The corresponding histogram for the Skyrme model,
with its 183 bands, is somewhat wider, but again - the majority of more than 90% of the
angular momentum deviations falls within a ±h/2 interval. Taking into consideration that the
experimental angular momenta assigned with uncertainties that are multiples of h, our results
should give some encouragement for theoretical interpretations based on the single-particle
alignments obtained from self-consistent calculations.
The results for the deviations in Q22 , Fig. 3. 4, have to be interpreted separately. In both
Skyrme HF and RMF cases, the distributions are relatively narrow. Again, nearly 95% of the
deviations for RMF ( bottom part ) are within ± 0. 025 eh, and 98% are within ± 0.1 eb. The
distribution of the deviations in the Skyrme model calculations is somewhat wider, with more
than a 90% majority falling within ± 0.2 eh of zero.
Clearly, the quality of the Q22 fit deserves special attention in our further analysis. We recall
at this point that the potential energy surface in these nuclei has relatively shallow minima
allowing for shape instability with respect to the -y-deformation degree of freedom, allowing for
the appearance of triaxially-deformed shapes. Our results add credibility to the assumption,
that the nuclei in this region show a certain "softness" of shape with respect to the 1' degree
of freedom, which is not observed to the same degree in the f3 direction. The nuclear shape
parameterization in the basis of Q20 and Q22 offers a possibility of separating out the two
), respectively calculating
components, and evaluating the two terms in the definition of Qt (2.12 9
Qt . We shall return to this question in the next Section.
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3.3

The Core and Excited Configurations in

131 Ce

The lowest superdeformed configuration SD-1 of 13 1 Ce was introduced in Chapter 2 ( Fig. 2.3 );
in the parity-signature classification scheme it is labeled as v [18, 19, 18, 18], 1r [14, 14, 15, 15], with
total parity P = +1 and signature R = -i . Its choice as the core for our additivity analysis
was facilitated to a great extent by the fact that it was the first known experimentally to have
occupied the lowest neutron i1 3 ;2 intruder state [147], along with its identical band SD-1 in
132
Ce [50] . These studies also provided experimental indications for the existence of the energy
gaps at Z=58 and N=72, 73, which have been subject to further studies throughout the 1990's
( see [148, 161], and references therein ).
Figure 3.5 shows the neutron part of the Routhian diagram aligned in frequency with the
latest data for band SD-1 [53] . The core parameters calculated in CHF at nw=0.65 MeV
are as follows : Q ;�core) =7.75 eh, Q ;tore ) =0. 19 eh, and J(core ) =37.5210 n. The corresponding
parameter values for the CRMF are 7.57 eh, 0.12 eh, and 37.33 n, respectively. The experimental
frequencies have been calculated using the phenomenological formula (2. 120). The spectroscopic
analysis infers for the bandhead an angular momentum of J � 29/2, so the E2 "Y-transition,
corresponding to frequency nw=0.65 MeV with E-y (J + 22 ➔ J + 20)=1 .301 MeV, would occur
when the rotating system has an angular momentum of 14.5 + 21 = 35.5 n, which puts it
almost exactly 2 units below the calculated value. Our result would therefore suggest angular
momentum of 33/2 n for the bandhead.
This comparison allows us to make further interpretations of the physical information for
this band. Figure 3.6 shows the SD-1 band along with the best candidate for the first excited
structure, band SD-2 [148, 161] . The upper right panel displays a (/32 ,"Y) trajectory for neutrons
and protons. The band starts with a pure prolate deformation, but with increased w, f3 decreases,
and the system develops positive-; triaxiality. The shape change is minor and the system is very
far from full alignment. The bottom-right panel offers a comparison of the dynamic moments
of inertia with the experimental results. At high frequencies, the dynamic moments of inertia
show a gradual decrease, which is associated with the decrease in the prolate deformation. The
differences between the theoretical curves and the experimental points at low frequencies can be
explained by the activation of pairing correlations [159] .
Table 3.1 displays the lowest SD bands in 131 Ce calculated in the HF model, sorted by
parity-signature blocks and listed in ascending order by Routhian from the bottom up. It is
the basis for Table 3.2, in which the most relevant of them are analyzed for assignment to the
known experimental bands.
Table 3.2 shows our candidates for experimental band SD-2, labeled ISD-2 a ), and I SD-2 a )
( for both signatures ) and Figure 3.6 places the one lower in energy alongside SD-1 for com
parison. The difference in energy between the two bands is obtained from the excitation energy
between the core and the excited band at frequency nw=0.65 MeV.

3.4

Results of the Additivity Analysis

We are now ready to discuss the results of the additivity analysis in the whole superdeformed
A-130 region. In particular, the polarizing effects of specific orbitals on equilibrium shapes and
predictions are made for yet-unobserved structures.
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Table 3.1: Band configurations in low-lying SD bands in
model.
�ore

(MeV)

(N+ ,+ i,N+ , - i , N- ,+i , N- , - i ]

2.78

(1r, r)=(+, i)
(19,19,17,18] n (14,15,14,15] p

2.24
1.62

Qio

1 3 1 Ce,

calculated in the CHF+SLy4

Band configiration
w/ respect to I core)

Qi2
(eh)

I
( 1i)

6.54

0.410

37.96

(18, 18, 19, 18]n (14, 15, 15, 14] p

6.78

0.05

33.96

8.2 5

0 . 15

40.22

1.83
0.90
0.6 1

(19,18,18,18] n (14,14,15,15] p
(1r, r)=(-,-i)
(18,18,18,19] n (14,14,15,15] p
[19,19,17,18] n [14,14,15,15] p
[18,19,18,18] n [14,15,15,14] p

7.54
8.15
6.85

0.09
0.18
0.31

33.95
40.93
38.30

1.73
0.6 1

(1r, r)=(-, i)
[18,18,19,18] n [14,14,15,15] p
[18,19,18,18] n [15,14,15,14] p

(116 1 -)- 1 (11[530]1/2-)
(1162 + )(11[523]7 /2+ ) - 1
7r 404 9/2� 7r f541 ) 3/2- � - l

7.59
6.85

-0.05
0.32

34.03
38.31

2.6 5

(1r, r) =( +,-i)
[19,19,18,17] n [14,15,14,15] p

(116 1 - ) - l ( 11 [530] 1/2+)
1
� 7r f541 l 3/2-)-

6.54

0.39

38.23

2.30

[18,18,18,19] n [14,15,15,14] p

6.7 1

0.20

33.82

0.00

(18, 19, 18, 18] n [14, 14, 15, 15] p

7.75

0.19

37.52

Ew _

(-1096.9)
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1
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7r f404) 9/27r 541 3/2- -l
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1r
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!Tr
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Table 3.2: The CHF +SLy4 assigned configurations in 131 Ce.
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3.4.1

Effective Quadrupole Moments for the Nilsson Orbitals

Table 3.3 presents in a concise way the values of q�g for a number of single-particle orbitals and
allows for a comparison of its values with the corresponding ones, obtained as part of the similar
analysis [77] in the A"' 150 superdeformed mass region. The Table is best interpreted along with
the illustrative Figs. 3. 7 and 3.8 for neutron and proton states, respectively, where the shape
polarization effects of particular orbitals can be compared directly with their behaviors in the
Nilsson diagrams. 1 .
The Table includes a good deal of information for comparison between the different self
consistent models used in the additivity studies. One can notice immediately the overall excellent
agreement between the q20 results for the two mean-field models employed in this study. In a
majority of the cases, the uncertainties are small enough to give us two correct significant digits.
The two lowest intruder states experience significant signature splitting, and their effective
quadrupole moment contributions differ by more than 5%.
The extracted values confirm the expectations for the role of the intruder and extruder
states. The neutron i13 12 orbitals 6 1 i and ot i both carry prolate q20 �0.37 eh, which illustrates
their significant prolate-polarizing effect on the core. The third intruder orbital, 6 3 i , although
calculated with relatively poor statistics, confirms this trend.
The proton 1r [404]9/2 extruder states have large negative values of q20 , which confirms the
hypothesis that emptying them would drive the nuclear system towards more prolate-deformed
shapes. Interestingly, their q2o values of around -0.31 eh are close in magnitude to those of
N=6 neutron intruders. They have practically zero signature splitting, and their values of q20
are practically indistinguishable within the error bars.
It is of considerable interest for our studies of highly deformed shapes in this region to pay
attention to the role of the proton h1 1 12 states, notably the two 1r [541]3/2 ±i levels. Table
3.3 attributes to them prolate quadrupole moments in excess of 0.45 eb, very significant values
compared with other states listed. These two states lie immediately below the N =58 energy gap,
and their emptying in the Lantanum and Barium isotopes leads to a rapid loss of deformation.
In view of the comparison with the intruder and extruder, it would not be an overstatement to
conclude that these two states have a significant role to play in the existence of this island of
high deformation. Similar is the effect of the 1r [532]5/2 ±i orbital from the same shell, appearing
immediately above the proton Z=58 gap.
The downsloping orbitals [541] 1/2 ±i originating from neutron ( f712 EB h9 12 ) shells carry
large quadrupole moments ( more than 0.3 eh ) . Although one could expect them to play a role
in the formation of large prolate deformations, these states appear perhaps a little too low in
energy and would therefore always stay occupied.
The results presented in Table 3.3 other sets of cranked Hartree-Fock models and interactions
on the market. The columns on the left side of the Table show an overall reasonable quantitative
agreement with the additivity results from the previous study in the A�150 superdeformed mass
region [77] . Note that some of our particle states appear as hole states in the heavier mass region,
in which cases we had to invert the signs of their effective q20 • It gives reasons for optimism
in favor of the agenda to eventually combine the two regions into a wider systematic study,
and interpret the entire area of highly-deformed rotational states from the mass range A "'
128-160 on the same theoretical platform. The virtual independence of the effective quadrupole
1 One should keep in

mind that the Nilsson diagram has been calculated for 128 Ba, not for the core configuration
so there are small differences between the positions of the single-particle states in the Nilsson diagrams
in
and the corresponding states in the Routhian diagram at zero frequency. This should not be a problem, since
we are interested mainly in the slopes of energy levels, and relative excitation energies.
131 Ce,
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Table 3.3: Effective quadrupole moments q20
SkP and SkM* results are from Ref. [77] .
State

[Nnz A]W
i

[402] 22 +
II [402J i -'
11 [41 1] ½ +�
II [41 1) ½-'
II [41 1] t�
11 [41 1H-'
+
II [413) 2 i
2
II [413a-s
II

II
II
II
II
II
II
II
II
II
II

[523] 12 + •
[523) ½ -,
[530] ½ +�
[530) ½ -,
i
[532] 12 +
[532] !-s
i
[532) 22 +
[532] J -'
[541] 12 + i
[541) ½ -,
II

II
II

6-i
6�i
2 .
63 '

1r [301] ½ + •

[404) !!2 + •
[4041 £ -�
[41 1p2 +•
[4111 r�
(413J f -�
[4221 12 +•
[4221 1-•
1r [532) 22 + •
1r [532] ! - �
1r [541]½ -,
+
1r [54 1]12 •
1r [541) ! -�
1r [550] ½ -'

1r
1r
1r
Tr
1r
Tr
Tr

= q�� calculated in CHF and CRMF models. The

CHF+SkP

CHF+SkM*

p/h

Q20

Q20

p/h

p
p
h
h
h
h
h
h

--0.44
--0.44
--0.18
--0.15
--0.18
--0. 15

--0.38
--0.38

p
p
h
h
h
h
h
h

--0.16
--0.13

h

0.43

0.30

h
h
p
p
p
p
h
h
h
h
h
p
p

h

--0.15

--0.13

h

p
p
p
p

--0.30
--0.30
0.11
0. 11

--0.2 8
--0.2 8
0.10
0.10

p
p
p
p
p
h
h
p

p

p

h
h
h
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CHF+SLy4

(<120)

--0.134
--0. 134
0.045
0. 105
0.052
0.050
0.042
0.044

0. 150
0.153
0.314
0.315
0.313
0.286
0.278
0.353
0.437
0.387
0.412
0.425
0.394

--0.081

--0.132
--0. 132
0.061
0.059
0.059
0.200
0.223

0.276
0.362
0.396
0.342
0.386
0.302

Q20

--0.347 ±0.013
--0.340 ±0.018
--0. 147 ±0.022
--0. 123 ±0.014
--0.145 ±0.042
--0. 109 ±0.051
--0. 130 ±0.021
--0.121 ±0.027
0.031
0.042
0.220
0. 168
0.209
0. 167
0. 189
0.244
0.353
0.372
0.382
0.361
0.345

±0.009
±0.010
±0.010
±0.010
±0.027
±0.027
±0.027
±0.027
±0.028
±0.028
±0.007
±0.009
±0.045

0.513 ±0.049

--0.318 ±0.008
--0.315 ±0.008
-0.048 ±0.016
--0.002 ±0.014
0.284 ±0.048
0.326 ±0.022
0.337 ±0.021
0.425
0.560
0.581
0.497
0.568
0.489

±0.01 1
±0.018
±0.021
±0.012
±0.009
±0.047

CRMF+NLl
Q20

--0.259 ±0.014
--0.257 ±0.024
--0. 109 ±0.015
--0.056 ±0.015
--0. 127 ±0.027
--0.115 ±0.027
--0. 127 ±0.025
--0.114 ±0.024
0.046 ±0.011
0.009 ±0.017
0.170 ±0.008
0.189 ±0.009

0. 169 ±0.027
0.382 ±0.027
0.349 ±0.022
0.327 ±0.025
0.396 ±0.007
0.363 ±0.009

--0.372 ±0.008
--0.372 ±0.008

0.326 ±0.025
0.281 ±0.022

0.410 ±0.015
0.541 ±0.034
0.479 ±0.010
0.504 ±0.010
0.465 ±0.036
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Figure 3.7: Nilsson and Routhian diagram of the core configuration with the calculated effective
neutron quadrupole moments q20 • The ovals are schematic representations of q20 with respect
to the horizontal symmetry axis.
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Figure 3.8: Similar as in Fig. 3. 7 but for protons.
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moments gives credence to the applicability of this approach as well as to the validity of the
additivity model in these regions, and the mean-field concepts, on which it is based. It would
be interesting to look into the trends of change of the effective values with nucleon number in
these regions.
An important part of this analysis is ·the comparison between the effective values of Q20 and
the corresponding expectation values (ti20 ) in the sense of ( 2. 13 )3 :
eff _ bare
Q20,o: - Q20,o:

pol
+ Q20,o:

( 3. )9

This decomposition obviates the difference between the roles played by the two components Q20
and q22 for every band. If the shape polarization effects did not exist, we would have
eff _ bare
Q20,o: - Q20,o:

(3.10)

and therefore for protons we obtain q�g,o: = (q20 1 0 ), and for neutrons q�g,o: = 0. The existence of
shape polarization terms changes the single-particle quadrupole moments dramatically. Having
in mind that effective values take into consideration the presence of other nucleons in the vicinity
of the nucleon orbital's space distribution, the systematics allow us to investigate further the
effects of interaction terms on the given orbital. The values of q;g, o: are generally very different
from q�r,� = ('bo,o:). In clear-cut cases, like the neutron intruder orbitals with N= 6, the
differences between the effective mean values are small, in spite of the fact that these are very
different quantities, while for some of the states with N= 5 the effect becomes significant. In the
most interesting cases, like the neutron states [ 411] 3/ 2, [ 4 11]1/ 2, and [ 413] 5/ 2, the two values
have opposite signs, i. e., although the Hartree-Fock mean value would normally imply that these
hole orbitals, when occupied, would lead to slightly higher prolate deformations, the effective
moments indicate that their deformation effect is in fact favoring less elongated nuclear shapes !
This observation makes it even more interesting because in the cases of the i 1 3;2 intruders, the
values of these two quantities are rather similar. A full understanding of the reasons for such
closeness may require deeper analysis of the causes for shape polarization. These examples agree
very well with the calculated values with other Skyrme forces in the A�15 0mass region.
3.4.2

Effective Transition Moments Qt and q22 Corrections

The additivity model provides many insights into the influence of the single-particle structure
on deformation properties of rotating nuclei. In order to relate them to the data, we need to
convert them to effective transition quadrupole moments Qt , using a definition analogous to
( 2. 12 )9 :

( 3. 11
)

With the resulting set of such numerical parameters for the single-particle/hole states, the
experimentalists could easily calculate the expected values for Qt for any configurations of
interest in the A� 13 0region.
Table 3. 4 presents the calculated values of the effective single-particle transition moments.
While the values of Q20 , discussed in the previous subsection, have sufficiently small error bars,
the uncertainties of Q22 appear to be larger. We recall at this point that the distribution of the
deviations of the additivity-model-calculated estimated values of Q22 from the Hartree-Fock
values was relatively wide, casting a shadow of doubt over how meaningful the use of q22 can
be. Although the numerical values are generally smaller than q20 , and are attenuated by a
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Table 3.4: Effective quadrupole moments Qt calculated in the framework of the Cranked Hartree
Fock with the Skyrme SLy4 and the Cranked Relativistic Mean Field.
State
CSHF + SLy4
[NnzA]W 'ho ( eh ) 'h 2 ( eh ) Qt ( eh )
v(402a + �
-•
V [402] 2s
v(411] ½ + �
-•
v(41 1h1
v(411H + �
V[411 ] 23 -•
v(413a + �
V [4 13] 25 -•
v(523] J + �
v(523]
v(530] ½ + �
v(530] ½ -�
v(532H +�
v(532a-•
v(532)! +�
v(532)! -�
v(541]½ +�
v(541]½ -•
V 61 i

-0.35±0.02
-0.34±0.02
-0.15±0.03
-0.12±0.02
-0. 14±0.04
-0.1 1±0.05
-0. 13±0.02
-0.12±0.03

0.03±0.01
0.04±0.01
0.22±0.01
0. 17±0.01
0.21±0.03
0.17±0.03
0. 19±0.04
0.24±0.04
0.35±0.03
0.37±0.03
0.38±0.0 1
V 6t
0.36±0.01
V 63 1
0.34±0.05
+
,r(301] ½ i 0.51±0.05

J-•

,r(404) £ + � -0.32±0.01
,r [4041 29 • -0.31±0.01
1r[4nH +� -0.05±0.02
,r [411 ] 23 -• 0.00±0.02
,r(422] J +� 0.33±0.02
1r[422a -• o.34±0.02
,r(532)! + � 0.42±0.01
,r(532J! -� 0.56±0.02
,r(541] ½ - • 0.58±0.02
1r(541H +� o.50±0.01
1r(5411 r� o.51±0.01
,r(550] ½ -• 0.49±0.05

0.14±0.06
0.08±0.08
-0.24±0.10
0.06±0.06
0.20±0.20
-0.05±0.24
-0.05±0. 10
-0. 1 2±0. 13
-0.00±0.05
-0.01±0.05
-0.21±0.05
-0.01±0.05
0.21±0.13
0.03±0.13
-0.08±0.20
-0.01±0.20
-0.04±0.13
0.01±0. 14
0.21±0.03
-0.01±0.04
-0.06±0.22
-0.10±0.24
0.10±0.04
0.09±0.04

0. 10±0.01

-0.22±0.07
-0.27±0.10
0.14±0.10
-0.05±0.05
-0.07±0.09
-0.01±0.10
-0.05±0.06
-0. 12±0.04
-0.06±0.22

-0.04±0.04
-0.38±0.05
-0.01 ±0.06
-0.16±0.04
-0.26±0.12
-0.08±0.15
-0.10±0.06
-0.05±0.08

CRMF + NLl
(ho ( eh ) (h 2 ( eh ) Qt ( eh )

-0.26±0.02
-0.26±0.03
-0.11±0.02
-0.06±0.02
-0.13±0.03
-0.11±0.03
-0.13±0.03
-0.11±0.03

-0.02±0.01 -0.25±0.02
-0.07 ±0.02 -0.22±0.03
0.09±0.02 -0.16±0.02
-0.17±0.02 0.04±0.02
-0.02±0.03 -0.11±0.03
0.02±0.03 -0. 12±0.03
-0.04±0.03 -0. 10±0.03
0.15±0.03 -0.20±0.03

0.03±0.03 0.05±0.01 0.00±0.01 0.04±0.01
0.05±0.03 0.01±0.02 -0.00±0.02 0.01±0.02
0.34±0.03 0.17±0.01 -0.09±0.01 0.22±0.01
0.18±0.03 0. 19±0.01 0.10±0.01 0. 13±0.01
0.09±0.08
0. 15±0.08
0.24±0.12 0.17±0.03 -0.02±0.03 0. 18±0.03
0.25±0.12 · 0.38±0.03 0.00±0.03 0.38±0.03
0.38±0.08 0.35±0.02 -0.00±0.02 0.35±0.03
0.36±0.08 0.33±0.03 0.04±0.03 0.30±0.03
0.26±0.02 0.40±0.01 0. 12±0.01 0.33±0.01
0.37±0.03 0.36±0.01 -0.01±0.01 0.37±0.01
0.38±0. 13
0.57±0.14
-0.38±0.02 -0.37±0.01 0.02±0.01 -0.38±0.01
-0.37±0.02 -0.37±0.01 0.02±0.01 -0.38±0.01
-0. 10±0.05
0. 12±0.04
0.48±0.06 0.33±0.03 -0. 13±0.02 0.40±0.03
0.25±0.06 0.28±0.02 0. 16±0.02 0. 19±0.02
-0.46±0.03 0.41±0.02 -0.04±0.01 0.43±0.02
0.60±0.05 0.54±0.04 0.05±0.03 0.51±0.04
0.59±0.06
o.52±0.04 0.48±0.01 -0.10±0.01 0.54±0.01
o.63±0.03 0.50±0.01 -0. 10±0.01 0.56±0.01
0.52±0.14 0.46±0.04 -0.02±0.04 0.48±0.04
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7a,

factor of
their lack of precision in some cases can be bad enough to seriously deteriorate
the quality of qt . With all these words of caution in mind, we can proceed with looking into
the quantitative estimates for qt , especially in light of the fact that in many cases the q22 can
be viewed as smaller than the experimental error bars and thus irrelevant for direct comparison
with current spectroscopic data.
One of the important features of Table 3.4 is the side-by-side comparison between the Skyrme
HF and the Relativistic model.

3.4.3

Effective Angular Momenta of the Orbitals

The next stage in the analysis involves the evaluation and interpretation of the effective additive
contributions to the total angular momentum. Table 3.5 shows effective single-particle angular
momenta i�ff of the Nilsson orbitals in our comparative analysis for both of the self-consistent
models side by side.
A quick look at the values reveals the highest positive contributions, stemming from the
neutron intruder states ( several times higher then the others ), the states v (530] 1/2 ( both
signatures ), (41 1]3/2 + i, and 1r [541] 1/2-i, [541]3/2+•. The biggest negative contributions come
from the occupation of v [523]7 /2 ( both signatures ) and 1r (532]5/2 orbitals.
Table 3.5 displays the comparison of CHF mean values (i) with their effective counterparts.
The differences in these single-orbital contributions can be attributed to the presence of shape
polarization effects, as in
(3 . 12)
It is clear from the Table that the standard cranked shell model analysis, which is based on
expectation values (i) can often be quite misleading. Table 3.5 provides very valuable information
for the analysis of experimental angular momentum alignments. The larger values of iP01 are
unambiguous evidence that the use of ibare = (i) ( for example derived from the slopes versus
frequency.of the single-particle Routhians ) instead of ieff can be very misleading indeed. Further
analysis of the origins of iP01 would be in order, but this objective is outside the scope of this
dissertation.
3.4.4

Comparison With 142 Sm - HF Consistency Across the Region

Our CHF calculations can be checked for consistency if we look at the region's borderline case
of 142 Sm, a nuclide from the edge of the A�150 superdeformation region. The additivity study
in this heavier region (77] , the results of which we compared with ours side by side in Table 3.3,
although utilizing older versions of the Skyrme interaction, SkM* and SkP, are supposed to be
compatible with ours.
Two highly-deformed bands in this nucleus have been observed so far : the yrast SD-1 (A)
(212], and an excited SD-2 (B) (213] . The quadrupole moments in these bands have also been
measured (2 14] . The study of 142 Sm is facilitated considerably ( Fig. 3.9 ) by the closing of
the neutron shell for N=80, which suggests that differences in superdeformed bands can be
contributed to the occupation of proton orbitals. The assignment of the bands is with respect
to the well-studied superdeformed band in the isotone 143 Eu (215], with intruder structure
(3. 13)
Experimental evidence [212] suggests that in SD-1 (A) of
(1r,r) =(-,+i) has a hole character.
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Table 3.5: Effective single-particle angular momenta ieff calculated in CHF and CRMF.
State
[Nn z A]W
i

[402).22 + .
ll [402] J-'
ll [411] t�
ll (41 1] ½ _,
i
v [4ll] �2 + .
ll (41 1J r�
ll (413] t�
ll [413a- ,
ll

ll
ll
ll
ll
ll
ll
ll
ll
ll
ll

1r

i

[523] !2 + .
[523] ½-'
(530] !2 +i.
(530] ½-,
i
(532] �2 + .
[532] f - �
(532).22 +'.
[532] J-'
(541]!2 + i.
[541] ½-'
ll 6 -i
i
ll 6!i2 .
11 6; '

(301] ½ +i
+i

[404] i2
(404] £-�
1r [411] t �
7r [41 11 r�
1r (413] J-�
+
1r [422]f �
1r [422] J -'
+i
1r [532] 2
2 .
1r [532] J-�
1r (541] ½-�
+
1r [541] � ,
2 .
1r (541) ! -�
1r [550] ½ - ,
1r

1r

CHF+SLy4
ieff ( 1i )
(i ) ( 1i )
---0.528
---0.493
0.41 1
0.380
---0.092
0.077
---0.316
---0.428

---0.908
---0.974
1.548
0.564
0. 171
0.835
---0.331
0.417
1 .793
0.466
4.840
4.031
2.662
---0.432

---0.719
---0.719
---0.249
---0.062
---0.539
---0.315
0.510

---0.253
---0.022
0.944
1.743
---0.057
2.819

0.58
0.51
0.67
0.40
1.72
0.56
---0. 10
0. 12

-1 .10
-1 . 19
1.19
0.88
---0.34
0.44
---0.89
-1 .06
0.92
0.89

±0.14
±0.20
±0.24
±0.15
±0.46
±0.57
±0.23
±0.30
±0.10
±0.12
±0.11
±0.1 1
±0.30
±0.31
±0.46
±0.46
±0.31
±0.32

4.78 ±0.08
3.42 ±0.11
0.77 ±0.50
1.23 ±0.55

---0.00
---0.00
0.81
0.65
-1 .52
---0.19
---0.84

---0.90
---0.67
1.75
1.57
---0.54
2.99
77

±0.09
±0.09
±0.18
±0. 16
±0.53
±0.25
±0.23

±0.13
±0.20
±0.23
±0.13
±0.10
±0.52

CRMF+NLl
ieff ( 1i )

0.47 ±0. 15
0.38 ±0.26
0.64 ±0.17
0.09 ±0. 16
1.35 ±0.29
1 .08 ±0.29
0.44 ±0.27
0.14 ±0.26

-1 .24 ±0.12
---0.92 ±0.18
1 .86 ±0.09
0.93 ±0. 10
---0.95
-1 .29
0.95
---0.34

±0.29
±0.30
±0.25
±0.28

4.59 ±0.08
3.15 ±0.10
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0.11 ±0.09
---0.21 ±0.27
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2.86 ±0.40
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Figure 3. 9: Routhian diagrams for superdeformed bands SD-1, 2 in 142Sm. The bands are offset
in energy by the difference in their total Routhians at liw=0. 65 MeV .
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The total angular momentum of band SD-1 (A) at nw=0.65 MeV is predicted to be 1=43.25
n. Experimentally, I = 10 + 21.45 n, where 10 has the suggested value of 25 n. This gives a
total of 46.454 units at frequency 0.65 MeV. Similarly, for band SD-2 (B) our calculations yield
47.28 n at 0.65 MeV, thus suggesting that it is reasonable to assume the bandhead to have
approximately 26 n.
The main reason for our interest in 142 Sm is the comparison with its transition quadrupole
moment within the additivity model. The inset of Fig. 1.3 illustrates that both of the assigned
superdeformed bands in this nucleus are very close to the experimental best estimates, being
within ( or just outside ) the error bars. Our result for configuration A is Q ;0 =12. 12 eh, which
compares well with the experimentally-measured value of (11.7±0. 1) eh (214]. The correspond
ing value for configuration B at 12.07 eh is visibly lower than the measured value of ( 13.2-:::gJ )
eb, but the difference is comparable with the error bar.
The comparison lends credibility to the validity of our CHF framework and indicates that
the model could be applied easily to the study of heavier superdeformed systems.

3.5

Example Cases of SD Bands

In this Section we analyze in more detail some of the experimentally-observed superdeformed
bands in the A�130 region. The existence of energy gaps for particle numbers Z=58 and N=72,
73 make the nuclei with fewest differences from our core case of 13 1 Ce convenient starting points
for studying the effects of the levels immediately below and above the gaps.
The Cerium Isotopes

The Cerium isotopes are the perfect study platform for the investigation of the relative effects
of the first neutron N=6 intruder orbital in comparison with the other states around the N=72
gap, which turns into the, from our perspective, more significant gap of N=73 for frequencies
above 0.3 MeV.
In the proton sector, the wide energy separation in energy between the 1r ( h1 1 ;2 ) [541]3/2
( with r=-i ), and the unsplit pair of ( g9/ 2 ) (404)9/2 extruder states, which stabilizes the Cerium
proton configurations at low frequencies, gradually decreases down to less than 1 Me V around
the rotational frequency region of interest of 0.65 Me V. This implies that excitations across this
gap must be considered in addition to the neutron excitations. In the highest frequency range,
the 1r ( h9 ;2 ) [541]1/2 ( r=-i ) state is in the immediate vicinity of the core's Fermi level, and
above nw � 1. 1 Me V we see the appearance of the first proton N=6 intruder. These proton
Routhian structures are very important, but they occur at frequencies perhaps too high above
the bands seen experimentally, and we exclude them for the purposes of this study. The most
of what we can see is a hint of the interaction in the (-,-i) parity-signature block between the
proton [541] states from the h1 1 ;2 and h9 ;2 Nilsson levels with 0=3/2 and 1/2, respectively,
which changes the rotational slope of the occupied orbital.
1 3o ce

The experimental studies of the rotational bands of the Cerium isotope with N=72 have resulted
in the discovery of four highly-deformed bands [216, 217], referred to in the present nomenclature
as SD-1 (la), 2 SD-2 (2a), SD-3 (lb), and SD-4 (2b) (51, 53].
2 The notations in the parentheses are according to the older of the two systematics.
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Table 3 . 6: Some of the CHF +SLy 4 configurations in 1 3°Ce.

Ew - Emin
w
(MeV)

[N+,+i ,N+,-i,N-,+i,N-,-i]

1. 31
0. 6 8

(1r, r) = ( +,-1 )
[17,19,18,18] n [14,14,15,15] p
[18,19,17,18] n [14,15,15,14] p

0. 65

[18,19,18,17] n [15,14,15,14] p

Q ;2
(eb)

I
(1i)

7. 89
6. 82

0. 2 5
0. 3 0

6. 81

0. 3 0

3 7. 2 6 (v[ 411]1/ 2+ ) - 1
2+ ) - 1
3 9. 2 8 v 5 2 3
/ (1r[541 ] 3/2-) - l
� 7rf404r9/2-)
523r/2-)- l
3 9. 4 9
l
7r 404 9/2 + ) (1r[541]3/2-) -

Q ;o
( eh )

I 130 Ce I

Band configiration
w/respect to !core)

�Vf

0. 5 6

( 1r, r) =(+, 1)
[18,19,17,18] n [15,14,15,14] p

6. 81

0. 31

0. 5 3

[18,19,18,17] n [14,15,15,14] p

6. 81

0. 3 0

0. 4 7

[18, 18, 18, 18] n [l 4, 14, 15, 15] p
(1r, r) = (-,+ 1 )
[18,18,18,18] n [14,15,15,14] p

7. 3 5

0. 0 7

404 9/2 + (1r[541]3/2-) - l
52 3
2- l
3 9. 6 8
/
t
7r f404r
9/2-r
(1r[541]3/2-) - l
l
3 2. 86 (v6 1 -) -

6. 5 3

0. 18

3 2. 84

7. 76

0.19

3 7. 74

1. 3 6

[18,19,18,17] n [14,14,15,15] p
( 1r, r) = (-,-l )
[18,19,18,1 7] n [14,14,16,14] p

7.5 2

0. 21

3 8. 70

0. 00

[18,19,17,18] n [14,14,15,15] p

7. 74

0. 2 0

0. 60
0. 01

3 9. 4 9

�Vf523r/2+ r

l

7r

V6 1 -) - l
� 1r[404]9/2-) (1r[541] 3 /2-) - l
(v[ 5 2 3] 7/ 2-) - l

5 2 3 1 2-) - 1
t
7rf532r
5/2 +) (1r[541]3/2-) - l
3 8. 31 (v[ 5 2 3] 7/ 2+ ) - 1

The Total Routhian Sirface ( TRS ) calculations [ 218, 15 9, 219] for the positive parity
r=l configurations of this isotope show a relatively soft, low-frequency second minimum for
quadrupole deformations of /32 � 0. 3 5 without any N=6neutrons. The appearance of the in
truder, at higher frequencies leads to a small increase in /3 to about 0. 3 7, making its occupation
energetically favorable, which justifies the assignment of the observed bands to yrast v 61 struc
tures [ 217]. The experimental results indicated that bands SD-1( al ) and SD- 3 ( lb) are most
likely signature partners with two-quasiparticle configurations v 61 ® [ 4 11]1/ 2 ( r =± 1).
Table 3 . 6 shows some of the lowest configurations in each of the parity-signature blocks
for this nucleus. Band SD-1is most likely built on the nucleonic configuration with r=+ l ,
corresponding in our notations to I SD-1) = (v( 2d312 )[ 411]1/ 2 - i ) - 1 lcore) , and its partner
with r=- 1is : I SD-3) =(v( 2d31 2 )[ 411]1/ 2+ i ) - 1 lcore) . The latter of them is shown in Fig.
3.10, next to the single-neutron Routhian diagram. The de-occupied state v [ 411]1/ 2, 18-th in
the ( +,+i) parity-signature block, is shifted upwards in energy, which reduces its interaction
with the underlying 17-th state [ 413] 5/ 2, which remains parallel to it without crossing at lower
frequency. The total angular momentum at cranking frequency 1iw=0.65 Me V for SD- 3 is 3 7. 2 6
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1i, suggesting 25 units for the bandhead. The signature partner ( SD-1 ) of this band has a level
crossing in the ( +,-i) parity-signature block at frequency 0.65 MeV, so it had to be excluded
from the additivity analysis.
The other two superdeformed bands in this isotope, SD-2 (2a) and SD-4 (2b), are also as
sumed to be signature partners, built on the 2-quasiparticle configurations ISD-3) = (11(1 h 1 1 12 )
[523)1/2 ±i ) - 1 !core) . In our calculations these negative-parity bands are degenerate, and ap
pear to be the lowest in total Routhians among all the other bands. Figure 3.11 shows the
calculated Routhian diagrams for the partner with hole in the 11 [523]7/2 - i orbital. The two
candidates lowest in total Routhian involve the proton core ( part a. ) , and the proton configura
tion with a particle-hole across the vanishing Z=58 gap to one of the [404]9/2 extruder orbitals
( part b. ). The de-occupation of 1r [541)3/2 - i and the occupation of the extruder instead
leads to an overall decrease of the quadrupole deformation, which is sufficient for considerable
rearrangements of the neutron orbitals. The less-prolate nuclear shape pushes upwards the 11
[530]1/2 levels and lowers the [402]5/2 ones ( cf. Figs. 3.7,3.8 ), leading to their interchange.
The intruder 62 shifts higher above the N =73 gap, becoming less accessible for particle-hole
excitations, and the occupied states 11 [541]1/2 rise closer to the Fermi level.
The excited configuration is only about 0.5 MeV higher than the lowest, so it must be taken
into consideration in the interpretation of the bands SD-2,4. From Table 3.6 we obtain the total
angular momenta for the two partners at frequency nw=0.65 MeV. For (11(1 h 1 1 12 ) [523) 1/2 - i) - 1
!core) it is 37.74 1i, and for its partner 38.31 n, while the proton excitation increases them by
nearly 2 units. The calculation of the phenomenological frequencies places the bandhead 14
units below these values, suggesting for SD-2 a bandhead angular momentum of 13. 7 for the
r=-i two-quasiparticle hole.
The following Tables 3. 7-3.15 present the other calculated configurations in the region.
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Table 3.7: The CHF + SLy4 configurations in 13 2 • 134 Ce.
Ew

- E�ore

{MeV)

(N+,+i, N+,-i, N-, +i, N-,-i]

3.53

(1r, r)=( +,-1), a= 1
(19,18,18,19] n (14,15,14,15] p

1 .30

( 1r, r)=(-, 1 ) , a: = 0
(19, 19, 18, 18] n (14, 15, 15, 14] p

0. 19
1.44

Q�2
{eh)

Q�o
{eh)

Band configiration
I
(1i) I w/ respect to !core )

1 1 32 ce I

(18,19,19,18] n (14,14,15,15] p
(1r, r)=(-,-1 ) , a= -1
(19,18,19,18] n (14,14,15,15] p

6.42

0.2 1

32. 56

7.18

0.29

41.81

7.97

0.07

38.69

8.46

-0.15

41.56

6,-)- 1 (v[4o 12+)
404]9 2-)
11 530 1 /2-) {1rr5
!"

1r{541� 3/2+ ) -

l
541
t71"1r6(404
• +13/29/2-r
(11(530]1/2+)

62 + 11 530 2 +)
t11(41 1 ?'1/ �-)-p;
(11(530]1/2-)

7.92

0.27

38.29

3.64

(18,19,18,19] n (14,14,15,15]p
(1r, r)= ( +, 1 ) , a= 0
(19,18,19,18] n (14,15,14,15] p

6.48

0.06

32.77

1.97

(18, 18, 19, 19] n (l4, 14, 15, 15] p

7.79

-0.09

35 .32

0.90

(19,19,18,18] n (14,14,15,15] p

8.29

0.26

41.77

0.00

(19, 19, 18, 18] n (14,14, 15,15] p

8. 15

0.18

40.40

1.53

(1r, r) =(-, 1), a:= 0
(18,19,20,19) n (14,14,15,15) p

8.35

0.23

39.33

1 . 18

(1r, r)= (-,-l) , a:= 1
(18, 19, 19,20) n (14, 14, 15, 15] p

11 530 l/2+ (11[530] 1/2-)
1 ( 11 15 32j 3/2+ l

8.31

0.06

40.19

1 .46

(1r, r)= ( + ,-1) , a:= 1
(19, 19,20, 18] n (l 4, 14, 15, 15] p

11 530 1 12+ > (11[5301 112->
I ! II l532l 3/2-)

8.55

0. 15

41.50

1 . 11

(19,19,18, 20] n (14,14,15,15] p

8.46

0. 17

41.95

1 . 56

(1r , r) = (+ , 1), a= 0
(19,19,19,19] n (14,14,15,15] p

8.46

0. 15

45.76

0.00

(19,19,19,19] n (14,14,15,15] p

8.49

0.10

42.53

0. 1 0

I1

34

Ce
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I

6,-) - 1 (11(530] 1/2+)

2 + ) �1r(404]9/ 2-)
! 11(402]5/
"
(541] 3/2+ )1161 -)- 1
� 11(530]1/2-) (11(530]1/2+)
+ ' 11�523]7/2-) - 1
� 1162
11(530?1/ -)
{1162+)

1162+ 11 530]1/2+)
� 11(532?'3/ � +)
1162+ (11 530] 1/ 2-)
� 11(532?3/ �-)

1/2- � {11(530]1/2+)
t1171"6{5541•30+13/2
- -l (1r(541]1/2-)
1162 +
� 11(530
11/2-)(11(530) 1/2+)

Table 3 .8: The CHF + SLy4 configurations in
Ew - E�ore

( MeV)

1.64
1 .61

1.1 5
1.61

1 .57

1. 51
0. 32

fN+,+i, N+,-i, N-,+i, N-,-i]

( 1r", r) = (+,+i) , a= -1/2
[18,19, 20,18] n [14,14,15,15] p
[19,19,19,18] n [14,1 5 ,15,14] p

[18, 19,18, 20] n [14,14, 15,15] p
( 1r", r)= ( +,-i) , a= 1/2
[19,19,19,18] n [15,14,15,14] p
[19,19,18,19] n [14,15,15,14] p

Q;o
(eb)

1 1aa c e I

Q;2
(eb)

38. 56
43 .04

(v[530] 1 /2+ )(v[532]3/2+)
v62 + (v 53op;2+)
�1r"[541 J3/ �-) - (1r"[404]9/2-)
(v[530] 1/2-) (v[532]3/2-)

7.40

0.14

43 .05

v62 + v[530l1/2+)
�1r"[541 t3/2-)- (1r"[404]9/2+)
v62 + <v�530l1/2-)
� 1r"[541
J3/ -) (1r"(404]9/2-)
{v62 + ) {v6a-)
(v(530] 1/2+ )(v(530] 1 /2-)

8.08
7. 30

0.18

0. 39

0.1 3
0. 10

1.68

8. 2 7

0.33

1 .66

(19,19,19,18] n [14,14,16,14] p

8. 1 2

0.04

8. 29

0.0 7

0.02

1.62

0.00

[19,19,18,19] n [14,14, 15, 15] p
( ?r" , r) = (-, i) , a= -1/2
( 19,19, 19, 18] n (l 4, 14, 15,15] p
(19,19,19,18] n [14,14,15,15] p

Band configiration
I w / respect to I core)

0.17
0. 14

8.46
8.14

[19,19,18,19] n (14,14,15,15] p

Ce.

8.17
7.40

(19, 20,18,18] n (14,14,15,15] p
(18,19,19,19] n [14,14,15,15] p
( 1r", r) = (-,-i) , a= 1 /2
[19,19,18,19] n (14,14,15,15] p

1 .66

I

(n)

133

8.07
8. 29

8. 34

85

38.99

42.62

41.71
39.48
44.83

0. 28

41.74

0.26

41.2 3

0.05

4 2 .1 5

44.48
41.74

+ (v(530l1/2-)
� v62
1r"(541 J3/2-) - (1r"[541] 1/2-)
62 + (v(530l1/2-)
t
1r"[541 J3 /2-) - ( 1r"[532]5 /2+)
62 + J (v(530ll /2+)
t1r"[541
3/2-) - (1r"(532]5/2+)
{v62 + ) (v[530] 1 /2-)
62 + l (v �530l1/2+)
� 111r"[541
3 / -)- (1r"[541] 1 /2-)
{v62 + ) (v[530] 1/2+)

Table 3.9: The CHF+SLy4 configurations in 1 30 , 1 31 Pr.
Ew

_ �ore

[N+,+i ,N+,-i,N-,+i,N-,-i]

1.17

(1r, r)=(+,-1) , a= 1
[18,17,18,18) n [15,14,15,15] p

(MeV)

I

Q ;o
(eb)
1 30

pr

Q;2

I

(eb)

Band configiration
I
( Ii ) I w/ respect to !core)

0.17

32.66

1.22

(1r, r)=(-,-1) , a= 1
[18,1 7,18,18] n [15,15,15,14] p

7. 14
6.27

0.47

33.22

0.12

[18,18,18,17] n[15,14,15,15] p

7.00

0.09

33.93

0.12

[18,18,17,18] n [14,15,15,15] p

7.01

0.10

33.75

�116, -) -' [41 1) 1 /2-) - 1
1 1r[4O4]9}"
2+)

ta,

-) - 1 (11[41 1 ]1/2- 1
9 /2-)
1r 4041 9 /2+ H t [4O4r
f
1r 541 3/2-)6 1 -) - 1 (11[523]7/2-) - 1
t
1r[4O4]9/2+)
116 1 -) -l (11 23]7 / 2+ )-l
�1r[4O4]9/2-�

0.01

(1r, r) = (-,+1) , a= 0
[18,18,18,17] n [14,15,15,15] p

6.99

0.09

34. 10

0.00

[18,18, 17,18) n [15,14, 15, 15] p

7.00

0.10

33.99

7.04

0.08

32.73 I (116 1 -) - 1 (1r[4O4]9/2-)

7.50

0.00

35.97

0.39
2.90
0.39

(1r, r) =( +,-i) , a= 1/2
[18,18,18,18] n [14,15, 15,15) p
(1r, r) =(+,+i) , a=-1 /2
[19,17,18,18] n (14,15,15,15) p

I

1 31

pr

I

7.04

0.08

32.75

2.84

[18,18,18,18] n [15,14,15,15] p
(1r, r) = (-,+i) , a=-1/2
(19,17,18,18] n (14,14,15,16] p

8.99

0.10

41 .94

1.96
1.52
1.24
0.38

(19,17,18,18] n (14,14,15,16] p
[19,17,18,18] n [14,14,15,16] p
[18,18,18,18) n [14,14,16,15) p
[18, 18, 18,18] n [15,15,15,14) p

8.47
7.59
7.78
6.22

0.19
0.32
0.01
0.23

38.27
37.20
32. 16
32.89

1.56

(1r, r)=(-,-i) , a= 1/2
[18, 18, 18,18] n [15, 15, 14, 15) p

6.22

0.22

31.48

0.00

[18,19,17,18] n [15,14,15,15) p

7.43

0.24

38.49
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116 1 -) - 1 (11 23]7 /2-)- 1
�
� 1r[4O4]9/21
6 1 -) - ? [523]7 /2+ ) - 1
t
1r[4O4]9 2+)

1161 -) - l (1162 +
� 11(411] 1/2-) -l (,r(404]9/2-)
(1161-) - l (1r(404]9 / 2+)
62 + c 11i41 1 l1 / 2-) - l
15/ -)- (1r(541]1/2-)
t11(413
(11(413]5/2+ ) - 1 (1r(532]5/2-)
(11[413]5/2+ ) - 1 ( 1r[4O4]9/2-)
(116 1 -)- 1 (1r[532]5/2+)
6 1 -) - 1 (1r 541)3/2-) -l
t11[404)9
/2-) { 1r[4O4)9 /2+)

rl

6 1 -)(,r}541( 3 2+
t11[404)9
2-) 1r �4O4 9/2+)
(11[523)7 /2+ ) - 1 (1r[404]9/2+)

Table 3. 10: The CHF+SLy4 configurations in 1 32 • 133 Pr.
o
Ew - E� re

(MeV)

[N+ , + i , N+ , -i , N-, + i ,N-, i]
-

Q�o

Q�2

I
Band configiration
(1i) I w/ respect to I core)

(eh)

(eh)

7.22

0. 1 0

33.65

7.27

-0.05

1.87

(1r, r) = (-, 1 ) , a= 0
(18,18,18,19] n [15,14,15,15] p

33.88

7.22

0.09

33.67

1 .73

(18,18,19,18] n (14,15,15,15] p

7.27

-0.05

33.88

1 .02

[19,19,17,18] n [15,1 4,15,15] p

7.84

0.22

41.18

6.72

0.08

33.04

7.45

0.23

37.53

1.39

(18,19,18,18] n [14,15,15,15] p
(1r, r)= (+,+1) , a= 0
(19,18,18,18] n (14,15,15,15] p

6.73

0.08

33.01

0.00

[18,19,18,18] n (15,14,15,15] p

7.45

0.23

37.53

8.39

0.02

37.99 I (v[530J112+ ) (1r[532J5/2+ >

8.58
7.62

0. 14
0.3 1

39.66 (v62+ ) (,r[532]5/2+)
1
38.30 (v[530] 1 /2-) ( 1r [404]9/2-)

7.67
8.73

0.08
0.12

38. 72 ( v[530] 1/2+) ( ,r[404]9 /2-)
1
41.97 (v6 2 + ) (1r(532]5/2-)

6.41

0.07

33.49

8.35
7.12
7.12
7.84

0.24
0.30
0.30
0.2 1

37.39
37.95
37.97
40.46

1 .87

(1r, r) = (-,-l ) , a= 1
[18,18,18,19] n (14,15,15,15] p

1 .72

[18,18,19,18] n [15,14,15,15] p

1 .39
0.00

(1r, r) = (+,-1), a= 1
(19,18,18,18] n [15,14,15,15] p

1.12

(1r, r) =( +, i) , a=-1/2
(18,19,19,18] n (14,14,1 6 ,15] p
(1r, r) = (-, i) , a=-1/2
(19,19,18,18] n (14,14,16,15] p
[18,19,18,19) n (14,15,15,15) p
(1r, r)= (-,-i) , a= 1/2
[18,19,19,18) n (14,15,15,15) p
(19,19,18,18) n [l4,14,15,16) p
(1r, r) =( +,-i) , a= 1/2
(19,19,18,18) n [14,15,15,15) p

0.25
0.06
0.05
0.00

(18,19,18,19) n [14,14,16,15] p
(19,19,18,18] n (14,15,15,15]v
(19,19,18,18] n (14,15,15,1 5] p
[19,19,18,18] n (14,15,15,15] p

0.31
0.16
0.08
0.16
0.07

I 1 32 pr I

I 1 pr I

f
f
f
f

v6 1 -) - 1 (v 30]1/2-)
1r[404]9 /2-�
v6 1 -)- 1 (v[530] 1/2+)
1r(404]9 /2+)

v61-)- 1 (v(530]1/2-)
1r[404]9/2+)
v6 1 -) - 1 (v 30]1/2+)
1r[404]9/2-�
62 + (v[523]7/2+ ) - 1
t1r(404 ]9 /2+)

f

v6 1 -)- 1 (v[402]5/2+)
1r[404]9/2+)
(1r(404]9/2-)

6 1 -) - 1 (v 402]5/2+)
t
1r(404]9/2-�
( 1r[404]9 /2+)

33

87

f

v6 1 -)- 1 ( 1r(404)9/2-)
v(402)5/2+ ) (1r(402)5/2-)
(v[530]1 /2-) (1r(532]5/2+)
(v(402 ) 5/2+ ) (1r[404) 9/2-)
(v(402)5/2+ ) (1r[404)9/2+)
(v6 2 + ) (1r(404]9/2-)

Table 3. 11 : The CHF +SLy4 configurations in
Ew

_ �ore

[ N+,+i , N+,-i , N-,+i , N-,-d

1.37

(1r, r)=( + ,-1 ) , a= 1
[18,18,18,18) n (15,15,1 6,14] p

0.20

(MeV)

Q�o
(eh)

I 1 2 Nd I

Q;2
(eh)

132 • 133 Nd.

I
Band configiration
( 1i) I w/respect to !core)

3

{�rta�F

6.60

0.14

32.2 5

(1r, r)=(+ , 1 ) , a= 0
[18, 18, 18, 18] n [15,15, 15,15) p

6.72

0.11

0.00

(1r, r) =(-,-1 ) , a= 1
[18,19,17,18] n [15,15,15,15) p

32.78 1 f1161 -) - l

7.12

0.29

3 5
5 23 2 +
1r 404l79/2+
8. 6 1 i"[
/ ( 1r[404]9 /2-)

1.89

(1r, r)= (-,-i) , a= 1/2
[18,18,18,19] n (15,15,15,15)p

6.89

0.12

33 .71

1.72

(1r, r)=( -, i) , a=-1/2
[18, 18, 19, 18) n [15, 15, 15, 15] p

6.95

-0.04

33. 9 7

1.21

[19, 18, 18,18] n(15, 16, 15, 14] p

5.91

0.21

33.62

1.16

(1r, r)= ( + ,-i), a= 1/2
(19,20, 18, 18] n [15, 15, 15, 15] p

5 .89

0.27

33.77

0.00

(18,19,18,18] n (15,15,15,15] p

7. 13

0.29

37.67

I1

33

Nd

88

I

3 / 2- r
/ 2 + � 1 ,r 54 1 i9/21r 404 9/2+
1r 1404
1r[404]9/2+) (1r[404)9 /2-)

r'

116.-)- 1 11( 0]1/ 211r[404)9 }2+53) (1r[404
;9/2-)
I

t°'
t°'

61 -) - 1 (v [530] 1/2+)
t
1r (404]9/2+ ) (1r[404]9/2-)
-i- 1 <" 402 5 2 +
7r f541 1 3/2-) - l /7r{.411 3 / 2-)
1r 404 9/2+ ) (1r[404)9/2-)

l

-J - 1 (11 02 5 2-l
7r f541 ) 3/2-�-l /1r(.411]3/2-)
1r 404 9/2+ ) (1r(404]9/2-)
(1r[404]9 /2+) ( 1r(404]9 /2-)

Table 3 . 12 : The CHF + SLy4 configurations in 13 4 , 135 Nd.
Ew - E�ore
( MeV )

0.47
0.06

[N+,+i,N+,-i,N-,+i ,N-,-i]

( 1r , r) =(-, 1 ) , a= 0
[18,19,19,18] n [14,14,16,1 6] p

1.94
0. 1 7

[19,19,18,1 8] n [14,14,16,16] p

1.17
0.00

( 1r , r)= ( +,-i) , a = 1/2
[19,20, 18, 1 8] n [15,15, 15, 15) p

( eh)

I
Band configiration
( Ii) I w /respect to !core)

3

9.01

-0.03

39 . 08

7. 30

0. 38

38. 51

7. 13

-0.09

34.9 5

9.19

0.07

41 . 2 7

7.73

0.10

42 .06

6.43

0.65

39.01

7. 52

[19,19,18,18] n [15,15,15,15] p
( 1r, r) = (-, i) , a=-1 /2
[19,19,1 9,18] n [15,15,15,15) p

Qi2

I 1 4 Nd I

( 1r, r) =(-,-1 ), a = 1
[18,19,18,19) n [15,15,15,15] p

( 1r , r) = ( +, 1 ) , a= 0
[18,18,19,1 9] n [ l 5,15,15,15] p

0.00

Qio
( eh )

I

1 35

Nd

89

I

0. 2 7

I
I

11 1530 l /2+ �
!1r
532l 5/ 2+ (1r[541] 1/2-)
0 l /2 - )
!ll1r153
404l 9/ 2+) ( 1r[404)9/2-)

-•
t6 , - )
v 530 l /2-) (v[530]1/ 2+)
1r�404l 9 /2+ ) ( 1r[404]9/2-)

62 +
t
1r[53 215/2+ ) (1r[541]1 /2-)
v62 +
� 1r[404
j9/2+ ) ( 1r[404]9/2-)

40.67

I
I

6 , + <11 [530 1 ' 2+ l
J9/2+) l 1r[404 9/2-)
! 111r[404
40 2 5 /2+ 40215 /2-)
tl
1r 404l 9/ 2+� t\
1r 404 9 /2-)

Table 3.13: The CHF+SLy4 configurations in
Ew - E�ore

[N+,+i, N+,-i , N-, +i, N-,- i]

0.78

(1r, r)=(-,-i), a= 1/2
(18,18, 18, 18] n (15,15, 15, 16] p

Q;o
(eh)

Q;2

133 • 1 34 Pm.

I

Band configiration
I w/respect to lcore)

(eh)

(n)

7.32

0.09

31 .26

0.54

(1r, r)=(-,-i) , a = 1/2
[18,19,17,18] n (15,16,15,15) p

6.3 1

0.14

35.45

61-)-l (11[523)7 /2+ ) - l
t
11(402)5/2+

0.42

(1r, r)=(-, i) , a=-1 /2
[18,18, 18,18] n [15, 15, 16, 15] p

7.13

0.03

31.95

0. 10

[18,19,17,18] n [15,16,15,15] p

7.08

0.28

39.45

61-) - l (1r[532)5/2+)
t
/2-)

6.70

0. 17

33.35

6.68

0.08

33.59

5.87

0.53

34.18

(MeV)

0.05
0.00

13
I 3p m l

(1r, r)=(+, i ), a=-1 /2
[18, 18,18, 18] n [16, 15, 15,15] p
( 1r, r) = ( +,-i) , a= 1/2
[18, 18, 18, 18] n [15, 16, 15,15] p

I

134

pm l

0.98

(1r, r ) = (-, 1 ) , a= 0
[18,19,18,18] n [16,16,15,14) p

0.58

(1r, r) =( +,-1 ) , a= 1
[18, 19,18, 18] n [15, 16, 15, 15] p

6.36

0.12

34.01

0.08

[18, 19,18, 18] n (15, 16, 15,15] p

7.10

0.2 7

38.46

7.07

0.55

38.51

0.00

(1r, r)=(+, 1 ) , a= 0
[18,19,18,18] n (16,15,15,15] p
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( 116 1 -) - 1 ( ,r [532]5 / 2- )

1 (1r[404]9/2+ ) (1r[404)9/2-)

) (1r[411]3/2-)
( 1r[404]9 /2+) ( 1r[404]9/2 -)

r

1r[404)9 /2+) ( 1r[404]9
523 /2+ 1 1r(411 3 /2-)
t
1rf404r9/2+ ( 1r f404]9;2-)
ll6 1 -) - 1 ( ,r [4 11]3/2+)

1 ! 1r[404)9/2+ )(1r[404)9/2-)
"61·) - 1 (1r[4 11]3 / 2-)

1 1 1r[404)9/2+ ) (1r(404)9/2-)
1 (11 402]5 / 2(
404 9 / 22+
1r 41 1 3/2+ it
1r 1411 (:3/2- i
3/2-) 541r
1r
r

1"°1 · ) -

1
1 - ) - ( 11 (402]

I

7r 404 9/2+ ) (1r(�?04[!9/2-)
f
!"6
1
1r 41 1 3/2-)
7r 404 9 /2+ ) ( 1r[404]9 /2-)
� 1r (411) 3/2-)

I"!

404

l(

9 /2+ ,r[404]9 / 2-)

1r 411 1 3/2+

Table 3 . 14: The CHF + SLy4 configurations in 1 35 , 136 Pm.
Ew _ �ore

[N+,+i, N+,-i, N-,+i, N-,-i]

0.06

( 1r, r)=(+,-i) , a= 1 / 2
(19,19,18,18] n [15,16,15,15] p

0.00

( 1r, r) = ( +, i) , a=-1 / 2
[19,19,18,18] n [1 6,15,15,15] p

1.23

( 1r, r) =(-,-l ) , a = 1
[19, 20,18,18] n [15,15,15,1 6] p

( MeV)

Q20

I

( eb )
135

pm l

Q22

( eb)

I

Band configiration

(n) I w/respect to I core)

t6'vf

�t
�t

-)- 1 ( ,r[41 1 3/2-)
402� 5 /2+ \402�5/2-)
1r 404 9/ 2+ 1r 404 9/2-)

6.03

0. 10

34.47

5.99

0.99

34.50

6 , -) - 1 (,r[4 11 2+)
40 2�5/2-)
v�402 5 /2+ r
t
1r 404J 9/ 2+ 1r 404 9 /2-)

7. 01

0.66

38.0 2

1 .04

( 1r , r) = ( -, 1 ) , a= 0
[19, 2 0,18,18] n [15,15,16, l 5] p

2+
402
t\402 5 / 2-)
n
1r 404r
9/2+� 1r 404 9/2-)
1r 5 32 5/2-)

6.87

0.50

3 7.93

0.53

( 1r, r) = ( +,-1) , a= 1
[19,20,18,18] n [15,16,15,15] p

2+
4021s / 2-)
1r 404 9/2-)
1r 404
9/ 2+t1
T
t\4°
1r 5 32 5/2+

6.40

0. 51

39.68

0.00

( 1r, r) = (+,- 1 ) , a= 1
(19,20, 18,18] n (1 6,15,15, 15] p

6. 24

1 . 29

40 . 3 7

I

136

91

pm l

1

!

2 + ' 40215/ 2-)
\
1r 404 9/ 2+W1r 404 9/ 2-)
1r
411 3/2-)
TT

2+
402 5 / 2-)
0
9/ 2+t1r\4041 9/2-)
1rl4404T
1r 41 1 3 /2+
t

Table 3.15: The CHF+ SLy4 configurations in

Ew _ �ore
(MeV)

Q;o

(N+,+i, N+,-i, N- ,+i, N-,-i]

( 1r, r) = (-,-i) , a= 1/2

0.1 9

(18, 19, 18, 18] n (15,16, 16, 15] p

0.10

(18, 19, 18, 18] n (16,15, 16,15] p

(eh)
1 1 3s s m

( 1r, r) = (+,-i), a= 1/2

I

I

7.52

0.45

37 . 47

4 1 1! 3 /2 + 532! 5/ 2 + )
1 1r 404 9/2+ 1r 404 9/2-)
t61 -) [402]5 / 22+ � �7r 411 3 / 2- �
7r 411 3't
1r (404) 9/2+ 1r(4041;9/2� 7r (41 1) 3/ 2+ � � 7r (411) 3 /2- �
1r 404 9/2+ 1r 404 9/2-

-0.09

34.57

0.00

(18,19,18,18] n (16,16,15,15] p

7.04

0.60

39.30

-1.39

36.16

0.00

(18,18,19,19] n (16,16,15,15] p

[19,19,18,18] n( l 6,16,15,15] p

36 S

m

6.98

I

6.08

-0.96

34.83

1.64

40.19

I 13 sm l
7

0.00

( 1r, r) =( +,-i) , a= 1/2

(19,20 ,18,18] n (16,16,15,15] p

l

4 11! 3 / 2-)(,r[532]5 / 2 +
I 1r 404 9/2+) ( 1r (404] 9/ 2-

6.36

3.39

tf
tf

3 7 .61

(18, 19, 18, 18] n (16, 16, 15, 15] p

( 1r, r) = (+, 1 ), a= 0

Band configiration

( 1i) I w / respect to ! core)

0.41

It

.

0.22

7.53

( 1r, r)=(-, i) , a=-1 /2

Q;2

(eh)

1 3 5• 136 • 137 S m

6.23

if"!

116 1 -) -l (11 (402) 5 / 2-)
V

530 2 + )\"[530)1 / 2-)
V 4 11 1/2 -) 1r 411r
3/2+ 7r 411 3/2�� f
}
�

ff �f

1r 404 9/2+ 1r 404 9/2-

0

2

iiT

2

1 2-

1r 411 3/2+ 1r 411 3 / 2-)
+ 1r 404t9/2- �
1r 404 9/2+

0 2 2 + 402 / 2- )
1r 411 3/ 2+ln
1r 411 3 /2tr
r �
r
1r 404 9/2+ 1r 404 9/2-
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Chapter 4

High-Spin States in Light
Neutron-Rich Nuclei
4. 1

Properties of Exotic Neutron-Rich Nuclei

As demonstrated in the previous Chapter, the excursion away from the line of beta stability
towards nuclei with large proton excess has led to the discovery of highly-deformed shapes and
to a better understanding of nuclear shell structure. The improved experimental tools have
made the field of exotic nuclei one of the fastest growing in low-energy nuclear physics, allowing
for the exploration of previously unaccessible regions of the nuclear landscape. Nuclei far from
stability have never been so accessible for study experimentally as they are now, thanks to the
existence of radioactive nuclear beam ( RNB ) facilities [220, 221].
The possibilities of studying new physical phenomena in very neutron-rich nuclei have been
of considerable interest. There are many new phenomena expected to occur around the neutron
drip line : neutron emission, variations in cross-sections [222, 223], possible soft collective modes
and low-lying transition strengths [224, 225, 226, 227, 228, 229], changes in shell structure
[230, 231, 232], and many others. For medium-mass and heavy nuclear systems, the areas of the
proton and neutron drip lines are accessible using reactions via compound nucleus formation
[233, 234, 235]. Such experimental studies for the neutron-rich side are facilitated for the
medium-mass regions by the ease of their production as fission fragments, however, this method
is practically unusable for light nuclei in view of the low yield. The neutron drip line has been
explored experimentally only up to oxygen, but new advantages of the RNB technology have
promised to push those limits even further [236). Studies of extreme N/Z ratios, both theoretical
and experimental, have revealed new conceptual aspects, shedding new light on the nuclear
many-body problem. In this context, one should mention the indications for the existence of
halo nuclei, and the so-called Borromean nuclei (240} along the edges of the nucleon drip line
( Fig. 4. 1 ).
One of the very interesting effects in nuclear systems far from stability is the observed
increase in radial size with the decrease in binding energy [241, 242, 243, 244] . This can lead
to the creation of a nucleon skin or a nucleon halo. These effects are observable in loosely
bound systems, usually with extreme isospin values (245]. Drawing the distinction line between
skin and halo is pretty much a matter of convention (246], but there are clear indications that
their formation mechanisms are different at the microscopic level. The halo terminology was
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Figure 4 . 1: Part of the nuclear landscape showing halo nuclei and some of the structures far from
stability. The deformed "island of inversion" in the heavy even-even Ne and Mg nuclei studied
in this Chapter is marked. The information about halo/Borromean nuclei comes from Refs.
[ 2 3 7, 2 3 )8. The dashed line shows the production limit of 10 nuclei/day on the K 5 00-K12 00
facility at NCSL [ 2 3 9), a reasonable practical experimental limitation.
introduced historically at the time when the same nuclei exhibited interaction cross-sections
[2 4 7, 2 4 )8, which appeared to be large compared with the calculated reaction cross-sections.
When single-particle densities were fitted to the data using Glauber's model [ 2 4 91, halo nuclei
were identified as those with root-mean-square radii "much larger" than 1.1A t/3 fm. While
the halo can be created by one or few weakly-bound nucleons outside the core, which occupy
single-particle states with low angular momenta [ 2 41], the nucleonic skin is not subject to such a
restriction, and involves pairing interactions, polarization of the core and other features usually
associated with heavier systems. The neutron halo [ 2 5 0, 2 41], for example, is likely to be seen
in systems with nearly three times as many neutrons as protons; such structures have been
observed in a variety of nuclei ( see e.g. [ 2 3 ,8 2 51) and references therein ). The outermost part
of the neutron density in such systems is essentially determined by quantum effects, since the
halo nucleons spend most of their time in the classically-forbidden region. The proximity of the
continuum states requires non-standard techniques involving the explicit description of few-body
dynamic effects [ 2 3 5]. It is no wonder that skin/halo studies are some of the most vigorously
developing in low-energy nuclear structure physics - both theoretically and experimentally.
The presence of a neutron skin [2 5 2) is often considered characteristic of heavy neutron
rich nuclear systems. The valence neutrons in such nuclei are likely to form a neutron skin
"outside" of the "surface" defined by a well-bound proton structure [ 2 4 )6. In some cases it
may be possible to see evidence for both a neutron skin and halo. Indeed, in nuclei closer to
the valley of stability, the root-mean-square radii of neutrons do not exceed those of protons
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by more than ilRnp = 0.2 fm (253, 254, 255, 232, 246]. This value increases rapidly when the
neutron excess becomes higher, the effect likely being caused by both halo and skin effects.
Information about the difference ilRnp has been obtained experimentally ( (232] and references
therein, (256, 257, 258, 259, 260, 261] ). Experimental results on neutron/proton radii have
stimulated an impressive theoretical activity ( [246] and references therein ), especially focusing
on features of the nuclear surface and details of the nucleon distribution. In particular, it has
been demonstrated that the diffraction radii of nuclear systems, defined in the framework of
electron-scattering measurements (262, 263, 264], are mostly sensitive to the surface nucleon
distribution and do not depend significantly on the shell structure in the interior (265, 266, 267,
268, 269]; hence they can be used to determine the neutron skin. The experimental information
is usually limited to charge densities of stable nuclei, however, some recent developments indicate
that new possibilities in intermediate-energy proton scattering [270] and parity-violating elastic
electron scattering (271, 272, 273, 274, 275, 276] may provide data on neutron density form
factors as well.
In this Chapter, we look at a region of Ne and Mg nuclei in the vicinity of the neutron
drip line ( Fig. 4. 1 ). It has been noted that a number of nuclei between neutron numbers
N=20 and 28 exhibit features typical of well-deformed systems. ( A general review of shape
coexistence in light and heavy nuclei can be found in [277, 39], and references therein. ) We
start the following Section with a general discussion of the Ne-Mg region. Then we look at
properties of single-particle states in the vicinity of the Fermi level, their effects on deformation
and angular momentum, and other structural information. Theoretical studies of such nuclei
indicate that considerable modification of our usual understanding of shell structure may be
necessary [278, 244]. The mean field concept may have to be carefully reconsidered, and we
need further insights into how well the traditional mechanisms can explain properties of nuclear
matter so far away from the beta-stability line (235, 230, 231, 232].
Rotational structures in very neutron-rich nuclei have been analyzed experimentally using
nucleon transfer reactions [279, 280], incomplete fusion (281], neutron-induced fission (282, 283],
proton inelastic scattering (284, 285], deep inelastic reactions (286, 287], nucleon knockout reac
tions (288, 289], projectile fragmentation reactions [290, 291, 292, 293], and Coulomb excitation
at intermediate energies (294, 295, 296, 297, 298, 299, 293]. The latter methods, for example,
provided information on the collectivity of the lowest 2+ and 4+ states in 3 2 • 34 Mg (294, 299, 293],
the new data supporting the conjecture that quenching of spherical magic gaps at N=20 and
N=28 brings the deformed configurations lower in excitation energy, therefore increasing the
likelihood of shape transitions.

4.2

Neutron Drip-Line Nuclei in the Ne-Mg Region

The structure of nuclei in the neutron-rich region with Z=8-12 has been a matter of significant
interest since the first observations of a trend towards over-binding in very neutron-rich Na
nuclei by Thibault et al. in 1975 [300], and then of an anomalously high isotope shift in 31 Na
(301], along with a decrease in the two-neutron separation energy S2 n for 30 Ne and 3 1 •3 3 • 35 Na
(300, 301]. It hinted at the existence of a so-called "island of inversion" [302] beyond the N=20
shell closure - the occurrence of prolate deformations, rather than the expected spherical
behavior, accompanied by a strong decrease in binding energy ( (303] and references therein ).
Such behavior was interpreted as an indication that the spherical magic N =20 gap vanishes in
the neutron rich region [304, 305] ( see Fig. 2.1 ).
The unexpectedly low first 2+ state in 32 Mg was determined experimentally in 1979 (306),
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marking the beginning of the spectroscopic studies in this region and making this nuclide a
benchmark case for explorations. The transition probability B(E2; 2t ➔ ot) [307, 308] was re
measured recently [294] and confirmed to be very large, an indication for a well-deformed prolate
shape with {32 :::::: 0.52. This significant quadrupole collectivity evidences the closure of the N =20
spherical gap when approaching the neutron drip line. Being model-dependent, the deduction
of shape deformation from the B(E2) data required more comprehensive studies, involving other
excited levels and analysis of the E(4+ )/ E(2+ ) ratio in particular 1 . The measurements in Ref.
[290] gave E:i: (4t )/E:i: (2t) :::::: 2.5, later confirmed by the Monte-Carlo Shell Model ( MCSM )
calculations in the s-d and p-f shell model space [310, 311]. The measurement of Ref. [299] hints
that the yrast states up to spin 4h in 32 Mg are deformed and some of the excited o+ and 2+ states
are spherical, thus pointing at the possibility of shape coexistence in this nuclide. These results
demonstrated that most likely 32 Mg is not an isolated case, proving the conclusions of [312, 299].
Spectroscopic measurements have been extended to other magnesium isotopes. The collectivity
of 34 Mg was investigated via in-beam 1-ray spectroscopy [293] , which led to the observation of
the transitions 2t ➔ o;. •. , and 4t ➔ 2f. These measurements gave E(4t )/E(2t ) � 3.2, very
close to the rotational limit, thus suggesting a very large prolate deformation.
It is still unclear how far the "island of inversion" extends in the direction of neutron excess.
The proximity of these nuclei to the limits of stability make the experimental measurements
very difficult at the present time, but there are many speculations based on theoretical models
and trends in neutron separation energies. Early systematics [313] suggested the presence of the
two-neutron drip line at N=28, which was supported by RMF calculations [314]. However, a
recent experimental mass measurement [315] suggests that the Mg isotopes may become unbound
earlier.

4.2.1

Theoretical Interpretations

Many mean field approaches have predicted and studied deformed ground states in the 32 Mg
region. As early as 1975, the HF study by Campi et al. [316], based on early Skyrme forces
SIii and SIV, suggested the possibility of prolate configurations in 3 1 • 32 Na, associated with
excitations of the s-d neutrons to the f712 shell. This conclusion was later confirmed by other
approaches [317]. The effect of weakening of the shell effects in the Ne-Mg drip line nuclei was
first introduced by Tondeur in 1978 (230] and studied extensively later [318, 319, 231, 320, 321,
322]. One of the first calculations of excited states in 32 Mg, using the energy density formalism in
the framework of the interacting quasiparticle model [323) , predicted the low-lying 2t states for
N=20 isotones, while failing to reproduce correctly their excitation energies. By the beginning
of the 1980's, the sudden onset of deformation in this region was explained [324, 325) .
The breaking of the N =20 closed shell means that one has to include both the s-d and p-f
orbitals in calculations. Since the earliest experimental studies of 32 Mg [306] , the collective
properties of this nuclide have been attributed to the appearance of the II f7 12 [330) 1/2 intruder
state ( Figs. 2.1,4.2 ) , and in 1980 Wildenthal and Chung [326) demonstrated the "collapse" of
the conventional ( spherical ) shell model for very neutron-rich Na and Mg nuclei. During the
1980's, through the work of Paves and Retamosa [327) and others [31 1) , it became a paradigm
that the neutron f712 orbitals need to be included in the structure analysis in this region. The
shell-model interpretation of this mechanism ascribes the deformation-driving effect to particle-
hole excitations across the magic gap, which is sufficient to produce the stable deformation, even
in configurations containing as few as two f712 neutrons.
1 Values of this ratio approaching 3.3 are indicative of deformed rotors, while those closer to 2 indicate vibra
tional structures [309)
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Figure 4.2: Neutron (left) and proton (right) Nilsson diagrams in the vicinity of 34 Mg Fermi
level as a function of Q;0 , calculated in CHF ( cf. Fig. 2.1 ) . Solid/dashed lines represent
positive/negative parity states. The shaded area in the neutron diagram indicates the crossing
between the extruder d3; 2 and the intruder f7 ;2 orbitals.
A series of theoretical calculations in the framework of the RMF theory [314, 328, 329) pre
dicted a spherical ground-state shape for 32 Mg. Sphericity was also found in several Skyrme
HF calculations [330, 331, 332] , although it was indicated that dynamic correlations could cause
deformation (330) . However, the recent survey of Ref. (312] demonstrates that the shape transi
tion around 32 Mg strongly depends on the nucleon-nucleon interaction; same Skyrme forces do
in fact yield deformation at N =20.
In this work, we would like to address the likelihood of stabilization of deformed shapes in
this region as a result of rotation.
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4.3

Rotational Properties of Neutron-Rich Na and Mg
Nuclei : Skyrme HF Results

Our calculations were carried out using the cranked Hartree-Fock method with the Skyrme inter
action parametrization SLy 4, and involved the quantitative study of characteristics of rotational
bands for the deformed configurations in 30 •32 •34 • 36 • 38 Ne and 32 • 34 • 36 •38 •40 Mg ( Fig. 4.1). The
success of similar studies in SD nuclei [ 77, 3 3 3, 3 3 4, 2) has indicated that pairing effects may be
considered unessential for the description of highly-deformed and superdeformed configurations
at high rotational frequencies. Although it is clear a priori that a proper inclusion of pairing
correlations, clustering, and so forth, in the theoretical picture of the neutron drip-line systems
is significant at low spins, our ambition here is to explore the effect of fast nuclear rotation in this context we consider pairing correlations of lesser importance.

4.3.1

The N=20 and N=22 Isotones

Deformation and rotational properties of neutron-rich Ne and Mg nuclei are determined by the
underlying shell structure. This is clearly visible in the isotones close to N=20, for which the
magic spherical gap of nearly 5 MeV all but disappears as a function of deformation ( see Fig.
4. 2, left ). The lightest of the systems in our study, 30 Ne, has in its ground state configuration
[ 2, 2, 3, 3) ,, two protons in the l d512 orbital and the neutron s-d shell is filled completely. As
quadrupole deformation increases above .82=0. 2, the lowest intruder from the negative-parity
N=3 shell ( 3 1 and 32 ) becomes energetically favored ( Q0 � 0. 5 5 eh in Fig. 4. 2 ). In the lowest
configuration of the N=20 isotones we thus have a 2p- 2h excitation to the f712 level.
The addition of pairs of neutrons gradually fills the negative-parity f712 states from the
bottom up. Since, in the frequency range considered in this work, no crossings between positive
and negative-parity Routhians occur, we can easily determine proton configurations ( [ 2, 2, 3, 3) ,,
for Ne and [ 3, 3, 3, 3) ,, for Mg nuclei ) and fill the neutron f712 orbital through the sequence of
deformed bands lowest in energy : [ 6, 6, 5, 5)n/[ 7, 7, 4, 4) n ( N=2 2 ), [ 7, 7,5, 5)n ( N=2 4 ), [ 7, 7, 6, )6n
( N=2 6), and [ 7, 7, 7, 7)n ( N=2 8).
Figure 4. 3 presents a side-by-side comparison between the CHF results for the N=20 isotones
of Ne and Mg. Although there are many similarities in the location and spacings of the neutron
levels , the presence of two extra protons in the 32 Mg gives rise to a large-interaction crossing
in protons at nw � 1.5 MeV ( see below ). The adiabatic crossing in 30 Ne between the 7r dl 5 12
[ 2 20)1/ 2 ( r =+i ) Routhian and the [ 211) 3/ 2 level causes the gradual slope change from a prolate
shape to a weakly-deformed oblate shape at high rotational frequencies. In the magnesium
isotopes, the interaction between the second and third N =2 Routhians gives rise to an abrupt
shape change. At very large deformations, this proton interaction is with the 2s1 12 [ 211)1/ 2
state, which appears in the vicinity of the Fermi level ( marked by shaded circle in Fig. 4. 2 ).
In the 30 Ne case, the 32 band is lowest in energy. The signature splitting of the lowest l f712
Routhians reaches nearly 2 MeV at the termination point. The magnesium isotone shows the
same features; however, the interaction of three l d512 (+,+i) proton Routhians causes a more
abrupt shape change towards termination around nw= 1. 3 Me V. This analysis provides more
insight when related to the diagrams of the total aligned angular momentum ( top of Fig. 4. 3 ),
combined with the behavior of the moments of inertia. For frequencies below the termination
point ( nw �1. 3 5 MeV ) we see the gradual alignment of the spins of the nucleons building up
the total angular momentum, and reaching a plateau at the termination point. The transition
occurs very close to the crossing of the last occupied proton orbital with r =i. In 30 Ne it leads
to a gradual transition to oblate shape at the high end of the cranking-frequency interval. In
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Figure 4.3: Single-particle Routhians, moments of inertia, and total angular momenta for the
N=20 isotones of Ne and Mg as a function of w. The line convention follows previous Chapters.
The top panels show the neutron and proton contributions.
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32 Mg

the total spin at termination is also 12 Ii, the only difference being that the 41i comes from
the aligned proton levels, ( 3/2 + 5/2 ) Ii. The transition towards termination shape is more
abrupt, showing a kink in the vicinity of liw= l .3 MeV.
As it was illustrated in Chapter 2, the transition from prolate to oblate shape at high
frequencies causes a decrease in the moment of inertia. The abrupt shape change in 32 Mg is
associated with well pronounced kink in .7<2> at the termination frequency ( cf. Fig. 2.7 ) . The
proton crossing in the lightest Mg isotopes prompts the transition to oblate shape associated
with band termination; this behavior will be illustrated better for the lowest bands in 34 Mg.
A further analysis can be carried out by looking into the N=22 isotones, where more combi
nations of neutron occupation numbers are possible, and several rotational bands can compete.
In order to look into the structural effects, stemming from the consecutive occupation of the
f7 ; 2 orbitals, we explore configurations (7,7,4,4] n , (7,6,5,4] n and (6,6,5,5] n , containing two, three,
and four N=3 states, respectively. In all these cases the aligned protons contribute with the
maximum alignment of 41i to the total spin. In configuration (7,7,4,4] n ( Fig. 4.4, left ) , the two
lowest N =3 states neutrons smoothly align with 5/2 + 7 /2 = 6 1i at termination ( liw �1.0
MeV ) . The addition of the third N=3 neutron ( middle panel ) , and the emptying of the highest
up-sloping ld3;2 state adds 3/2 + 3/2 = 3 units to the aligned neutron angular momentum,
and delays the termination point to higher frequency, 1iw � 1.3 MeV. The interaction between
32 and 33 Routhians ( marked in Fig. 4.4 with a shaded area ) causes a rapid increase in .7<2>
right before termination. In the third case ( Fig. 4.4, right ) the fourth N=3 neutron Routhian
becomes occupied at the expense of the next up-sloping ld3;2 state, with the net result of an
even further delay of termination. At the highest frequencies, the neutrons in (6,6,5,5] n carry
approximately 1 1 Ii. Part of this alignment is due to the interaction with the higher-lying
neutron states with N=3.
It is noteworthy to observe the appearance of the lowest highly deformed N=4 neutron ( +,
i) intruder l g9; 2 ( denoted 11 4 1 ) at the highest frequencies. For the (7,7,4,4] n band ( extended
in frequency for illustration purposes ) the intruder is not expected to cause any effects, because
it experiences a crossing well beyond the termination point, and its influence would not manifest
itself in a rotational spectrum. However, in other configurations, such as the 34 , it descends to
the Fermi surface. It is certainly of interest to study the crossing(s) of this intruder in detail,
although the frequencies at which it is expected to play a role are far above the experimental
possibilities at the moment. For N�26, the lowest v lg9 ; 2 orbital is expected to be occupied, at
frequencies around and above 2.0 Me V.
The structures in 32 Ne can be seen also in the corresponding neutron configurations in 34 Mg.
Figure 4.5 shows the single-particle Routhians corresponding to two rotating configurations
(7,7,4,4] n , which have different occupation numbers of the lowest (+,+i) protons. The band that
is lower in energy at low frequencies, "[7,7,4,4] n A" , is approached by "(7,7,4,4] n B" at about 0.8
MeV. The gaps in the single-particle Routhians mark the positions of the corresponding proton
level crossing, where the Hartree-Fock procedure does not converge. The bands terminate at
frequencies comparable to those for 32 Ne.
Figure 4.6 shows the neutrons in the configuration (6,6,5,5] n which extends to a frequency
as high as 3.4 MeV, at which the 11 4 1 orbital interacts with the second neutron l d3 ; 2 state. In
the entire frequency interval above 2.2 MeV there appears to occur a significant mixing of (-,-i)
neutrons and (+,i) protons. As we shall see below, the (6,6,5,5] n bands in the N=22 isotones
have bigger prolate deformations than the (7,7,4,4] n bands.
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4.3.2

3

4

3 4 Mg

N =24 Isotones

With the addition of two more neutrons ( Fig. 4. 7, bottom ) , the interaction between the proton
ld5 1 2 (+,+i) Routhians becomes much weaker, which allows the lowest bands in both isotones
to extend to 1iw � 1 .5 Me V before terminating. The neutron Fermi level for 34 Ne is very close
to zero, suggesting that the excited bands are likely to become unbound. The total angular
momentum smoothly approaches 12 n; however, the main reason for the band's ending abruptly
at 1iw=2.0 MeV is the crossing of the highest d3 12 neutron ( +,-i) state with the N=4 intruder.
In 3 6 Mg ( Fig. 4.7, right ) , the proton interaction in the ( +,i) parity-signature block causes
considerable disturbance in the nuclear shape because of the presence of a third state, the 2s 1 1 2 ,
appearing in the proximity of the top two ld51 2 orbitals, the lower of which is occupied. This
causes a band crossing at Tiw =l.5 MeV, with the rapid deformation change clearly visible in the
plots of the moments of inertia.
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4.3.3

Drip-Line Ne and Mg Isotopes with N=26 and 28

The addition of two more neutrons to form the configuration [7,7,6,6] n in 36 Ne ( Fig. 4.8 )
makes them occupy two negative-parity states with positive Routhians around 0.5 MeV. They
become bound only for nw >2.0 MeV. The mixings of negative-parity states, clearly seen in the
behavior of 3< 1 > and 3< 2>, are associated with the crossing of the extruder lf712 [303]7/2 with
the intruder 2p3 /2 [321]1/2 at around Q 1r =0.25 eh ( Fig. 4.2 ).
The N=4 intruder with r =-i would form a hole state in the corresponding configuration in
the same high-frequency interval. Its presence, together with its expected prolate deformation
driving effect, may become essential for the stabilization of well-deformed bands at very high
frequencies.
In the nuclide 38 Mg ( Fig. 4.8, right ) the added lf712 neutron pair to [7,7,5,5] n, forming the
lowest configuration, reduces the influence of the mixing in the proton ( +,i) states even further,
so that it remains significant only beyond nw=l .6 MeV. The proximity of the N=4 intruder
to the Fermi-level for nw above 1.8 MeV implies that the neutron configurations [7,8,6,5] n and
[7,8,5,6] n would likely become yrast in this frequency region.
For 38 Ne ( Fig. 4.9 ) the valence neutrons are likely to become unbound. As one can see,
at least three out of the four negative-parity states stay around or above 0.0 Me V in the entire
frequency interval - a fact normally associated with an instability towards neutron emission.
Filling completely the f712 shell yields the [7,7,7,7] n band in 40 Mg. The N=28 gap at frequen
cies below 1.2 MeV is widely open. However, at higher frequencies the unoccupied N=4 neutron
intruder with (1r,r)=( +,-i) drops rapidly below the Fermi-level, making the bands [7,8,7,6] n and
[7,8,6, 7] n energetically favorable.
4.3.4

Shapes and Angular Momentum Alignments

For the [6,6,5,5] n configuration in 32 Ne, the neutron spin comes from the aligned particles in
v (lf71 2 ) 4 ( 7/2 + 5/2 + 3/2 + 1/2 )Ii, and v (ld3 12 ) - 2 ( 1/2 + 3/2 )Ii; however, because of the
mixing of the highest (-,-i) f712 orbital with higher-lying Routhian, this value is higher by about
11i. As a result, the total angular momentum at termination reaches 15 Ii. The corresponding
configuration in 34 Mg carries more than 16 Ii. In the two (7,7,4,4] n configurations the proton
angular momentum contributions have two different values at termination. For configuration
"A" it is 2 = 3/2 + 1/2 from the two d51 2 holes in the ld512 states, while in configuration "B"
it is 4 = 5/2 + 3/2. Both bands terminate early - right after the crossing at nw=0.8 MeV. For
the heavier Ne and Mg isotopes, the total angular momentum at termination reaches 15-17 Ii.
It is interesting to look at the ratios of the neutron and proton angular momenta ( I., and I1r
respectively ) to the total angular momentum J ( Fig. 4.10 ). These quantities can provide plenty
of structural information : in the macroscopic picture of a rigidly-rotating nucleus the ratios
I., / I and I1r / I are simply equal to N / A and Z/ A, respectively. The deviations of these quantities
from the rigid-rotor limit are, therefore, indications for changes of gyromagnetic factors in the
rotating system. For example, the diagram for 32 Ne shows the sizeable proton contribution,
which we discussed in the context of the three-level proton crossing. The heaviest Mg nuclei,
with N=24,26,28, show that the angular momentum is built proportionally from neutrons and
protons, and there is no indication for the decoupling of the neutron skin. This is a surprising
and very interesting result. Although the heaviest of the nuclei in our study have the highest
N/Z ratios, the rotational behavior of the neutrons does not deviate significantly from that of
the protons. The values of the ratios for these nuclei stay within a narrow range around the
corresponding ones for a "rigid" rotor, and even get closer to them with the increase of rotational
frequency.
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For further interpretation of the changes of collectivity we can analyze the total energy of
the bands, ( Fig. 4. 11). The solid circles mark the terminated configurations, while the dashed
circles indicate bands, for which only the protons have terminated. An interesting feature in
the magnesia in Fig. 4. 11is that the energy decreases uniformly and almost additively with
the gradual filling of the f7 ; 2 shell. The sequences 32 , 33 , 34 in the N=2 2 isotones show a lot
of similarities. Here, the bands with fewer N=3 occupied states are favored in energy. The
occupation of the [ 3 21] 3/ 2 neutron state instead of the [ 2 02] 3/ 2 state shifts the band up by
about 1. 2 MeV, while delaying the termination until higher spins are reached.
Figure 4. 12 shows the behavior of the static and dynamic moments of inertia. This plot
should be analyzed together with the deformation trends given in Fig. 4. 13. For all bands
reaching or approaching termination at high frequencies, the dynamic moment of inertia drops
to very small values because the total angular momentum stops increasing.
The trends observed in Fig. 4. 12 can be better understood when we look at the changes of
nuclear shape with angular momentum. Figure 4. 13 shows the (/32 ,-y) deformation trajectories,
evaluated using equations ( 2. 13 0- 2.13 1
) for all nuclei considered. One can see that, for both
protons and neutrons, they start at /32 � 0. 2 5-0. 4 0at the 1iw=O MeV and then smoothly proceed
towards smaller /32 -values while increasing -y-deformation until they reach termination. Note
that neutron deformations follow the proton ones very closely, their deviations being most visible
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at low spins. The isovector effect ( deviation between neutron and proton deformations ) appears
to be the strongest in the N=26 isotones, where D./32 = f3f - f3f is nearly 0.05 at the lowest
frequency end of the trajectory. It is interesting to note for these isotones that the differences
between f3f and /3f change signs as the angular momentum increases, causing the protons to be
visibly less deformed at the top of the band. The behavior shown in Fig. 4.13 is characteristic
of rotational structures built upon relatively few valence nucleons. The loss of collectivity with
cranking frequency is rather fast due to the alignment of N =3 neutrons, which causes the
termination at relatively low spins. Returning to Fig. 4.12, we see how the deformation changes
are reflected in the moments of inertia.
In view of the small binding energy of the outermost ( "skin" ) neutrons in these rapidly
rotating nuclei, it would be interesting to look into the question of how likely they are to be
ejected by the large centrifugal forces at high angular momenta. Although in our study there is
little basis for speculation on this subject, the study of proton and neutron radii with cranking
frequency could give some qualitative indications to guide us in such a study. Figure 4. 14 shows
the root-mean-square radii calculated in CHF. The immediate conclusion one can make from it is
that there are insignificant changes in their values of less than 3% - indicating that, even at the
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highest frequencies, the weakly-bound neutrons do not depart considerably from the remaining
nucleons. The slight overall reduction is attributed predominantly to the decrease in /32 as the
band approaches termination. The neutron radii in the equivalent neutron configurations of
different isotopes remain very similar, while the presence of the two extra protons in the Mg
isotopes increase the proton radii by 0. 1 fm on the average. Their numerical values seem to be
entirely determined by their dependence on proton and neutron number.
Considering the results presented above, one can conclude that the expected isovector effects
are not well pronounced at high angular momenta in the neutron-rich Ne and Mg isotopes.
The valence neutrons in their configurations occupy N=3 intruder states which, due to their
large orbital angular momenta ( causing them to face high centrifugal barriers ) , are fairly well
localized within the nuclear volume, in spite of their weak binding.
We can summarize that in most cases, as a result of the Coriolis forces, the low-l states
( which are the most likely candidates for halo effects ) will be crossed at high rotational
frequencies by the high-l intruder orbitals. Consequently, one shall not expect halo nuclei at
high spins. In particular, our results show no indications in favor of a possible separation of the
valence (skin) neutrons at high spins.
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Chapter 5

Conclusion

"I would rather understand one cause than be King of Persia."
- Democritus of Abdera, 460-370 B.C.
This dissertation presents a systematic study of rotational configurations in nuclei away from
the line of ,8-stability. The nuclear systems in the Af'J130 mass region, explored in Chapter 3
have moderate proton excess, with the lightest systems closely approaching the proton drip line.
In the neutron-rich Ne-Mg region of Chapter 4 the isotopes were the farthest away from the
stability valley, with more than twice as many neutrons as protons. Our work demonstrates that
such exotic nuclei can have quasistable deformed states even at very high spins. The success of
the mean-field approach for describing deformed nuclear states at high spins makes it possible
to prove the central point in our analysis - that the self-consistent mean-field theories are
well justified to be applied to a variety of different rotating nuclear systems with the benefit of
conceptual clarity and significant predictive power across wide regions of nuclei.
The main results and conclusions of the dissertation can be summarized as follows
• We carried out the first global self-consistent high-spin calculations in the Af'J130 su
perdeformed region, employing two different mean field theories in a comparative study.
The extracted set of effective single-particle quadrupole moments and angular momentum
alignments can be directly used in experimental analyses.

• The success of the comparative study, being based on the additivity approach demon
strated its validity and applicability in the Af'J 130 region, implying that the extreme shell
model concept is well justified at high angular momenta.

• The results of this study provide important information for experimentalists, allowing them
to easily calculate the expected deformations and alignments in superdeformed bands.
The predictive power of such calculations is a result of the systematized statistics and the
impressive precision of the additivity analysis. In addition to the above, the information
about the relative total Routhians for the bands in the same nucleus can serve as a guideline
for in experimental ordering.
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• In the theoretical results we included for the first time the quantitative impact of the
effective values of q22 as corrections to the main effective quadrupole components Q20 for
the evaluation of the transition quadrupole moments Qt • This allows us to separate out the
deformation components of a nuclear shape in the region in a systematic way, providing a
basis for quantitative analysis of the role of single-particle contributions to the ')'-softness.
• We made predictions for a large number of highly-deformed bands in the A"J 130 mass re
gion, which includes structures yet unobserved experimentally. We also propose candidate
configurations sorted by Routhian energy and parity-signature quantum numbers.
• The presented results indicate that the single-particle alignments are remarkably robust
quantities, which in some cases do not vary significantly between self-consistent models,
including the non-relativistic density-dependent Skyrme model and the relativistic mean
field model.
• The remarkable precision of the additivity results for the quadrupole moments, on par with
the results for the A"J150 region [77], offers evidence that there is a conceptual universality
of the theoretical models for both regions, thus establishing an intellectual bridge for the
physical interpretation of superdeformation in the proton-rich nuclei in the wider mass
range A=128-160. The two highly deformed regions might be treated comfortably on the
same basis, within the framework of additivity using Skyrme Hartree-Fock methods, as
the example of 142 Sm implies.
• The results of the additivity analysis for the values of q22 show the effects of ')'-Softness of
the collective nuclear potential, The broadness of the Q22 distributions ( Fig. 3.4 ) confirm
the 1-softness in this region.
• In our Skyrme HF calculations, the effective alignments are overall different from the corre
sponding values of single-particle alignments. This indicates the importance of the shape
polarization effects in the self-consistent mean field studies. In a number of cases, these
effects alter drastically the single-particle alignments. Similarly, the effective quadrupole
moments are also different from the single-particle quadrupole moments, suggesting a
sizeable modification to their deformation-driving effects due to shape polarization.
These deviations teach important lessons on the impact of self-consistency on single
particle quantities. Even more exciting is the fact that in some cases the "bare" and
effective values are rather close - a puzzling observation, for which we do not have satis
factory explanation at the moment. Based on these comparisons, we are led to conclude
that the use of bare single-particle values, as one is doing in, e.g. , the cranked shell model,
can be quite misleading. In particular, angular momentum alignments extracted from the
slopes of single-particle Routhians can not be trusted because they do not include the
shape polarization effects.
• There are sound physical reasons preventing the weakly bound intruder neutrons from
"breaking away" under the influence of Coriolis and centrifugal forces at high cranking
frequencies, thus offering a possibility for observation of associated rotational bands. On
the one hand, the variation of the neutron shell structure with neutron number, mainly
influencing the position of the high-j unique-parity shell, is expected to modify the pattern
of non-collective excitations in the rotating nucleus. On the other hand, since the Coriolis
force mainly acts on the high-j orbitals, which are strongly localized within the nuclear
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volume, no strong isovector effects ( due to neutron halo or skin ) are expected at high
spins.

• Our calculations indicate that proton and neutron deformations are very similar even at
extremely high rotational frequencies.

• The results show that the root-mean-square radii for protons and neutrons remain con
stant within a narrow interval throughout the cranking frequency range considered.

• We make predictions for the extent of the neutron drip line in the even-€ven Ne-Mg region
and carry out the very first cranking calculations for rotational bands in halo/skin nuclei,
and discuss the structure of their yrast bands.
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Appendix A

Doppler-Shift Attenuation
Measurement of Q�
The centroid-shift technique (335] can b e used with the DSAM in many different ways [336].
The Doppler-shifted energy ( defined as the centroid of the energy distribution ) of a ,y-ray E0
emitted by a compound nucleus recoiled in the target with a velocity v(t) at angle fJ with respect
to the recoil direction is
1 - /3(t) 2
E,y (fJ , t) = Eo
(A.I)
1 - /3(t) cos fJ '

✓

where /3(t) = v(t )/ c is the relativistic velocity factor. The velocity is typically less than 0.lc for
the commonly-used heavy-ion reactions, which allows for the approximation (1 - /3(t) cos fJ) - 1 �
1 + /3(t) cos fJ. The fact that the nucleus is slowed down in the backing material of the target
leads to a smearing-out of the function /3(t) as a distribution of velocity factors F(r)/3' around
the mid-target recoil velocity /3' , which defines the so-called fractional Doppler shift F(r), a
function of the transition's lifetime r, Fig. A ( hence the name of the technique ) .
This allows the expression for the Doppler-shifted centroid transition energy to b e rewritten
as
(A.2)
E,y (fJ) = E0 (l + F(r)/3' cos fJ ) ,

which gives the following explicit form for the fractional Doppler shift
fJ) E
F(r) _ Kr ( - o
- Eo/3' cos fJ '

(A. 3)

and can be extracted from the "forward" and "backward" angle spectra. This simple equation
is valid for bands without feeding from higher levels ( its inclusion requires some modification
of the above formula ) . The relation of the function F( T) to the mean lifetime T is

F(r)

l

= rf3(t = O) lo('X) f3 (t)e - 1; dt.

(A.4)

The integrated kernel /3(t) in this case needs to be evaluated using the stopping powers of
the target and its backing material leaving r as the only unknown parameter. The lifetime
determined this way can be associated with the reduced E2 transition probability

(A.5)
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Figure A.1: Schematic diagram of the Doppler Shift Attenuation ( DSAM ) , illustrating the
relation between lifetime and the range between unshifted and fully shifted centroids of the
transitions. Refer to the text for details and definitions. Adapted from [336] .
for Ii = I and 11 = I - 2, expressed in units of (e fm2 ) 2
817.66A
r = E8B(E2) [ps] '

(A.6)

and E0 is given in MeV. The branching ratio A in this formula is defined as the ratio between
the intensity of the E2 transition depopulating the level, J(E2) , and the total intensity of all
depopulating levels, L i Ii ( l + atot ) , in which atot is the total. The intrinsic quadrupole moment,
in units of eh, is then obtained as
Qo

=

o.901
(IK20 l (I - 2)K)

YIT
�

(A.7)

In the example of experimental study quoted above there are two major methods for applying
the centroid-shift method
• For the most intense bands, the data are sorted into two-dimensional matrices for two
sets of axes for the following groups of detectors : i) the "forward" angle ( 8=31.7° , 37.4°
rings on GAMMASPHERE ) , and the "backward" angle group ( 8=142.6° , 148.3 ° rings )
detectors; ii) the axis consisted of any coincident detector in the setup. The spectra are
used to extract the fractional Doppler shift, F( r ) , ( i. e., the fraction of the full shift ) , as
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a function of the lifetime T for transitions within the band using the expression
F(r)

=

E"Y (6) - Eo
Eo /3' cos(6) "

(A.8)

The spectra are generated by summing up the gates at the bottom of the selected band
( which are the cleanest, corresponding to fully-stopped transitions ), and then the col
lected events are projected onto the "forward" and "backward" axes. The measured value
of F( T) depends not only on the lifetime of particular states, but also on the entire cascade
of transitions preceding it,
• The data are sorted into double-gated spectra from chosen groups of detectors, for exam
ple, when the bands are strongly populated, the gates can be set on in-band Doppler
shifted, i. e. moving transitions in any of the rings of detectors, and then sorted out
into separate spectra for forward, 9(1' , and backward angles ( Doppler-shifted, or moving
gates ). The gated transitions are Doppler-shifted and the Doppler corrections applied in
the sorting of the gates are estimated from the uncorrected channel numbers Co using the
formula
C = Co (l + F(r) /3' cos 6) ,
(A.9)
in which E"Y (6) is the centroid of the -y-ray energy distribution as measured in a detector
at some angle 8 with respect to the beam direction, and E0 is the unshifted -y-ray energy.
The values of F(r) are calculated by iteratively varying the in-band value of Q0 until the
Doppler-corrected peaks in the spectra match in the detector rings at all angles. When
the Doppler-shifted gates are set on the highest spin transitions of the chosen band, it
becomes easy to eliminate the sidefeeding effect for the band states appearing lower in
the cascade, which makes transitions with very low intensity distinguishable from the rest,
when other approaches to detect them would fail.
It was observed, for example [148], that for the highly-deformed bands built on the v i 1 3;2
intruder states of interest in the A�130 region, the quadrupole moment obtained using method
A is increased by about 10%, as compared with the value extracted using method A by gating on
the transitions at the bottom of the same band. The fitting procedure [337] assumes a constant
value of Q0 • In the modeling of the slowing processes of the recoiling nuclei, the stopping powers
can be calculated using the code TRIM [338] .
Although the uncertainties in the stopping powers and the modeling of the side-feeding may
contribute an additional systematic error of 15-20% in the absolute Qo values, the relative values
are considered to be accurate to about 5- 10%. Such precision allows for a clear differentiation
between the polarizability of different orbital configurations for a variety of N and Z values.
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